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Summary
Over the past six decades, as scientific and social challenges have become more complex
and scientific knowledge and methods have advanced, scientists have increasingly joined with
colleagues in collaborative research referred to as team science (see Box S-1). Today, 90
percent of all science and engineering publications are authored by two or more individuals. The
size of authoring teams has expanded as individual scientists, funders, and universities have
sought to increase research productivity and investigate multifaceted problems by engaging more
individuals. Most articles are now written by 6 to 10 individuals from more than one institution.
Team science has led to scientific breakthroughs that would not otherwise have been
possible, such as the discovery of the transistor effect, the development of antiretroviral
medications to control AIDS, and confirmation of the existence of dark matter. At the same
time, conducting research collaboratively can introduce challenges; for example, while the
increasing size of team-based research projects brings greater scientific expertise and more
advanced instrumentation to a research question, it also increases the time required for
communication and coordination of work. If these challenges are not recognized and addressed,
projects may fail to achieve their scientific goals. To provide guidance in addressing these
challenges and enhance the effectiveness of collaborative research, the National Science
Foundation (NSF) requested that the National Research Council (NRC) appoint a committee of
experts to conduct a consensus study that would “recommend opportunities to enhance the
effectiveness of collaborative research in science teams, research centers, and institutes.”
Elsevier also provided funding for the study. The full charge to the Committee on the Science of
Team Science is shown in Box S-2.
To create a framework for this study, the committee first defined the activity of team
science and the groups that carry it out. The committee’s definitions reflect prior research that
has defined a “team” as two or more individuals with different roles and responsibilities, who
interact socially and interdependently within an organizational system to perform tasks and
accomplish common goals. Because this prior research has focused on small teams typically
including 10 or fewer members, similar in size to most science teams, we refer to a group of 10
or fewer scientists as a “science team.” Recognizing that what is important for successful
collaboration changes dramatically as the number of participants grows, we refer to groups of
more than 10 scientists as “larger groups of scientists” or simply “larger groups.”
BOX S-1
Definitions


Team science – Scientific collaboration, i.e., research conducted in an interdependent
fashion by more than one individual, including research conducted by small teams and
larger groups.
 Science teams – Most team science is conducted by two to 10 individuals and we refer to
entities of this size as science teams.
 Larger groups – We refer to more than 10 individuals who conduct team science as
larger groups.1 These larger groups are often composed of many smaller science teams,
1

Larger groups of scientists sometimes refer to themselves as “science teams.”
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and a few of them include hundreds or even thousands of scientists. Such very large
groups typically possess a differentiated division of labor and an integrated structure to
coordinate the smaller science teams; entities of this type are referred to as organizations
in the social sciences.
 Team effectiveness (also referred to as team performance) – a team’s capacity to
achieve its goals and objectives. This capacity to achieve goals and objectives leads to
improved outcomes for the team members (e.g., team member satisfaction and
willingness to remain together), as well as outcomes produced or influenced by the
team. In a science team or larger group, the outcomes include new research findings or
methods and may also include translational applications of the research.
End of Box S-1
Although team science is growing rapidly, individual scientists continue to make critical
contributions and important discoveries, as exemplified by Stephen Hawking’s stream of new
insights into the nature of the universe. Public and private funders with finite budgets must make
decisions about whether to develop individual investigator or team approaches, and, if a team
approach is selected, the scale and scope of the project. Similarly, individual scientists must
make decisions about whether to invest time and energy in collaborative projects or to focus on
individual investigations. It is important for scientists and other stakeholders to strategically
consider the particular research question, subject matter, and intended scientific and/or policy
goals when determining whether a team science approach is appropriate, and if so, the suitable
size, duration, and structure of the project or projects.
BOX S-2
Charge to the Committee on the Science of Team Science
An ad hoc committee will conduct a consensus study on the science of team science
to recommend opportunities to enhance the effectiveness of collaborative research in
science teams, research centers, and institutes. The Science of Team Science is a new
interdisciplinary field that empirically examines the processes by which large and small
scientific teams, research centers, and institutes organize, communicate, and conduct
research. It is concerned with understanding and managing circumstances that facilitate
or hinder the effectiveness of collaborative research, including translational research.
This includes understanding how teams connect and collaborate to achieve scientific
breakthroughs that would not be attainable by either individual or simply additive efforts.
The committee will consider factors such as team dynamics, team management, and
institutional structures and policies that affect large and small science teams. Among the
questions the committee will explore are:
1. How do individual factors (e.g., openness to divergent ideas) influence team
dynamics (e.g., cohesion), and how, in turn, do both individual factors and team
dynamics influence the effectiveness and productivity of science teams?
2. What factors at the team, center, or institute level (e.g., team size, team
membership, geographic dispersion) influence the effectiveness of science teams?
3. How do different management approaches and leadership styles influence the
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effectiveness of science teams?
4. How do current tenure and promotion policies acknowledge and provide
incentives to academic researchers who engage in team science?
5. What factors influence the productivity and effectiveness of research
organizations that conduct and support team and collaborative science, such as
research centers and institutes? How do such organizational factors as human
resource policies and practices and cyber infrastructure affect team and
collaborative science?
6. What types of organizational structures, policies, practices, and resources are
needed to promote effective team science in academic institutions, research
centers, industry, and other settings?
Currently, knowledge of how to answer such questions and to conduct, manage, and
support team science most effectively is scattered across many different disciplines and fields of
study. Scientists, universities, research institutions, policy makers, and research funders need
guidance that integrates and synthesizes the available knowledge to improve the effectiveness of
team science and identifies areas in which further research is needed.
In order to offer this guidance and address its charge, the committee identified,
assembled, and reviewed many sources of relevant scientific research. When examining how
individual- and team-level factors are related to effectiveness, the committee drew for the most
part on two scientific fields that have contributed diverse methodological and conceptual
approaches. Together, these fields provide cumulative empirical knowledge to assist scientists,
administrators, funding agencies, and policy makers in improving the effectiveness of team
science. The first is what has become known as “the science of team science,” an emerging,
interdisciplinary field focusing specifically on team science. The second is the large and robust
body of social science research on groups and teams in contexts outside of science, such as
military teams, industrial research and development teams, production and sales teams, and
professional sports teams.
In reviewing the research on teams outside of science, the committee found that teams in
these other contexts increasingly incorporate many key features that create challenges for team
science, as discussed below. The committee also found that this research has identified
approaches to enhance team effectiveness that have been translated and extended across contexts
(for example, from aviation teams to health care teams). Therefore, based on the similarities in
challenges and processes between teams in science and in other contexts and the history of
generalization of team research across contexts, the committee assumes that research on teams in
other contexts provides a rich foundation of knowledge about team processes and effectiveness
that can inform strategies for improving the effectiveness of science teams. The research on
teams in other contexts has frequently focused on small teams, typically including 10 or fewer
individuals, making it more applicable to science teams than to larger groups. However, larger
groups of scientists (e.g., members of a research center) typically are composed of multiple
teams, and the research on teams in other contexts is also applicable to these teams.
When examining how organizational- and institutional-level factors are related to team
effectiveness, the committee reviewed case studies of teams and larger, geographically
distributed groups of scientists and other professionals; the business management and leadership
literatures; sociology; economics; university case studies; and science policy studies. The
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committee also drew on the emerging evidence from the science of team science, which focuses
not only on the team level, but also the organizational, institutional, and policy levels.
Funding agencies, policy makers, scientists, and leaders of teams and larger groups all
need information on how to effectively manage these projects. The first step toward increased
effectiveness is to gain understanding of the factors that facilitate or hinder team science and
how these factors can be leveraged to improve the management, administration, and funding of
team science. Although research is emerging from the science of team science, from the
research on teams, and from many other fields, this research is fragmented. Team science
practitioners may have difficulty assembling, understanding, and applying the insights scattered
across different research fields. This report integrates and translates the relevant research to
support 13 conclusions and 9 recommendations and to identify areas requiring further research,
as discussed below. Table S-1, at the end of this Summary, repeats the recommendations,
specifying the individuals or organizations (e.g., team science leaders, universities) who should
take action, the actions, and the desired outcomes.
KEY FEATURES THAT CREATE CHALLENGES FOR TEAM SCIENCE
Based on its review of the research evidence, information from team science
practitioners, and its own expert judgment, the committee identified seven features that can
create challenges for team science. Each feature represents one end of a continuous dimension.
For example, large size is one end of the team or group size dimension. Science teams and larger
groups often need to incorporate one or more of these features to address their particular research
goals, but the features also pose challenges that are important to carefully manage. The
committee returns to these seven features throughout this report in interpreting the implications
of the research.






High diversity of membership. Addressing complex scientific problems can require
contributions from different disciplines, communities, or professions. Science teams or
larger groups sometimes include community or industry stakeholders to facilitate
translation of the research into practical applications (e.g., doctors or product
development specialists). In addition, reflecting the changing demographics of the U.S.
population and the globalization of the scientific workforce, team or group members may
be diverse in age, gender, culture, religion, or ethnicity. Diverse team members may lack
a common vocabulary, posing a challenge to effectively communicating about the
research goals and deciding how to work together to accomplish scientific tasks.
Deep knowledge integration. All science teams and larger groups integrate information
to some extent as the members apply their unique knowledge and skills to the shared
research problem. This challenge increases in interdisciplinary or transdisciplinary teams.
Interdisciplinary research integrates the data, tools, perspectives, and theories of two or
more disciplines to advance understanding or solve problems. Transdisciplinary research
aims to deeply integrate and also transcend disciplinary approaches to generate
fundamentally new conceptual frameworks, theories, models, and applications. It can be
difficult for the members of such teams or larger groups to share and build on each
other’s knowledge across the boundaries of their respective disciplines.
Large size. Science and engineering teams and larger groups, as reflected in publications,
have consistently expanded in size over the past 60 years. Larger size can enhance
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productivity by distributing the work across more individuals, but it also magnifies the
burden of communicating and coordinating tasks among a larger number of individuals.
Scientists participating in larger groups have fewer opportunities than those working in
smaller teams to meet and work with other team members face-to-face in ways that build
trust and shared understanding of project goals and the roles of other group members.
Goal misalignment with other teams. Large groups of scientists, such as research centers
and institutes, typically include multiple science teams engaged in research projects
relevant to the higher-level research or translational goals of the center or institute. Each
individual team brings valuable insights, methods, and perspectives and may have its own
distinct goals. If the goals of these teams are not aligned, this can generate conflict,
requiring careful management
Permeable boundaries. The boundaries of science teams and larger groups are often
permeable, reflecting changes in the project goals over time. The membership of a group
or team may change as the project moves from one phase, requiring a certain type of
expertise, to another that may require different expertise. Although these changes have
the benefit of matching expertise to scientific or translational problems as they arise, they
can also create challenges for effective team or group interaction.
Geographic dispersion. Most science teams and larger groups are geographically
dispersed, with members located across multiple universities or research institutions.
Although crossing institutional boundaries can bring needed expertise, scientific
instrumentation, datasets, or other valuable resources to a science team or larger group, it
also requires greater reliance on electronic modes of communication, with attendant
challenges. In addition, the team or larger group may find it difficult to coordinate work
across institutions with varying work styles, time zones, and cultural expectations about
scientific work.
High task interdependence. One of the defining features of a team is that the members
are dependent on each other to accomplish a shared task. All team science projects aim
to tap the benefits of interdependent, collaborative research, yet designing and conducting
interdependent tasks that draw on and integrate the unique talents of the individual team
or larger group members to accomplish shared goals can be challenging. Greater task
interdependence among team or group members can lead to more opportunities for
conflict, and when geographically dispersed members must perform highly
interdependent tasks, greater coordination and communication efforts may be required.

Each science team or larger group is unique in the extent to which it is characterized by
one or more of these features. As a given team or group incorporates more of these key
features—for instance, high diversity of membership and geographic dispersion —so do the
accompanying challenges and the attendant need to understand and carefully manage them. As
noted above, it is important to strategically consider the particular research question, subject
matter, and intended goals when determining the approach, suitable size, and other features of a
research project.
IMPROVING TEAM EFFECTIVENESS
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Research on teams in non-science contexts has identified strategies for improving
effectiveness that can be translated and applied to help science teams and larger groups navigate
the challenges involved in team science.
Conclusion. A strong body of research conducted over several decades has demonstrated that
team processes (e.g., shared understanding of team goals and member roles, conflict) are related
to team effectiveness. Actions and interventions that foster positive team processes offer the most
promising route to enhance team effectiveness; they target three aspects of a team: team composition (assembling the right individuals), team professional development, and team leadership.
Team Composition
Assembling and composing the team provides the raw building material for an effective
team and therefore is a critical step requiring careful management, but it is only the first step.
Conclusion: Research to date in non-science contexts has found that team composition
influences team effectiveness, and this relationship depends on the complexity of the task,
the degree of interdependence among team members, and how long the team is together.
Task-relevant diversity is critical and has a positive influence on team effectiveness.
Conclusion. Task analytic methods developed in non-science contexts and research
networking tools developed in science contexts allow practitioners to consider team
composition systematically.
Recommendation 1. Team science leaders and others involved in assembling science
teams and larger groups should consider making use of task analytic methods (e.g.,
task analysis, cognitive modeling, job analysis, cognitive work analysis) and tools
that help identify the knowledge, skills, and attitudes required for effective
performance of the project so that task-related diversity among team or group
members can best match project needs. They should also consider applying tools
such as research networking systems designed to facilitate assembly of science teams
and partner with researchers to evaluate and refine these tools and task analytic
methods.
Team Professional Development
Once a science team or larger group has been assembled, it faces the challenge of
integrating the members’ knowledge to achieve its scientific goals. Knowledge integration,
along with shared understanding of research goals and member roles, can be facilitated by formal
professional development programs (referred to in the research literature as training programs).
Conclusion: Research in contexts outside of science has demonstrated that several types
of team professional development interventions (e.g., knowledge development training to
increase sharing of individual knowledge and improve problem solving) improve team
processes and outcomes.
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Recommendation 2: Team-training researchers, universities, and science team
leaders should partner to translate, extend, and evaluate the promising training
strategies, shown to improve the effectiveness of teams in other contexts, to create
professional development opportunities for science teams.
Although research has demonstrated that training for current team members can
increase team effectiveness, educational programs designed to prepare students for future
team science have only recently emerged and have not yet been systematically evaluated.
Conclusion: Colleges and universities are developing cross-disciplinary programs
designed to prepare students for team science, but little empirical research is available
on the extent to which participants in such programs develop the competencies they
target. Research to date has not shown whether the acquisition of the targeted
competencies contributes to team science effectiveness.
Leadership for Team Science
Currently, most leaders of science teams and larger groups are appointed to their
positions based solely on scientific expertise and lack formal leadership training. At the same
time, an extensive body of research on organizational and team leadership has illuminated
leadership styles and behaviors that foster positive interpersonal processes, thereby enhancing
effectiveness in teams and larger groups. These effective leadership styles and behaviors can be
acquired.
Conclusion: Fifty years of research on team and organizational leadership in contexts
other than science provides a robust foundation of evidence to guide professional
development for leaders of science teams and larger groups.
Recommendation 3: Leadership researchers, universities, and leaders of team
science projects should partner to translate and extend the leadership literature to
create and evaluate science leadership development opportunities for team science
leaders and funding agency program officers.
SUPPORTING VIRTUAL COLLABORATION
As science attempts to answer bigger and bigger questions, it is increasingly likely that
the people participating in research projects reside in different locations, institutions, and even
countries. This geographic dispersion can lead to challenges, particularly with communication
and coordination. Addressing the special challenges such groups and teams encounter requires
effective leadership and technology.
Conclusion. Research on geographically dispersed teams and larger groups of scientists
and other professionals has found that communicating progress, obstacles, and open
issues and developing trust are more challenging relative to face-to-face teams and
larger groups. These limitations of virtual collaboration may not be obvious to members
and leaders of the team or group.
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Recommendation 4. Leaders of geographically dispersed science teams and larger
groups should provide activities shown by research to help all participants develop
shared knowledge (e.g., a common vocabulary and work style). These activities
should include team professional development opportunities that promote
knowledge sharing (see Recommendation #2 above). Leaders should also consider
the feasibility of assigning some tasks to semi-independent units at each location to
reduce the burden of constant electronic communication.
Conclusion. Technology for virtual collaboration often is designed without a true
understanding of users’ needs and limitations and even when a suite of appropriate
technologies is available, users often do not recognize and use its full capabilities. These
related problems may thus impede such collaboration.
Recommendation 5. When selecting technologies to support virtual science teams or
larger groups, leaders should carefully evaluate the needs of the project, and the
ability of the individual participants to embrace new technologies. Organizations
should promote human-centered collaboration technologies, provide technical staff,
and encourage use of the technologies by providing ongoing training and technology
support.
ORGANIZATIONAL SUPPORTS FOR TEAM SCIENCE
Science teams and larger groups are often housed within universities. In these complex
organizations, faculty members’ decisions about whether and when to participate in team science
are influenced by various contexts and cultures including the department, the college, the
institution as a whole, and external groups, such as disciplinary societies. Formal rewards and
incentive structures, reflecting these various cultures, currently tend to focus on individual
research contributions. Some universities have recently sought to promote interdisciplinary team
science by, for example, merging disciplinary departments to create interdisciplinary research
centers or schools, providing seed grants, and forging partnerships with industry. However, little
is known about the impact of these efforts, while the lack of recognition and rewards for team
science can deter faculty members from joining science teams or larger groups.
Conclusion: Various research universities have undertaken new efforts to promote
interdisciplinary team science, such as merging disciplinary departments to create
interdisciplinary research centers or schools. However, the impact of these initiatives on
the amount and quality of team science research remains to be systematically evaluated.
Conclusion: University policies for promotion and tenure review typically do not provide
comprehensive, clearly articulated criteria for evaluating individual contributions to
team-based research. The extent to which researchers are rewarded for team-based
research varies widely across and within universities. Where team-based research is not
rewarded, young faculty may be discouraged from joining those projects.
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In a few isolated cases, universities have developed new policies for assessing
individual contributions to team science. At the same time, research has begun to
characterize the various types of individual contributions and develop software systems
that would identify each individual’s role during the process of submitting and publishing
an article. This work can inform new efforts by universities and disciplinary associations.
Recommendation 6. Universities and disciplinary associations should proactively
develop and evaluate broad principles and more specific criteria for allocating
credit for team-based work to assist promotion and tenure committees in reviewing
candidates.
FUNDING FOR TEAM SCIENCE
Conclusion: Public and private funders are in the position to foster a culture within the
scientific community that supports those who want to undertake team science, not only
through funding, but also through white papers, training workshops, and other
approaches.
Recommendation 7. Funders should work with the scientific community to
encourage the development and implementation of new collaborative models, such
as research networks and consortia; new team science incentives, such as academic
rewards for team-based research (see Recommendation #6); and resources (e.g.,
online repositories of information on improving the effectiveness of team science
and training modules).
Conclusion: Funding agencies are inconsistent in balancing their focus on scientific
merit with their consideration of how teams and larger groups are going to execute the
work (collaborative merit). The Funding Opportunity Announcements they use to solicit
team science proposals often include vague language about the type of collaboration and
the level of knowledge integration they seek in proposed research.
Currently, proposals for team science research grants do not address how the
participating scientists will collaborate. Research has shown that engaging team
members in explicit discussions of how to coordinate and integrate their work enhances
effectiveness, as does the development of team charters that outline team directions,
roles, and processes. In addition, research has found that large, multi-institutional groups
of scientists often benefit from establishing formal contracts outlining roles and
assignments. Collaboration plans build on both team charter and contract concepts,
promising to enhance the effectiveness of team science.
Recommendation 8. Funders should require proposals for team-based research to
present collaboration plans and provide guidance to scientists for the inclusion of
these plans in their proposals, as well as guidance and criteria for reviewers’
evaluation of these plans. Funders should also require authors of proposals for
interdisciplinary or transdisciplinary research projects to specify how they will
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integrate disciplinary perspectives and methods throughout the life of the research
project.
ADVANCING RESEARCH ON THE EFFECTIVENESS OF TEAM
SCIENCE
The committee’s review of the research related to the study charge identified
several areas in which further research is needed to enhance understanding of team
science and improve its effectiveness.
Continued research and evaluation will be needed to refine and enhance the actions,
interventions, and policies recommended in this report. At the same time, research is needed to
enhance basic understanding of team science processes as the foundation for developing new
interventions. Funders of scientific research, policy makers, and the scientific community need
appropriate criteria for evaluating the potential (ex-ante) and achieved (ex-post) outcomes of
team science. An essential first step toward establishing evaluative criteria is to gain access to
practicing scientists to study their interactions and innovations. Along with appropriate criteria,
funders and policy makers would benefit from more rigorous evaluations incorporating
experimental or quasi-experimental methods to generate stronger evidence that team-based
research approaches increase research productivity beyond what would have been accomplished
by the individual scientists working alone or as members of a different team or group. In sum,
advancing the research on the effectiveness of science teams and larger groups will require
funding, as well as the dedication of research organizations, team science leaders, and the
scientific community as a whole.
Conclusion: Targeted research is needed to evaluate and refine the tools, interventions,
and policies recommended above, along with more basic research, to guide continued
improvement in the effectiveness of team science. However, few if any funding programs
support research on the effectiveness of science teams and larger groups.
Recommendation 9. Public and private funders should support research on team
science effectiveness through funding. As critical first steps, they should support
ongoing evaluation and refinement of the interventions and policies recommended
above and research on the role of scientific organizations (e.g., research centers) in
supporting science teams and larger groups. They should also collaborate with
universities and the scientific community to facilitate researchers’ access to key
team science personnel and data sets.
Promising new research methods and approaches can be applied to implement this
recommendation. Complex adaptive systems theory offers a route to understand how behaviors,
actions, and reactions at one level of a team science system (e.g., the individual level) affect
actions at other system levels (e.g., the team level) and the emergent behavior of the system as a
whole. To study team and group dynamics, members can be equipped with small electronic
sensor badges that record data on their interactions. Similarly, electronic communication data,
such as emails and texts, can be recorded and analyzed. These new forms of data can be
creatively combined with publication data to examine the relationship between team or group
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processes and outcomes. Such approaches will facilitate further research to deepen understanding
of team science and enhance its effectiveness.
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TABLE S-1. Recommended Actions and Desired Outcomes
Actor
Leaders of Science
Teams and Groups

Leaders of
Geographically
Dispersed Science
Teams and Larger
Groups

Recommended Action
 Recommendation 1: Consider applying analytic
methods and tools to guide team composition and
assembly.
 Recommendation 2: Partner with team training
researchers and universities to create and evaluate
professional development opportunities for
science teams.
 Recommendation 3: Partner with leadership
researchers and universities to create and evaluate
science leadership development opportunities.

Desired Outcome
 Match mix of participants to project needs to
enhance scientific/translational effectiveness.





Universities and Other
Scientific
Organizations





Foster positive team processes and thereby
enhance effectiveness.



Increase capacity of team and group leaders
and funding agency staff to facilitate positive
team processes and thereby enhance
effectiveness.

Recommendation 4: Provide activities to
develop shared knowledge among all participants,
including team professional development
opportunities.



Develop shared vocabularies and work
routines across locations to enhance
effectiveness. Foster
knowledge sharing and knowledge integration



Consider the feasibility of dividing up some of
the work.



Recommendation 5: Select collaboration
technologies based on careful evaluation of their
readiness, project needs, and team members’
ability to use them. Access technology training
and support.
Recommendation 2: Partner with team training
researchers and universities to create and evaluate
professional development opportunities for
science teams.



Reduce burden of constant electronic
communication to allow participant to focus
on scientific tasks.
Optimal use of the most appropriate
collaboration technologies to enhance
effectiveness.
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Public and Private
Funders



Recommendation 3: Partner with leadership
researchers and team science leaders to create and
evaluate leadership development opportunities.





Recommendation 6: Collaborate with
disciplinary associations to develop broad
principles and more specific criteria for allocating
credit for team-based work; collaborate with
researchers to evaluate the role of such principles.
Recommendation 7: Work with the scientific
community to encourage new collaborative
models, remove disincentives to participate in
team science and provide informational resources.
Recommendation 8: Require authors of
proposals for team-based research to include
collaboration plans and, for interdisciplinary or
transdisciplinary projects, specify how they will
foster deep knowledge integration over the life of
the research project.
Recommendation 9: Support further research on
team science effectiveness and facilitate
researchers’ access to key personnel and data.





Recommendation 1: Partner with team science
leaders to evaluate and improve analytic methods
and tools for team assembly





Recommendation 2: Partner with science team
leaders and universities to create and evaluate
professional development opportunities for
science teams.
Recommendation 3: Partner with team science



Offer professional development opportunities
to foster positive team processes and thereby
enhance effectiveness.



Increase capacity of team and group leaders







Researchers



Increase capacity of team and group leaders
and funding agency program officers to
facilitate positive team processes and thereby
enhance effectiveness.
Remove a barrier that discourages young
faculty from participating in team science.



Foster culture change in the scientific
community to reduce barriers to team science.



Encourage project leaders to plan not only for
the scientific/technical aspects of the research,
but also for the collaborative/interpersonal
aspects.



Facilitate evaluation and improvement of the
tools, actions, and interventions recommended
above as well as more “basic” research to
enhance team science effectiveness and speed
scientific discovery.
Improve methods and tools to match mix of
participants with research project needs to
enhance effectiveness.
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The Scientific
Community





leaders and universities to create and evaluate
team science leadership development
opportunities.
Recommendation 6: Collaborate with
universities and disciplinary associations to
evaluate the role of new principles and criteria for
allocating credit for team science in reducing
barriers to participation in team science.
Recommendation 6: Collaborate with
universities to develop and evaluate broad
principles and more specific criteria for allocating
credit for team-based work.
Recommendation 7: Work with public and
private funders to encourage new collaborative
models, remove disincentives to team science and
access resources.



and funding agency staff to facilitate positive
team processes and thereby enhance
effectiveness.
Remove a barrier that discourages young
faculty who are interested in team science
from joining teams or larger groups.



Remove a barrier that discourages young
faculty who are interested in team science
from joining teams or larger groups.



Foster culture change in the scientific
community to reduce barriers to team science.
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1
Introduction
The past half-century has witnessed a dramatic increase in the scale and complexity of
scientific research that has yielded exciting discoveries about natural phenomena and an array of
practical applications, improving human health and the quality of life while fueling the growth of
dynamic industries, such as pharmaceuticals, biotechnology, personal computing, advanced
manufacturing, and software development.
The growing scale of science has been accompanied by a dramatic shift toward
collaborative research referred to as “team science” defined further below. Studying the corpus
of 19.9 million research articles across the fields of science and engineering, social science, and
arts and humanities (Source: Web of Science) and 2.1 million patent records (Source: National
Bureau of Economic Research) over five decades, Wuchty, Jones, and Uzzi (2007) discovered
that the propensity for teamwork is greatest in the life and physical sciences but is also rapidly
increasing in the social sciences. The authors found that 80 percent of all science and
engineering publications were written by teams of two or more authors in 2000. The
Committee on the Science of Team Science updated the database and trend analysis to find
that the share of all papers written by two or more authors increased to 90 percent by the year
2013 (see Figure 1-1).
Wuchty, Jones, and Uzzi (2007) also found that the size of science and engineering
authoring teams consistently expanded over the period, from a mean of less than two members
in 1960 to 3.5 members in 2000. In a follow-up study, Jones, Wuchty, and Uzzi (2008) found
that the rapid growth in team-based publications over the past four decades was due to an
increase in publications by authors from multiple institutions, showing that team-based
research increasingly crosses institutional and geographic boundaries.
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FIGURE
E 1-1. Perceentage of pu
ublications authored
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byy more than
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2013.
SOURCE
E: Created by
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mittee.
PURPOSE
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REPORT
Although
A
team
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pidly, it can be more chaallenging thaan solo sciennce.
For exam
mple, the incrreasing size of research teams
t
and gr
groups (Wuchhty, Jones, aand Uzzi, 2007)
brings grreater scientiific expertisee and more advanced
a
insstrumentation to a researrch question,, but
also increeases the am
mount of timee required fo
or communiccation and cooordination of work amoong a
greater number of ind
dividuals (seee further disscussion bel ow). Given tthe growth oof team sciennce,
evidence-based guidaance is need
ded for addreessing the chhallenges asssociated withh these
approach
hes and achieeving their potential
p
to more
m
rapidly solve scienttific and soccietal problem
ms.
To provid
de such guid
dance, the National Scien
nce Foundattion requesteed the Nationnal Researchh
Council (NRC)
(
to co
onvene an ex
xpert committtee and addrress the charrge presented in Box 1-11.
The study
y is also sup
pported by Elsevier.
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BOX 1-1
Charge to the Committee on the Science of Team Science
An ad hoc committee will conduct a consensus study on the science of team science to
recommend opportunities to enhance the effectiveness of collaborative research in science teams,
research centers, and institutes. The Science of Team Science is a new interdisciplinary field that
empirically examines the processes by which large and small scientific teams, research centers,
and institutes organize, communicate, and conduct research. It is concerned with understanding
and managing circumstances that facilitate or hinder the effectiveness of collaborative research,
including translational research. This includes understanding how teams connect and collaborate
to achieve scientific breakthroughs that would not be attainable by either individual or simply
additive efforts.
The committee will consider factors such as team dynamics, team management, and
institutional structures and policies that affect large and small science teams. Among the
questions the committee will explore are:
1. How do individual factors (e.g., openness to divergent ideas), influence team
dynamics (e.g., cohesion), and how, in turn, do both individual factors and team
dynamics influence the effectiveness and productivity of science teams?
2. What factors at the team, center, or institute level (e.g., team size, team membership,
geographic dispersion) influence the effectiveness of science teams?
3. How do different management approaches and leadership styles influence the
effectiveness of science teams?
4. How do current tenure and promotion policies acknowledge and provide incentives to
academic researchers who engage in team science?
5. What factors influence the productivity and effectiveness of research organizations
that conduct and support team and collaborative science, such as research centers and
institutes? How do such organizational factors as human resource policies and
practices and cyber infrastructure affect team and collaborative science?
6. What types of organizational structures, policies, practices and resources are needed
to promote effective team science, in academic institutions, research centers, industry,
and other settings?
[END OF BOX 1-1]
To address this charge, the committee identified, assembled, and reviewed many sources
of relevant scientific research. When focusing on individual and team-level factors, the
committee drew primarily on the robust evidence on teams in contexts outside of science,
supplemented by the emerging evidence from the new interdisciplinary field of the science of
team science. When focusing on organizational and institutional-level factors, it drew on
leadership literature, case studies of geographically distributed teams and larger groups of
scientists and other professionals, business management literature, sociology, economics, and
science policy studies. The committee’s analysis of organizational and institutional factors was
also supplemented by the emerging evidence from the science of team science, which focuses
not only on the team level, but also on the organizational, institutional, and policy levels. This
report is the culmination of an intensive study conducted to determine what is currently known
about the processes and products of team science, and the circumstances under which
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investments in team-based research are most likely to yield intellectually novel discoveries and
demonstrable improvements in contemporary social, environmental, and public health problems.
DEFINING KEY TERMS
To create a framework for this study, the committee first defined the activity of team
science and the groups that carry it out. The committee’s definitions reflect prior research that
has defined a “team” as two or more individuals with different roles and responsibilities, who
interact socially and interdependently within an organizational system to perform tasks and
accomplish common goals. Because this prior research has focused on small teams typically
including 10 or fewer members, similar in size to most science teams, we refer to a group of 10
or fewer scientists as a “science team.” Recognizing that what is important for successful
collaboration changes dramatically as the number of participants grows, we refer to groups of
more than 10 scientists as “larger groups of scientists” or simply “larger groups.”
BOX 1-2
Definitions


Team science – Scientific collaboration, i.e., research conducted in an interdependent
fashion by more than one individual, including research conducted by small teams and
larger groups.
 Science teams – Most team science is conducted by two to 10 individuals and we refer to
entities of this size as science teams.
 Larger groups – We refer to more than 10 individuals who conduct team science as
larger groups.2 These larger groups are often composed of many smaller science teams,
and a few of them include hundreds or even thousands of scientists. Such very large
groups typically possess a differentiated division of labor and an integrated structure to
coordinate the smaller science teams; entities of this type are referred to as organizations
in the social sciences.
 Team effectiveness (also referred to as team performance) – a team’s capacity to
achieve its goals and objectives. This capacity to achieve goals and objectives leads to
improved outcomes for the team members (e.g., team member satisfaction and
willingness to remain together), as well as outcomes produced or influenced by the
team. In a science team or larger group, the outcomes include new research findings or
methods and may also include translational applications of the research.
End of Box 1-2

Although an individual investigator can master and integrate knowledge from diverse
disciplines—for example, physicist Albert Einstein used mathematics, specifically Riemann
geometry to create his new General Theory of Relativity—this process has become more
difficult over the past four decades, due to the rapid growth of specialized knowledge in all
fields of science and engineering (Jones, 2009). A scientist interested in investigating
questions that require knowledge beyond her or his narrow specialization may prefer to team

2

Larger groups of scientists sometimes refer to themselves as “science teams.”
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FIGURE 1-2. Levels of cross-disciplinary integration.
SOURCE: Created by the committee.
Since the 1980s, some parts of the scientific community have increased their use of
transdisciplinary research approaches as a promising way to gain new scientific and technical
insights on complex phenomena and speed application of these insights. For example,
“convergence” integrates expertise from the life, physical, computational and other sciences
within a network of academic, industry, clinical, and funding partnerships to address scientific
and societal challenges (National Research Council, 2014). In another example, the field of
transdisciplinary sustainability studies brings together environmental scientists, policy makers,
citizens, and industry representatives to frame and address multifaceted environmental
challenges (Huutoniemi and Tapio, 2014). To illustrate these varying approaches to disciplinary
integration, Box 1-3 provides examples from archaeology.
BOX 1-3
Changing Research Approaches in Archaeology Teams
Much of the early history of American archaeology is characterized by unidisciplinary
research. A classic example of this can be found in Ancient Monuments of the Mississippi Valley
by Squier and Davis (1848), the first major scientific publication of the new Smithsonian
Institution. In the 20th century, the important The Fort Ancient Aspect report, by Griffin (1943),
is another key example of unidisciplinary research. However, much of the research in the 20th
century, especially in the second half, features multidisciplinary studies, with the nonarchaeological work often published as appendices or separate chapters in the final publication,
or as separate reports. For example, the research at the ancient Maya site of Seibal, Guatemala,
(see Willey et al. [1975] for an introduction) included specialized scientific studies of plaster,
animal bone, ceramics, and stone tools. Neutron activation analyses of ceramics undertaken at
Brookhaven National Laboratory provided significant data on the sources of clays, contributing
to understanding of ancient Maya economics and politics.
Interdisciplinary research in American archaeology fully emerged after World War II. An
example can be found in the research on the Early Classic Period at the ancient Maya site of
Copan, Honduras, that focused on the rise of the ruling dynasty of Copan. This research fully
integrated such diverse disciplines or approaches as archaeology, iconography, epigraphy,
studies of human skeletal remains, bone chemistry studies, and neutron activation analyses of
ceramics, among others (see Bell, Canuto, and Sharer, 2003).
To date, truly transdisciplinary studies are rare in world archaeology. One example that
can be noted began with research in the Americas but has since become widespread: beginning
with Lewis Binford’s ethno-archaeological research among the Nunamiut peoples of Alaska, and
the melding of understandings from disciplines such as archaeology, ethnography, biology,
ecology, geography, and statistics, Binford, his students, and archaeological colleagues came up
with a new approach. Their transdisciplinary work yielded new insights into the nature of
modern and archaic hunter-gatherer activities and settlement systems through time and space that
transcended interdisciplinary research (see Binford 1978, 1980, 2001; Kelly 1995, among many
others).
End of Box 1-3
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KEY FEATURES THAT CREATE CHALLENGES FOR TEAM SCIENCE
Based on its review of the research evidence, information from team science
practitioners, and its own expert judgment, the committee identified seven features that create
challenges for team science. A given team or group may need to incorporate one or more of
these features to address its particular research goals, but the features also pose challenges that
are important to carefully manage. They include: (1) high diversity of membership; (2) deep
knowledge integration; (3) large size; (4) goal misalignment with other teams; (5) permeable
team and group boundaries; (6) geographic dispersion; and (7) high task interdependence.
These features are based on levels or degrees within the team science dimensions shown
in Table 1-1. The dimensions reflect variations in composition, size, and other facets of team
science and do not necessarily introduce significant challenges for a team science project.
However, we characterize certain levels or degrees along each dimension (for example, large
size) as key features that create challenges for team science, increasing the need for strategies to
mitigate such challenges.
Dimension
Diversity of team or group
membership
Disciplinary integration
Team or group size
Goal alignment across teams
Permeable team and
organizational boundaries
Proximity of team or group
members
Task interdependence

TABLE 1-1. Dimensions of Team Science
Range
Homogeneous

Heterogeneous

Unidisciplinary
Small (2)
Aligned

Transdisciplinary
Mega (1000s)
Divergent or Misaligned

Stable

Fluid

Co-located

Globally distributed

Low

High

SOURCE: Created by the committee.
Although each team science project is unique in the extent to which it is characterized by
these features, as a given project incorporates more features —for instance, the inclusion of more
disciplines or large size—so do the accompanying challenges, and the imperative for better
understanding how the interacting features influence research processes and outcomes, to
enhance the success of the project. Science teams and larger groups are increasingly likely to
incorporate one or more of these seven features because they are needed to address complex
scientific and societal problems. For example, greater diversity of membership may be needed to
answer particularly complex scientific questions or a large group of scientists may be needed to
maximize the benefits of an investment in large instrumentation. However, these features may
not always be necessary. Therefore, scientists and funders engaged in designing team science
projects need not necessarily include highly diverse members or large numbers of participants
(Vermeulen et al., 2010), as the costs may outweigh the benefits (Cummings et al,, 2013).
Rather, strategically considering the nature of the scientific problem, the readiness of the science,
and other factors are important to determine the best approach and scale of a research activity.
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Next, we discuss each of the seven features in more detail, with an example and more
general discussion. The examples are summarized in Table 1-2.
High Diversity of Membership
The members of a science team or group may come from different disciplines, research
institutions, or nations. When relevant, the members may include community or industry
stakeholders (e.g., doctors or product development specialists) to facilitate the research and/or its
translation into practical applications. The members may be diverse in age, gender, culture, and
other demographic characteristics. For example, the Social Environment, Stress, and Health
project supported by the National Institutes of Health used a community-based participatory
research approach to understand relationships among neighborhood and community factors,
behavioral and biological responses, and breast cancer among women living on Chicago’s South
Side (Hall et al., 2012a). The investigators, including natural and social scientists, conducted
focus groups to learn about the beliefs, attitudes, and concerns of community members regarding
breast cancer. Focus group members who were particularly committed to the research were
invited to form a community advisory board as an active partner in the project. The newly
evolved group, including scientists and stakeholders, worked with the community to share the
research findings and identify and rank translational “action steps” to address them. Developing
messages about wellness for 12- to 16-year-olds on the South Side was ranked as the most
important action, a translational focus that would not have occurred to the investigators working
by themselves.
A key assumption underlying the formation of interdisciplinary and transdisciplinary
team science projects is that the inclusion of individuals with diverse knowledge, perspectives,
and research methods will lead to scientific or translational breakthroughs that might not be
achieved by a more homogenous group of individuals (e.g., National Academy of Sciences,
National Academy of Engineering, and Institute of Medicine, 2005; Fiore, 2008). Research on
work groups and teams provides some support for this assumption, suggesting that including
individuals with diverse knowledge, expertise, and experience can increase group creativity and
effectiveness, but only if group members draw on each other’s diverse expertise (Ancona and
Caldwell, 1992; Homan et al., 2007; Stasser, Stewart, and Wittenbaum, 1995). However,
encouraging members to draw on each other’s diverse expertise can be challenging.
Diversity in membership—whether in terms of expertise or demographic factors—
influences the group’s effectiveness through its impact on group processes, such as decisionmaking and conflict management (Bezrukova, 2013). Hence greater diversity of membership
increases the challenges facing a group by influencing these processes. High levels of diversity
bring benefits, but differences among members can weaken identification with the group
(Cummings et al, 2013). Members may differ in their values and motivations, shaped by their
unique areas of expertise, organizational contexts, or life experiences. For example, when
universities form research partnerships with private companies, the academic scientists who are
rewarded for publications may have very different motivations than the industry scientists, who
are rewarded for achieving specific business benchmarks (Bozeman and Boardman, 2013).
In highly diverse team science projects, communication problems can occur due to
members’ use of technical or scientific language that is unique to their area of expertise and
therefore unfamiliar to other members. The unique languages of the disciplines reflect deeper
differences in underlying assumptions, epistemologies (ways of knowing), philosophies, and
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approaches to science and societal problems (Eigenbrode et al., 2007). For example, laboratories
in molecular biology and those in high-energy physics have very different “epistemic cultures”—
the practices and beliefs that constitute each discipline’s attitude toward knowledge and its way
of justifying knowledge claims (Knorr-Cetina, 1999). When teams or groups fail to identify,
discuss, and clarify these differences among their members, confusion and conflict can arise.
Chapter 3 highlights empirical evidence related to the team processes that underlie these
challenges, which emerge from increasing diversity. Chapters 4, 5, and 6 introduce strategies for
addressing them.
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TABLE 1-2 Key Features, Goals, and Potential Challenges of Team Science
Feature that
Creates
Challenges
High Diversity
of Membership

Example Project

Project Goals Requiring
Feature

Potential Challenges

The “Social
Environment,
Stress, and
Health” project

Reduce breast cancer by
understanding and addressing
its relationships with
neighborhood and community
factors and behavioral and
biological responses.

Identify community partners and establish positive
relationships with them.

Deep
Knowledge
Integration

NIH
Transdisciplinary
Research in
Energetics and
Cancer Centers

Understand the relationships
among obesity, nutrition,
physical activity, and cancer.

Requires more time and effort than other research
approaches.

Large Size

Manhattan
Project to
develop the
atomic bomb
during World
War II

Aid the war effort by
translating theoretical
knowledge of Atomic fission
into a powerful weapon

Coordinating the work of 130,000 individuals at
different locations.

The James Webb
Space Telescope

Create the next Great
Observatory to replace the

Funding, managing and aligning multiple academic and
industry teams (James Webb Space Telescope

Goal
Misalignment

Foster effective communication and coordination of
tasks among individuals from different scientific
disciplines and communities, with their own languages
and cultures.

Integrating knowledge across social, behavioral, and
biological disciplines with different values, terminology,
methods, traditions, and work styles (Vogel et al., 2014).

Fostering effective, communication among physicists,
engineers, construction workers, nuclear facility
production workers, and clerical staff.
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With Other
Teams

Hubble Space Telescope.

Independent Comprehensive Review Panel, 2010; U.S.
Government Accountability Office, 2012).

Permeable
Team and
Group
Boundaries

Improve nutrition in rural
Mexico and Central America
by translating findings from
plant science to the field.

Engaging indigenous farmers in the project while also
ensuring scientific rigor in the plant science research.
Gaining understanding of the kinds of information the
farmers need, so that scientific findings can be tailored
to meet their needs.

Plan and design a powerful
optic telescope enabling
astronomers to study the very
edge of the observable
universe.

Building cohesion among experts who rarely meet face
to face and rely heavily on electronic communication.

Increase understanding of
subatomic particles by
replicating conditions at the
time of the “Big Bang.”

Fostering a shared appreciation of the importance of
two types of highly interdependent tasks: “Service”
work (managing the collider, detector, global computer
network etc.) and “physics” work (analysis of data
leading to publications).

The International
Maize and Wheat
Improvement
Center in Mexico
(Cash et al.,
2003).
Geographic
The Thirty Meter
Dispersion
Telescope, being
developed by a
partnership of
research
institutions in the
U.S., India,
China, Japan, and
Canada.
High Task
The search for the
Interdependence Higgs Boson at
the Large Hadron
Collider in
Geneva,
Switzerland (see
Box 6-1).

Developing shared understanding of project goals and
individual and roles among scientists from nations and
research institutions with different cultures, work
routines, and politics.

Reaching agreement among groups and individuals
over new research approaches (e.g., modifications to
detectors or data analysis methods).

SOURCE: Created by the committee.
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Deep Knowledge Integration
Knowledge integration occurs in some form within all scientific collaborations, as team
or group members apply their unique knowledge and skills to the shared research problem. The
process of knowledge integration can be challenging, and this challenge increases when
scientific and societal questions require not only the combination, but also the deep integration of
a broad set of disciplinary and, when relevant, stakeholder perspectives. Such deeper integration
is fostered by interdisciplinary and transdisciplinary research approaches (Misra et al., 2011b;
Salazar et al., 2012). For example, the National Cancer Institute launched the Transdisciplinary
Research on Energetics and Cancer (TREC) research program to integrate social, behavioral, and
biological sciences to address obesity and overweight, physical inactivity, and poor diet with the
goal of preventing and controlling cancer. The integrative approach led to many novel
discoveries; for example, one study found that participation in a 12-month exercise program
decreased oxidative stress, which is closely linked to inflammation and cancer (Vogel et al.,
2014).
To achieve the goals of interdisciplinary and transdisciplinary research, it is essential to
understand and address the challenges associated with the deeper levels of disciplinary
integration they entail. These challenges can emerge in efforts to integrate the knowledge of
members from different disciplines with different cultures, languages, and research practices
(Knorr-Cetina, 1999). Participating scientists may feel uncomfortable crossing the boundaries of
their home disciplines—both the physical boundaries of their disciplinary department,
laboratory, or office, and the cultural boundaries that guide and focus their research activities
(Klein, 2010). Not all collaborators will be ready or willing to engage in the same level of
integrative work. As the degree of integration increases, individuals may face challenges with
feeling the loss of disciplinary “identity” or fear of becoming a “generalist” (Salazar et al., 2012).
In molecular biology, for example, scientists’ identities are closely linked with the materials,
techniques, instruments, and enabling theories of their research groups or laboratories, which
Hackett (2005) refers to as “ensembles of technologies.” These challenges can be instigated and
perpetuated by organizational cultures and incentive systems (e.g., promotion and tenure
policies) that reward work within a single laboratory or a single discipline (Fiore, 2008; Stokols,
Hall, and Vogel, 2013).
Strategies to address these challenges and foster successful knowledge integration in
science teams and larger groups are discussed in Chapters 4 through 9 of this report.
Large Size
Science and engineering teams and larger groups, as reflected in publications, have
consistently expanded in size over the past five decades (Wuchty, Jones, and Uzzi, 2007; Baker,
Day, and Salas, 2006; Adams et al., 2005). This trend is illustrated in Figure 1-3, which shows
the frequency of papers published in each year by single authors and groups of various sizes
from 1960 to 2013, based on authorship of published papers recorded in the Web of Science.
Across all science and engineering fields, the number of papers written by solo authors has
remained relatively constant in absolute numbers but declined in terms of relative share of all
papers written. By contrast, the size of authoring groups has increased each year. Pairs and trios
were most frequent in the 1990–2000 period, while teams of 6 to 10 authors have been most
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1970; Stewart, 2006). Steiner (1972) identified the importance of team size as a determinant of a
team’s division of labor. By increasing team size, a problem is divisible into smaller parts along
the line of “more hands make light work.” Also, increasing team size could permit teams to
effectively address larger-scale problems or more complex problems. For example, team size has
been found to be positively related to the team-level recall of unique information, a driver of
final performance of the team (Gallupe et al., 1992).
At the same time, larger team and group sizes are associated with process losses that can
offset these potential benefits. As the number of members increases, the division of labor can
become more inequitable (Liden, Wayne, Jaworski, and Bennett, 2004) because of relational
complexity and opportunities for “social loafing” if some members do little work (Latané,
Williams, and Harkins, 1979). More generally, increases in group size require diverting time and
resources from more productive activities to troubleshooting task interdependence, overcoming
the tendency of individuals to “hoard” their unique knowledge, maintaining cooperative
relationships, addressing incentive problems, and avoiding turnover (Chompalov, Genuth, and
Shrum, 2002; Jackson et al., 1991; Okhuysena and Bechky, 2009).
Questions about the optimal size of groups remain open in part because the study of
groups over time is difficult and in part because group size can have opposing effects on
outcomes (for example, a positive effect on productivity and a negative effect on cooperation).
Recent work suggests that the effect of group size on productivity is moderated by the
heterogeneity of the members. Observing the productivity of more than 549 Information
Technology Research teams and groups funded by the National Science Foundation, it was found
that larger groups were more productive five to nine years later. Nevertheless, the marginal
productivity declined as member heterogeneity rose, measured by increases in the number of
disciplines included or the number of institutional affiliations (Cummings et al., 2013). This
result reflects decades of research in the social sciences illuminating the challenge of dealing
with the “other” and suggests that traditional forces such as ethnocentrism (whether applied to
ethnic backgrounds or disciplinary perspectives) will continue to be a major challenge (Levine
and Campbell, 1972).
As well as varying based on the degree of heterogeneity, it is likely that the challenges of
large group size vary with the disciplinary context or cultural norms in which the team or larger
group is embedded. For instance, the physics and genomics communities increasingly work in
very large groups and publish with hundreds or even thousands of co-authors (Incandela, 2013;
Knorr-Cetina, 1999). These scientific fields have developed infrastructures to support
collaboration, including shared scientific instruments, data-sharing platforms, and publication
guidelines and tools for large groups of collaborators. (See Box 6-1 later in this report.)
Goal Misalignment with Other Teams
Large groups of scientists, such as research centers and institutes, typically include
multiple science teams engaged in research projects that are relevant to the higher-level goals of
the center or institute. Each individual team brings valuable insights, methods, and perspectives
and may have its own distinct goals. If the goals of these teams are not aligned, this can generate
conflict, requiring careful management.
Winter and Berente (2012) observed that research centers and other large groups are
often composed of science teams from different organizations (e.g., disciplinary departments or
medical centers) that may have conflicting or only partially overlapping goals. To some extent,
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goal misalignment with other teams is a natural consequence of including teams with diverse
expertise and research or translational agendas. This problem is particularly salient in
translational projects that involve teams of community stakeholders, such as policy makers and
citizens, along with science teams. In such projects, it can be difficult for the component teams
to formulate and reach consensus on shared, overarching goals, and the goals may change over
time as the project evolves and the participants change (Cash, 2003; Hall et al., 2012a;
Huutoniemi and Tapio, 2014).
The new concept of a “multiteam system,” a complex system of interconnected teams, is
beginning to increase understanding of the challenge of goal misalignment with other teams
(Asencio et al., 2012). Such systems face the danger of “countervailing forces” that may
advance goals at one level of the system, but slow collaboration at another level. One such
force—strong cohesion within an individual team—may benefits that team’s performance, but
may also discourage that team from sharing information with other teams that would benefit the
system as a whole (DeChurch and Zaccaro, 2013). Furthermore, team members must balance
devotion to the goals of their immediate team with the more distant goals of the broader
organization or entity; the strong identification of members with a team can increase the success
of the team, yet too strong an association with a proximal team can be at the expense of the
higher order goals (DeChurch and Marks, 2006). For example, the James Webb Space
Telescope, originally authorized in 1999, was expected in 2012 to cost nine times as much and to
take a decade longer to complete than originally planned. The delays and cost overruns were
attributed to inadequate budgeting in light of the inherent challenges of new technology
development and weaknesses in managing and aligning the multiple academic and industry
research and development teams engaged in the project (James Webb Space Telescope
Independent Comprehensive Review Panel, 2010; U.S. Government Accountability Office,
2012).
Permeable Team and Group Boundaries
The boundaries of science teams and larger groups are often permeable, reflecting
changes in the project goals and needs over time. The membership of a group or team may
change as the project moves from one phase, requiring a certain type of expertise, to another that
may require different expertise. Although these changes have the benefit of matching expertise
to scientific or translational problems as they arise, they can also create challenges for effective
team or group interaction.
Changes over time in the membership of a team or group may reflect the career stage and
training needs of members as well as the research goals of the team or group. For example
studies of life sciences (Hackett, 2005) and physics laboratories (Traweek, 1988) have found
that personnel turnover is ongoing, as students, postdoctoral fellows, and junior scientists are
employed for a few years before moving on to other positions. However, unlike business
employees who are typically assigned to work teams, scientists often voluntarily join science
teams or groups. Therefore, scientists tend to have autonomy and operate like "free agents.” A
single scientist may belong to multiple teams at any one time, devoting more or less time to each
one, depending on the level of funding available, the scientist’s teaching and other research
commitments, the potential for rewards, and other factors, including the scientist’s personal
interest in each particular project.
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Permeable boundaries are central to transdisciplinary projects that blur not only
disciplinary differences, but also the distinctions between scientists and lay people. It can be
challenging to elicit lay knowledge in a form that can be integrated with formal expertise and
applied to problems. Such challenges were overcome by the International Maize and Wheat
Improvement Center in Mexico (Cash et al, 2003). Before the 1990s, center scientists had
conducted research in laboratories or greenhouses to assure scientific rigor before transferring
the resulting new crop breeds to the farmers. However, the new crop breeds had sometimes
lacked qualities desired by farmers and did not fit with existing crop management regimes and
were not widely adopted. By bringing the farmers directly into the project and working with
them to find the most effective ways to integrate their unique knowledge, the center fostered
more productive, sustainable farming practices on a wide scale (Cash, 2003).
The composition and number of team science projects with which a scientist is working
can be in constant flux, creating potential challenges, as he or she juggles the conflicting time
demands. One factor affecting a scientist’s degree of involvement and allegiance to a particular
team may be the level of knowledge integration involved. For instance, if a multidisciplinary
project engages an expert briefly in a consulting role, the expert may not feel invested in, or
identify with, the team. In contrast, an interdisciplinary or transdisciplinary research project may
require all participants to engage more fully over a sustained period in order to integrate
knowledge at a deeper level, fostering feelings of identity and investment in the shared work.
Cummings and Haas (2012) found that teams whose members devoted a higher percentage of
their time to the focal team performed more successfully than did teams whose members devoted
a smaller percentage of their time to the focal team.
Teams in other contexts, including emergency response, the military teams, and business,
also have permeable boundaries, with attendant benefits and challenges. For example, business
teams engaged in new product development have permeable boundaries and changing
membership, making it difficult to build trust and cohesion (Edmondson and Nembhard, 2009).
Geographic Dispersion
Most science teams and groups today are geographically dispersed. The dramatic
increase in team-based research over the past four decades is due to collaborations that cross
university boundaries. Jones, Wuchty, and Uzzi (2008) compared publications produced by
solo authors, within-university groups, and multi-university groups each year from 1960–2005
across all U.S. institutions of higher learning. They found that while the publications by
faculty from the same university remained flat since the 1950s, the increase in co-authored
publications was due to the growth of groups from more than one institution.
Currently most scientists work virtually, even with co-located colleagues, but the further
geographically dispersed participants are across locations and institutions, the greater the
possibility for coordination and communication challenges to emerge. Working across long
distances introduces challenges such as a limited number of overlapping work hours among
members located in different time zones and differences in incentives structures for members in
different organizations. As noted above, some scientists’ identity is closely related to the
particular work styles, technologies, and routines of their particular laboratories (Knorr-Cetina,
1999; Hackett, 2005).
Science teams or including scientists from different institutions and perhaps different
countries may find it difficult to foster shared identification with the project, and to develop
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common work styles. Additionally, questions regarding access to technology and data can
generate challenges. For example, the Thirty Meter Telescope is currently being developed by a
large scientific organization including the California Institute of Technology, University of
California System, National Astronomical Observatories of the Chinese Academy of Sciences,
and National Institute of Natural Sciences/National Astronomical Observatory of Japan. The
involvement of scientists from nations with different languages, cultures, politics, and economies
could potentially lead to misunderstandings or conflicts.
Teams in business, the military, and other sectors are also increasingly geographically
dispersed (Kirkman et al, 2012), gaining the benefits of global expertise and encountering similar
challenges. Chapter 7 discusses the benefits and challenges of geographically distributed work
and provides strategies and recommendations for remediating the challenges.
High Task Interdependence
One of the defining features of a team is that the members are dependent on each other to
accomplish a shared task, and science teams are no exception (Kozlowski and Ilgen, 2006; Fiore,
2008). All team science projects, regardless of size or level of disciplinary integration, face
challenges related to effectively developing and conducting a shared research agenda. The
process of designing and conducting interdependent tasks that draw on and integrate the unique
talents of the individual members is challenging, but such interdependence is the norm among
the very large groups of physicists who conduct research at the Large Hadron Collider in
Geneva, Switzerland. Knorr-Cetina (1999) suggested that the interdependence is inherent in the
nature of research that can only be conducted at a few very large sites, leading to a unique
“communitarian” culture in high-energy physics (see Box 6-1 for further discussion).
Fiore (2008) proposed that scientists engaged in interdisciplinary and transdisciplinary
research projects are more interdependent than those involved in team science projects that do
not require a high degree of knowledge integration. He noted that some scientists avoid
interdisciplinary research because they believe they must master multiple disciplines, yet teams
in organizations are brought together to achieve shared goals with the recognition that the team
members will only be able to develop partially overlapping knowledge.
Greater task interdependence among team or members can lead to more opportunities for
conflicts. Furthermore, when geographically dispersed colleagues must perform highly
interdependent tasks, greater coordination and communication efforts may be required to bridge
boundaries and facilitate task completion. The challenges of task interdependence and researchbased strategies to address these challenges are discussed in Chapters 3 and 4. The unique
challenges of task interdependence in dispersed teams are addressed in Chapter 7.
LEARNING FROM RESEARCH ON TEAMS IN OTHER CONTEXTS
Research on teams in contexts outside of science provides a rich foundation of
knowledge about team processes and effectiveness. Because teams in science share features and
processes with teams in other contexts, and based on the history of generalization of team
research across contexts, the committee assumes that this knowledge can inform strategies for
improving the effectiveness of science teams and larger groups. Below, we elaborate on these
points.
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Similar Features
Much of the existing scientific literature about teams has focused on teams in contexts
outside of science, such as the military, factories, intelligence analysis, medicine, and emergency
response. These teams in other contexts increasingly share the seven features that can create
challenges for team science.
In medicine, for example, patient care is carried out by teams of physicians, nurses, and
technicians with diverse specialties, who experience the benefits and challenges of high diversity
in team membership as they seek to combine their knowledge to effectively solve problems.
Intelligence analysts filter and fuse information to make decisions, solve problems, or create new
knowledge, as do project, research and development, and new product development teams
(Heuer, 1999; Kerr and Tindale, 2004). All of these teams in other contexts seek to deeply
integrate their knowledge, as do interdisciplinary and transdisciplinary science teams. In terms
of size, teams in these other contexts are similar to science teams, typically including 10 or fewer
members.
In the military, corporations, and health care, leaders are replacing traditional
departments and divisions with agile teams that have permeable boundaries, adding members
when particular skills or expertise are needed, while losing members who are assigned to
different teams (Tannenbaum et al., 2012). Corporations once divided into departments
specializing in research and development, sales, and production are creating temporary new
product development teams that combine all of these functions. Edmondson and Nembhard
(2009) identified five features of new product development teams that simultaneously offer the
potential for innovation and pose challenges; several of these features also create challenges for
team science. They include: (1) project complexity; (2) cross-functionality; (3) temporary
membership; (4) fluid team boundaries; and (5) embeddedness in organizational structures. The
authors emphasized that successfully managing these features yields both organization-level
benefits and team-level benefits, in the form of new capabilities and team member resilience.
Businesses with multiple, agile teams face the challenge of goal misalignment with other
teams, and their employees and executives face the challenge of juggling the demands of the
multiple teams (Espinosa, Cummings, Wilson and Pearce, 2003; Maynard, et al, 2012; O’Leary,
Mortenson, and Woolley, 2011). Teams in business, governmental organizations, and in many
other contexts are increasingly geographically dispersed, relying more heavily than in the past on
technology to support their communication (Kirkman, Gibson, and Kim, 2012).
All of these features (highly diverse membership, deep knowledge integration, large size,
goal misalignment, permeable boundaries, geographic dispersion, and high task interdependence)
create challenges for science teams and teams in other contexts.
Similar Processes
Research in other contexts has demonstrated that certain interpersonal processes within
teams, such as conflict, cohesion, and shared understanding of goals, are related to achieving
team goals (Kozlowski and Ilgen, 2006; see Chapter 3). This research has also illuminated
approaches that can be used by team leaders and members to influence these processes in
positive ways, thereby increasing team effectiveness (i.e., performance). Recent research
focusing specifically on science teams and groups has begun to yield similar findings about the
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importance of interpersonal processes. For example, intellectual conflicts and disagreements are
important processes for advancing knowledge in science and other fields (Collins, 1998).
Bennett and Gadlin (2012) analyzed in-depth interviews with members of successful science
teams and others that ended due to conflict or did not meet their goals. They found that the more
successful teams promoted intellectual disagreement and discussion—which brought such
benefits as continuing the dialogue, working through issues, and keeping problems or issues
from accumulating—while also containing conflict and developing trust. In another example,
the research on teams in non-science contexts has demonstrated that leadership styles and
behaviors can positively influence interpersonal team processes, thereby improving team
performance (Kozlowski and Ilgen, 2006). Similarly, a study of research laboratories in Europe
found that the quality of laboratory directors’ supervision was positively related to the working
climate and research productivity of the laboratories they directed (Knorr et al., 1979).
Generalizing the Research across Contexts
Teams have been studied in a variety of organizational contexts, and findings in one
context have often been generalized to other contexts. For instance, guided team self-correction,
also known as team dimensional training, is a research-based approach that helps a team reflect
on its teamwork during a past performance episode, identify errors, and develop solutions
(Smith-Jentsch et al., 2008; see Chapter 5). It has been shown to improve performance in Navy
attack center and shipboard teams and has been generalized to augment teamwork simulation
exercises for Navy aircrews, engineering, seamanship, damage control, and combat systems
teams, as well as civilian firefighting teams, law enforcement teams, and teams of corrections
officers. Finally, it has been used as a tool to support on-the-job performance improvement
through accident investigations within the nuclear power industry and to debrief one
organization’s response to the terrorist attacks of 9/11 (Smith-Jentsch et al., 2008). Because team
guided team self-correction is based on a model of expert teamwork behaviors within a particular
organizational context, the approach was translated to each new context based on analysis of the
components of expert teamwork in that context.
Another example, Crew Resource Management training, was developed in the aviation
industry to improve air travel safety by increasing teamwork and communication and reducing
human error in the cockpit. The approach is widely used in the airline industry, has gained
acceptance from airline crews, and has been shown to change crew behaviors (Helmreich,
Merritt, and Wilhelm, 1999; Pizzi, Goldfarb, and Nash, 2001). Crew Resource Management
provided the basis for guided team self-correction training described above and has also been
translated for health care in TeamSTEPPS training. TeamSTEPPS is designed to improve
patient safety by increasing communication and decreasing medical errors within patient care
teams (King et al., 2008).
Therefore, based on the similarities in features and processes between teams in science and
those in other contexts and the history of generalization of team research across contexts, the
committee assumes that research on teams in other contexts provides a rich foundation of
knowledge about team processes and effectiveness that can inform strategies for improving the
effectiveness of science teams and larger groups.
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THE VALUE OF MULTIPLE APPROACHES AND THE PROMISE OF TEAM
SCIENCE
Although team science is growing rapidly, individual scientists continue to make critical
contributions and important discoveries, as exemplified by Stephen Hawking’s stream of new
insights into the nature of the universe. Public and private funders with finite budgets must make
decisions about whether to develop individual investigator or team approaches, and, if a team
approach is selected, the scale and scope of the project. Similarly, individual scientists must
make decisions about whether to invest time and energy in collaborative projects or to focus on
individual investigations. It is important for scientists and other stakeholders to strategically
consider the particular research question, subject matter, and intended scientific and/or policy
goals when determining whether a team science approach is appropriate, and if so, the suitable
size, duration, and structure of the project or projects (Westfall, 2003).
Several strands of research and data suggest that team science can rapidly advance
scientific and technological innovation by increasing research impact, novelty, productivity,
and reach. First, group publications are more highly cited than publications by individuals, an
indicator of their impact. Wuchty and colleagues (2007) found that teams and groups typically
produce more highly cited publications and patents than do individuals (even eliminating selfcitations), and that this advantage is increasing over time. Second, Uzzi and colleagues (2013)
found evidence of both impact and novelty in team science: Compared with solo authors,
teams and groups across disciplines were more likely to put novel combinations of prior work
together, and to develop work that assimilated novel ideas into high impact publications.
Third, in a quasi-experimental comparative study, Hall et al. (2012b) found that
transdisciplinary tobacco use research centers (large science groups) had higher overall
publication rates and published findings from funded projects more consistently than did
individuals or small teams investigating tobacco use, highlighting benefits for research
productivity and dissemination. Fourth, Stipelman and colleagues (2014) compared the
structure and disciplinary topical coverage of publications over time of transdisciplinary research
centers with those of two comparison groups consisting of individuals and small teams. An
overlay of the resulting publication data on a base map of science revealed that the publications
from the transdisciplinary research centers spread across the disciplinary topics in the map of
science more rapidly and more comprehensively than both comparison groups, suggesting that
the transdisciplinary team science approach broadens the reach of research findings across areas
of science. Finally, the rapid growth of co-authored publications since 1960 documented by
Wuchty and colleagues (2007) reflects the expert judgment of scientists in research funding
agencies and peer review panels that teams or larger groups were best suited to address
important research questions and that the results were worthy of publication.
In light of the both the rapid growth and promise of team science, and the seven features
that can create challenges, funding agencies and policy makers need to identify the most
effective strategies for ensuring that taxpayer investments in team science yield valuable returns
(Croyle, 2008, 2012). Scientists and leaders of teams and groups also need information on how
to effectively manage these projects. The first step toward increased effectiveness is to gain
understanding of the factors that facilitate or hinder team science and how these factors can be
leveraged to improve the management, administration, and funding of team science. Although
research is emerging from the science of team science, the research on teams, and from many
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other fields, it is fragmented, and team science practitioners may find it difficult to access or to
understand and apply. This report integrates and translates the relevant research to support
conclusions and recommendation for practice and identify areas requiring further research.
STUDY APPROACH
The National Research Council (NRC) convened a Planning Meeting on Interdisciplinary
Science Teams in January 2013 to raise awareness of this study, begin to explore the relevant
literature, and solicit input from federal agencies, individual investigators, team science
researchers, directors of research institutions, and other stakeholders, (see
http://tvworldwide.com/events/nas/130111/#).
The NRC then convened this committee, which met for the first time in April 2013. At its
April meeting, the committee heard presentations from current and former National Science
Foundation (NSF) officials about the need for the study and from psychologist Gregory Feist,
who focused on scientific creativity. Most of the meeting was spent in closed session discussing
the study charge and how to approach it. The committee’s second meeting, in July 2013,
included a Workshop on Team Dynamics and Effectiveness, which explored many individuallevel and team-level factors that influence the processes and outcomes of team science (see
http://www.tvworldwide.com/events/nas/130701/). The committee’s third meeting, in October
2013, included a Workshop on Organizational and Institutional Supports for Team Science.
Speakers at this workshop included researchers who study organizational factors and university
leaders with practical knowledge of how to support team science. The committee’s fourth
meeting, a virtual meeting, focused primarily on draft chapters, conclusions, and
recommendations of the consensus report and also included a brief discussion with the NSF
study sponsors. The committee met for its fifth and final time in March 2014. At this meeting,
the committee reached consensus on its conclusions and recommendations and discussed
finalizing this report.
ORGANIZATION OF THE REPORT
This report is designed to address the guiding questions in the committee charge (Box 11). The report is organized into four parts, as follows:





Part I: Setting the Stage. Chapters 1 and 2 provide the key definitions and conceptual
framework for the research review in Parts II and III.
Part II: The Individual and Team Levels. Chapter 3 provides an overview of the
research on team effectiveness. It identifies team process factors at the individual and
team levels and ways to manipulate three aspects of a science team or larger group to
enhance effectiveness--its composition, professional development, and leadership.
The following three chapters address each aspect, focusing in turn on team
composition (Chapter 4), professional development and education (Chapter 5), and
team and organizational leadership (Chapter 6).
Part III: The Institutional and Organizational Level. Chapter 7 discusses the
challenges of geographically distributed science teams and larger groups, and the role
of organizations, leaders, and cyber infrastructure in addressing these challenges
Chapter 8 discusses organizational support for team science, focusing particularly on
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research universities. Chapter 9 considers the role of funding organizations that
provide financial and other supports for team science.
Part IV: A Path Forward. Chapter 10 provides a research agenda to advance research
on team science effectiveness.

Reflecting the complex, multifaceted nature of team science and the multiple levels of
analysis required to begin to understand it, many questions in the study charge are addressed in
more than one chapter. For example, the role of individual characteristics in science team
effectiveness is introduced in Chapter 3 and discussed in greater detail in Chapter 4. Similarly,
leadership influences team science not only at the level of the team, but also at the level of the
research organization and the funding agency, often expressed in the development of “structures,
policies, practices, and resources.” Hence, issues related to management and leadership are
introduced in Chapter 3, elaborated upon in Chapter 6, and also discussed in Chapter 8. Table 13 depicts the coverage of the questions in the committee’s charge in the report chapters.
TABLE 1-3 Coverage of the Charge in the Report
CHAPTER
QUESTIONS IN THE STUDY CHARGE
Chapter 1: Introduction
Chapter 2: Science to Inform
Team Science
1) How do individual factors (e.g., openness to divergent ideas)
Chapter 3: Overview of
influence team dynamics (e.g., cohesion), and how, in turn, do
Research on Team
both individual factors and team dynamics influence the
Effectiveness
effectiveness and productivity of science teams?
Chapter 4: Team
Composition and Assembly
Chapter 5: Professional
Development and Education
for Team Science
Chapter 6: Team Science
Leadership
Chapters 1, 3, and 4
Chapter 7: Supporting
Virtual Collaboration

Chapters 4 and 6

2) What factors at the team, center, or institute level (e.g., team
size, team membership, geographic dispersion) influence the
effectiveness of science teams?
5) What factors influence the productivity and effectiveness of
research organizations that conduct and support team and
collaborative science, such as research centers and institutes? How
do such organizational factors as human resource policies and
practices and cyber infrastructure affect team and collaborative
science?
1) How do individual factors (e.g., openness to divergent ideas),
influence team dynamics (e.g., cohesion), and how, in turn, do
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both individual factors and team dynamics influence the
effectiveness and productivity of science teams?

Chapter 8: Institutional and
Organizational Support for
Team Science

3) How do different management approaches and leadership styles
influence the effectiveness of science teams?
4) How do current tenure and promotion policies acknowledge and
provide incentives to academic researchers who engage in team
science?
5) What factors influence the productivity and effectiveness of
research organizations that conduct and support team and
collaborative science, such as research centers and institutes? How
do such organizational factors as human resource policies and
practices and cyber infrastructure affect team and collaborative
science?

Chapter 9: Funding and
Evaluation of Team Science

Chapter 10: Advancing
Research on the
Effectiveness of Team
Science

6) What types of organizational structures, policies, practices and
resources are needed to promote effective team science, in
academic institutions, research centers, industry, and other
settings?
5) What factors influence the productivity and effectiveness of
research organizations that conduct and support team and
collaborative science, such as research centers and institutes? How
do such organizational factors as human resource policies and
practices and cyber infrastructure affect team and collaborative
science?
6) What types of organizational structures, policies, practices and
resources are needed to promote effective team science, in
academic institutions, research centers, industry, and other
settings?
All questions
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2
Science to Inform Team Science
The preceding chapter defined “team science” as scientific collaboration conducted in an
interdependent fashion by more than one individual. It also identified seven features that create
challenges for team science. This chapter focuses on two of the scientific fields that have
centrally contributed diverse methodological and conceptual approaches to understanding and
addressing these challenges. Together, these fields provide cumulative empirical knowledge to
assist scientists, administrators, funding agencies, and policy makers in improving the
effectiveness of team science. We first discuss the social science research on groups and teams
and then the “science of team science,” an emerging, interdisciplinary field focusing, as its name
suggests, specifically on team science.
RESEARCH ON GROUPS AND TEAMS
This report draws heavily from the social science literature of groups and teams.
Organizational, cognitive, and social psychologists have studied team processes and outcomes
for over four decades, providing strong evidence about processes that enhance team performance
and how those processes can be influenced (e.g., Kozlowski and Ilgen, 2006; Mathieu et al.,
2008; Salas, Cooke, and Gorman, 2010; see also Chapter 3 in this report). As noted in the
previous chapter, much of this research focuses on teams in contexts outside of science, yet
these teams in other contexts incorporate many of the key features that create challenges for
team science. In addition, emerging research focusing specifically on science contexts is
beginning to identify similar processes to those identified in other contexts. Thus, this research
is relevant to science teams, and we draw extensively on it in Chapters 3 through 6. In addition,
some studies have focused specifically on industrial research and development teams, which are
typically composed of scientists engaged in research, similar to academic science teams. For
example, Bain, Mann, and Pirola-Merlo (2001) examined the relationship between team climate
and performance in research and development teams, and Keller (2006) studied leadership in
research and development product teams.
Research on groups and teams has benefitted from the use of simulation and modeling,
and it is likely that research on team science can benefit similarly. Simulation allows
technological tasks conducted by science teams in the real world (e.g., joint use of scientific
equipment or virtual meeting technologies) to be studied under controlled laboratory conditions
(Schiflett, Elliott, Salas, & Coovert, 2004). For instance, simulation can be used to mock up
technologies that human users interact with in the laboratory. One or more technologies can then
be evaluated on usability as well as on their ability to improve effectiveness in a science team or
group. In addition, agent-based modeling, dynamical systems modeling, social network
modeling, and other forms of computational modeling have become more prevalent in the teams
literature and can help to extend empirical results from small science teams to larger groups of
scientists and scientific organizations (Gorman, Amazeen, and Cooke, 2010; National Research
Council, 2008; Rajivan, Janssen, and Cooke, 2013; Kozlowski et al., 2013).
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THE SCIENCE OF TEAM SCIENCE
The complex and variegated nature of team science makes the scientific investigation of
all its dimensions and contexts quite challenging. Toward the goal of better understanding these
inherent complexities, a new field, the science of team science, has emerged (e.g., cf., Croyle,
2008; Fiore, 2008, 2013; Stokols et al., 2008a). In this chapter, we identify some of the unique
concerns and contours of this rapidly expanding field, which has been defined as:
a new interdisciplinary field…which aims to better understand the circumstances
that facilitate or hinder effective team-based research and practice and to identify
the unique outcomes of these approaches in the areas of productivity, innovation,
and translation (Stokols et al., 2013 p. 4).
While drawing heavily on the perspectives and findings from research on groups and
teams, scholars in the science of team science are concerned with a number of questions that
have not been addressed explicitly in that research, as discussed below.
Distinctive Concerns of the Science of Team Science
The scholarly and applied concerns of the science of team science are closely related to
the seven features outlined in Chapter 1 that can pose challenges. The distinctive concerns of the
field include:






focusing on highly diverse units of analysis, ranging from the level of the team to
broader organizational, institutional, and science policy contexts, including centers
and institutes specifically designed to promote and sustain team science;
understanding the multinetwork structure of scientific collaboration, including the
diverse contexts and pathways of collaboration that have emerged in recent years;
understanding the promise and challenges of diverse team membership and deep
knowledge integration, especially in transdisciplinary projects that aim to achieve
practical as well as scientific innovations;
establishing reliable, valid consensus criteria for evaluating team science processes
and outcomes; and
focusing on translational and educational as well as scientific goals.

Focusing on Highly Diverse Units of Analysis
Team science encompasses an enormously diverse set of arrangements for conducting
collaborative science. As discussed in the previous chapter, team science projects vary in size,
duration, level of funding, geographic dispersion, and level of disciplinary integration (Stokols,
2013). Reflecting this diversity, the field focuses on multiple, interacting levels, posing
challenges for theory and research.
First, at a team level of analysis, the science of team science field focuses on science
teams and groups and their individual members as the principal units of study. Chapter 3 reviews
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various individual and team-level factors that influence the functioning and outputs of science
teams and larger groups.
As the field’s focus moves beyond individual science teams to higher levels of analysis, it
focuses on a variety of organizations and institutions whose mission or goals are to facilitate and
sustain effective team science collaboration (Börner et al., 2010; Falk-Krzesinski et al., 2011).
For example, universities often establish new research centers focusing on particular scientific
and societal problems (e.g., cancer control and prevention; environmental sustainability) to
facilitate cross-disciplinary team-based research addressing these problems. Such centers often
support several different science teams that may work together in pursuit of shared research
goals as part of a multiteam system (DeChurch and Zaccaro, 2013).
In addition to its special focus on organizations such as research centers, the science of
team science seeks to understand more generally the extent to which various scientific
organizations and institutions (e.g., research universities, national laboratories, research funding
agencies) may support or hinder team science (see Chapter 8 for further discussion). For
example, researchers might analyze how research university incentive structures, such as
promotion and tenure policies, affect scientists’ motivation to participate in team science. As
another example, one recent study assessed the relative scientific productivity rates of tobacco
scientists participating in National Cancer Institute Transdisciplinary Tobacco Use Research
Centers (TTURCs) with those of National Institutes of Health grantees working on the same
topics as members of smaller research teams who are not participating in the broader research
centers (Hall et al., 2012b). Such questions about the effectiveness of alternative research
infrastructures or the translational impacts of team science programs have not been explicitly
addressed in earlier research on non-science teams.
Finally, at the broadest level of analysis, the field is concerned with how community and
societal factors, including social, cultural, political, and economic trends, influence decisions to
use a team science approach, the selection of phenomena to be investigated, and the prospects for
successful collaboration in the investigation (Institute of Medicine, 2013). For example, policy
makers, health care professionals, and scientists are currently focused on ameliorating the
national trend of increasing obesity with its attendant adverse health effects (e.g., Institute of
Medicine, 2010). Here, science policy concerns rise to the fore, as researchers study the design
of funding mechanisms to encourage and sustain science teams and groups, as well as peer
review and program evaluation criteria (e.g., Holbrook, 2013; Jordan, 2013) for judging the
effectiveness of such teams and groups (see Chapter 9 for further discussion).
Understanding the Multinetwork Structure of Contemporary Scientific Collaboration
Social scientists have begun to investigate the important role of networks in advancing
scientific knowledge. For example, sociologist Randall Collins (1998) conducted a
comprehensive sociological analysis of the intellectual debates and relationships within and
among networks of scholars since the time of the Ancient Greeks, arguing that these networks
have catalyzed major intellectual advances in philosophy, science, and other fields. In another
example, Mullins (1972) traced the creation of molecular biology as a new scientific discipline in
the 1960s to the evolving networks of relationships among a group of colleagues, students, and
co-authors studying the bacteriophage, a virus that infects bacteria.
Today, team science increasingly takes place through multiple networks and teams that
may be closely linked or unrelated, and a given scientist may participate to varying degrees in
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these networks and teams. The science of team science field is concerned with understanding this
multinetwork structure of scientific collaboration in the early 21st century (Dickinson and
Bonney, 2012; Nielsen, 2012; Shrum, Genuth, and Chompalov, 2007). Scientists often
simultaneously participate in multiple teams, and these teams are embedded within larger
networks that are based on their past collaborations (Guimera et al., 2005). These large scientific
and translational networks include closely linked groups of individuals who have conducted
research and perhaps published together, and also more loosely affiliated groups. For example,
some members of the committee that authored this report previously collaborated extensively
with others to evaluate National Cancer Institute team science projects (e.g., Stokols, Hall, and
Vogel, 2013), others are affiliated through their shared membership in the National Academy of
Sciences, and still others are affiliated as faculty members at the same universities.
Understanding the Promise and Challenges of Diverse Membership and Deep Knowledge
Integration
Another complexity facing the science of team science is to understand and address the
communication and coordination challenges emerging from the first two features that pose
challenges for team science introduced in Chapter 1—high diversity of team or group
membership and deep knowledge integration. The challenges are especially great in
transdisciplinary projects that may have multiple scientific and societal goals and require high
levels of knowledge integration across disciplines and professions (Frodeman, Klein, and
Mitcham, 2010). Thus, a critical issue for the science of team science involves examination of
the integrative processes and outcomes in disciplinarily heterogeneous science teams and how
they lead to scientific innovations. This understanding is needed whether the project aims for
“translational” innovations that are more immediately applicable or more fundamental scientific
knowledge.
Establishing Reliable, Valid, and Consensual Criteria for Evaluating Team Science
Processes and Outcomes
Evaluating the processes and outcomes of science teams and groups is particularly
challenging because of their multiple goals. As the research focus of the science of team science
shifts from small, short-term science teams to larger, more enduring organizational and
institutional structures, the goals of a project and the criteria for judging its success vary
accordingly. Whereas the primary goals of small teams may entail the creation and dissemination
of new scientific knowledge, larger team science centers and institutions often encompass
broader goals. Reflecting their multiple goals, large organizational structures require broad
metrics to evaluate their effectiveness. Such metrics may include assessments of the extent to
which the smaller team science projects they administer bring about intellectual innovations in
the near term, and the extent to which the organization is able to coordinate and integrate across
projects to translate these near-term scientific findings into new technologies, policies, and/or
community interventions (i.e., scientific and societal returns—see Chapter 9 for further
discussion).
These higher-level organizations and institutions (e.g., a research center or institute) must
be responsive to the scientific and translational priorities embraced by their community and
governmental funders, whereas these priorities may be much less salient to individual scientists
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working on individual projects (Winter and Berente, 2012). Thus, an important concern of the
science of team science field is to develop evaluative criteria that are appropriately matched to
the respective goals and concerns of the teams, organizations, institutions, funders, and
community groups that have a stake in the foci, processes, and outcomes of large programs of
team science research. Scholars in the science of team science are concerned with the relative
efficacy of alternative team science funding mechanisms and the development of criteria for
evaluating the returns on investments in team science projects—questions that have not been
explicitly addressed in earlier research on non-science teams (cf., Winter and Berente, 2012).
The field is also increasingly concerned with articulating appropriate criteria for
measuring the potential (ex-ante) and achieved (ex-post) outcomes of science teams and larger
groups, including those that focus within a single discipline and those that cross disciplines
(Holbrook, 2013; Jordan, 2013; Stokols, 2013a). In particular, a growing number of science
teams and groups have transdisciplinary goals, seeking to achieve scientific advances by not only
integrating, but also transcending multiple disciplinary perspectives and to apply the resulting
scientific advances (Crow, 2010; Croyle, 2008; Klein, 2010). In response to this trend, the field
is concerned with identifying reliable, valid, and consensually agreed-upon criteria for judging
the success of such transdisciplinary projects relative to those that are uni- or multidisciplinary
(Frodeman et al., 2010; Pohl, 2011).
As a first step toward developing such criteria, the field must develop measures of the
processes leading to effectiveness. As teams and groups develop and move through their phases
of scientific problem-solving, their interactions will change, and the field must identify how to
measure these team processes. Such measures will aid understanding of how team processes are
related to the multiple goals of transdisciplinary team science projects. Achieving this
understanding requires articulation of a comprehensive, multi-method measurement approach
that includes, but is not limited to, bibliometric indices, co-authorship network analyses, experts’
subjective appraisals of team science processes and products, and surveys and interviews of team
science participants. Particularly challenging is the measurement of deep interdisciplinary
knowledge integration (Wagner et al., 2011), but there are new methods and measures that
appear promising as discussed in Chapter 9. Such efforts to measure team processes are often
more daunting than developing evaluative criteria to measure team outcomes in other settings.
As part of this measurement challenge, the field needs to more clearly differentiate the processes
and outcomes of unidisciplinary, multidisciplinary, interdisciplinary, and transdisciplinary
science teams.
An essential first step in the process of establishing evaluative criteria is to gain access to
practicing scientists to study their interactions and innovations. Although some funding agencies
and scientists themselves resist providing such access, it is critical for advancing the science of
team science. For example, over a decade ago, the Institute of Medicine (1999) produced a
groundbreaking report on patient safety and errors in health care. As a result, researchers began
to gain access to health care settings, illuminating the relationship between medical teams’
processes and patient outcomes and identifying strategies for reducing errors and improving
patient safety (e.g., Edmonson et al., 2005). Providing researchers access to science teams
embedded in their research contexts promises similar benefits.
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Focusing on Translational and Educational as Well as Scientific Goals
Finally, the science of team science field is concerned not only with research, but also
translation of the research to improve practice (Spaapen and Dijstebloem, 2005; Stokols et al.,
2008a). The translational goals of the field include:





using the research findings on team science to improve community and societal
conditions (e.g., through the development of improved clinical practices, disease
prevention strategies, public health policies);
applying research findings from evaluations of large team science research projects to
improve future scientific teamwork and designing organizational, institutional,
educational, and science policies and practices to promote effective team science (see
further discussion in Chapters 3–9); and
developing education and training programs and resources to enhance students and
scholars’ capacity for effective scientific collaboration in their future or current team
science endeavors (COALESCE, 2010; National Cancer Institute, 2011; National
Institutes of Health, 2010; Klein, 2010; Stokols, 2006; Vogel et al., 2012; see also
Chapter 5).
A Complex Adaptive Systems Approach

Researchers have begun applying the methods and perspectives of complexity science to
help understand and address the communication and coordination challenges of team science.
Complexity science uses computer simulations to study “complex adaptive systems,”
which are systems made up of multiple parts that continually interact and adapt their behavior in
response to the behavior of the other parts (Holland, 1992). By modeling such systems,
researchers seek to understand how the aggregate behavior of the system emerges from the
interactions of the parts, integrating multiple levels of analysis to build a more thorough
understanding of phenomena. For example, Liljenström and Svedin (2005) described a complex
adaptive system as a network of non-linear interactions within an open system, which produce a
form of self-organization and emergence. It may be relevant to draw on complexity theory to
bound the levels of analysis and address the theoretical and measurement issues present in team
collaborative research environments. Organizational scientists refer to team effectiveness as
“emergent,” because it originates in the thinking and behaviors of individual team members and
is amplified by team members’ interactions (Kozlowski and Klein, 2000). Kozlowski et al.
(2013) have studied emergent collaboration and Kozlowski et al. (in press) have examined
knowledge emergence in decision-making teams, relevant to the challenge of deep knowledge
integration in interdisciplinary and transdisciplinary science teams (Kozlowski and Klein, 2000;
see further discussion in Chapter 3).
By virtue of their multiple levels of scale (individual, team, organizational, multiinstitutional) and many different actors with various motivations and priorities, science teams
and groups can display the major characteristics of a complex adaptive system as described by
Hammond (2009). Börner et al. (2010) called for a multilevel systems perspective to advance
the science of team science. This approach would include macro-level analyses to help
understand broad patterns of collaboration within and across scientific fields (e.g., Klein, 1996),
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meso-level analyses to understand the social and group processes arising during collaboration in
science teams and groups (e.g., Fiore, 2008), and micro-level analyses to understand the
individuals that comprise the science teams (e.g., their education and training, their motivation).
Similarly, Falk-Krzesinski et al. (2011) cautioned that, “sequential process models could not
adequately capture the complexity inherent in SciTS [the science of team science] and may even
be misleading” (p. 154). They argued that a systems view is more appropriate as it can help
better account for interdependence and the iterative relationships among the components of
science teams and the contexts in which they operate.
OTHER CONTRIBUTING FIELDS OF RESEARCH
Many other fields of research in addition to the science of team science and the research
on groups and teams contribute to an understanding of team science and how to increase its
effectiveness. These include social studies of science (e.g., Galison, 1996), science and
technology studies (Pelz and Andrews, 1966), history and philosophy of science, cultural
anthropology, and organizational and management studies (e.g., Kellogg, Orlikowski, and Yates,
2006), as well as interdisciplinary studies, information science, the humanities, and program
evaluation research. A detailed examination of the contribution of these fields is beyond the
scope of this report, but we provide some examples of relevant work in this section.
Sociologists and economists have examined the internal and external forces motivating
individual scientists. For example, sociologist Robert Merton (1968) found that well-known
scientists were given disproportionate credit for collaboratively authored publications, increasing
their visibility while reducing the visibility of less well known contributors. Social scientists
continue to study how credit and rewards are allocated when scientists collaborate (e.g., Gans
and Murray, 2015; Furman and Gaule, 2013) revealing tensions that affect scientists’ willingness
to join science teams and groups (see Chapter 8 for further discussion).
Anthropologists and sociologists have conducted in-depth studies of scientific
laboratories in the life sciences, high-energy physics, and other disciplines (e.g., Latour and
Woolgar, 1986; Knorr-Cetina, 1999; Owen-Smith, 2001; Hackett, 2005). Cognitive scientists
have also conducted studies of scientific work in particular settings, while psychologists have
examined the role of scientists’ personality characteristics and other factors in supporting
scientific creativity and productivity (e.g., Feist, 2011, 2013a; Simonton, 2004). Building on
studies focusing on individual scientists, recent research has begun to explore collaborations
between scientific institutions s (e.g., Shrum, Genuth, and Chompalov, 2007; Bozeman, Fay and
Slade, 2012; Garrett-Jones, Turpin, and Diment, 2010; see Chapter 8 for further discussion).
SUMMARY
In this chapter, we have described several fields that contribute to understanding how to
improve the effectiveness of team science. This report draws heavily on the robust literature
from research on groups and teams and on the body of research emerging from the science of
team science. We have described the interdisciplinary and multilevel orientation of the science
of team science and outlined several of its distinctive challenges and concerns. Many other
fields contribute to the committee’s understanding of the effectiveness of team science, but are
beyond the scope of this report, including social studies of science, organizational and
management studies, industrial-organizational and cognitive psychology, science and technology
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studies, interdisciplinary studies, communications and information science, the humanities, and
program evaluation research.
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Part II
The Individual and Team Levels
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3
Overview of the Research on Team Effectiveness
This chapter summarizes the research literature on team effectiveness, highlighting
findings on the key features that create challenges for team science outlined in Chapter 1. Based
on its review of the literature (e.g., Kozlowski and Ilgen, 2006; Marks, Mathieu, and Zaccaro,
2001; Salas, Goodwin, and Burke, 2009), the committee defines team effectiveness as follows:
Team effectiveness, also referred to as team performance, is a team’s capacity to achieve
its goals and objectives. This capacity to achieve goals and objectives leads to improved
outcomes for the team members (e.g., team member satisfaction and willingness to
remain together) as well as outcomes produced or influenced by the team. In a science
team or larger group, the outcomes include new research findings or methods and may
also include translational applications of the research.
More than half a century of research on team effectiveness (Kozlowski and Ilgen, 2006)
provides a foundation for identifying team process factors that contribute to team effectiveness,
as well as actions and interventions that can be used to shape the quality of those processes. As
noted in Chapter 1, this evidence base is comprised primarily of studies focusing on teams in
contexts outside of science, such as the military, business, and health care. These teams share
many of the seven features that can create challenges for team science introduced in Chapter 1.
For example, in corporations, top management teams and project teams are often composed of
members from diverse corporate functions, and these teams seek to deeply integrate their diverse
expertise in order to achieve business goals. Therefore, the committee believes the evidence on
teams in other contexts can be translated and applied to improve the effectiveness of science
teams and larger groups.
This chapter begins by presenting critical background information—highlighting key
considerations for understanding team effectiveness and presenting theoretical models that
conceptualize team processes as the primary mechanisms for promoting team effectiveness. The
chapter then highlights those team process factors shown to influence team effectiveness (Ilgen
et al., 2005; Kozlowski and Bell, 2003, 2013; Kozlowski and Ilgen, 2006; Mathieu et al., 2008),
based on well-established research (i.e., meta-analytic findings [see Box 3-1] or systematic
streams of empirical research). Next, the discussion turns to interventions that can be used to
improve team processes and thereby contribute to team effectiveness; these are discussed in
greater detail in subsequent chapters. This is followed by a discussion of how this foundational
knowledge can inform team science, a description of models of science team and effectiveness,
and a discussion of areas in which further research is needed to address the challenges emerging
from the seven features outlined in Chapter 1.
BOX 3-1
What Is a Meta-Analysis?
The foundation of scientific research is based on primary studies that collect data under a
given set of conditions (i.e., experiments or field studies) and examine effects on, or relationships
among, the observed variables of interest. However, all research is subject to limitations and no
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single study is definitive. Thus, there is considerable value in the use of a meta-analysis to
quantitatively combine multiple primary studies and summarize their findings. The basic steps of
a meta-analysis include: (a) conducting a thorough search for relevant studies (including
unpublished ones); (b) converting test statistics to effect sizes (i.e., an index capturing the
strength of the relationship between two variables); (c) weighing the effect size from a study by
its sample size (i.e., studies with larger samples presumably contain less-biased estimates of the
true effect size and therefore receive higher weight); and (d) combining the effect sizes across
studies to estimate the overall strength and meaningfulness of a given relationship (i.e., testing
for statistical significance and establishing confidence intervals). Depending on the number,
scope, and sample size of the primary studies, the average effect size can be generalized as a
population estimate of the relationship in question. In addition, a meta-analysis often corrects
the raw averaged effect size for a variety of statistical artifacts (i.e., measurement unreliability,
restriction of range from sampling) to improve population effect size estimate.
Depending on what it is possible to code from the primary studies, a meta-analysis may
examine other factors that moderate or change the strength of a relationship (e.g., whether the
research was experimental or field based; whether it was one type of team vs. another type of
team).
Effect sizes can be reported using a variety of indices, but r (i.e., correlation) is often
used for uncorrected effects and ρ (i.e., rho) for corrected ones. The interpretation of r and ρ is
straightforward. The indices range from -1.00 to +1.00 to indicate the strength and direction of
the relationship. Cohen’s (1992) Rules-of-Thumb designate correlations (r) of .10 as small, .25
as medium, and .40 as large effect sizes. Squaring the two indicators gives a direct measure of
the proportion of variance shared by both variables. Thus, an effect size of .35 accounts for about
12 percent of shared variance. Although that may appear to be a small amount of explained
variance, one also has to consider practical significance. Being able to better predict that 12
percent of patients would respond favorably to a drug or improving science team innovation by
12 percent based on a leadership or teamwork intervention may be very practically meaningful.
Thus, a meta-analysis provides a rigorous quantitative summary of a body of empirical research.
SOURCE: Created by the committee.
End of Box 3-1
BACKGROUND: KEY CONSIDERATIONS AND THEORETICAL MODELS AND
FRAMEWORKS
Key Considerations
One key consideration regarding team effectiveness is that it is inherently multilevel,
composed of individual, team, and higher-level influences that unfold over time (Kozlowski and
Klein, 2000). This means that, at a minimum, three levels of the system need to be conceptually
embraced to understand team effectiveness (i.e., within person over time, individuals within
team, and between team or contextual effects; Kozlowski, 2012). Broader systems that
encompass the organization, multiple teams, or networks are obviously even more complex.
Moreover, individual scientists may be part of multiple research projects spread across many
unique teams and thus are “partially included” in their teams (Allport, 1932). As noted in
Chapter 1, a recent study suggests that scientists’ level of participation (i.e., inclusion) in a team
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is related to team performance, with higher participation related to increased success (Cummings
and Haas, 2012).
A second critical consideration for understanding, managing, and improving team
effectiveness is the degree of complexity of the workflow structure of the team task (Steiner,
1972). In simple structures, team members’ individual contributions are pooled together or
constructed in a fixed serial sequence (e.g., in a multidisciplinary team, members trained in
different disciplines combine their expertise in an additive way). Complex structures incorporate
the integration of knowledge and tasks through collaboration and feedback links, making the
quality of team member interaction more important to team effectiveness.
A final key consideration is the dynamic interactions and evolution of the team over time.
According to Kozlowski and Klein (2000, p. 55):
“A phenomenon is emergent when it originates in the cognition, affect, behaviors, or
other characteristics of individuals, is amplified by their interactions, and manifests as a
higher-level, collective phenomenon.”
In other words, emergent phenomena arise from interactions and exchange among individuals
over time to yield team-level characteristics. Emergent phenomena unfold over time as part of
the team development process. Time is also pertinent with respect to how teams themselves
evolve. For example, Cash et al. (2003) reported on the evolution of a transdisciplinary group
focused on developing improved varieties of wheat and corn. The authors reported that a strictly
sequential approach—in which scientists first developed new crops in the laboratory or field and
then later handed them over to native farmers—did not lead to widespread use of the new crops.
However, when the native farmers were brought into the research at an earlier point in time, as
valued participants and partners with the scientists, the group produced new crops that were
widely used. Relatedly, teams have different time frames for interaction (i.e., their lifecycle or
longevity), and this too will alter the emergent dynamics (e.g., Kozlowski et al., 1999;
Kozlowski and Klein, 2000; Marks. Mathieu, and Zaccaro, 2001).
Theoretical Models and Frameworks
Most of the research on team effectiveness has been substantially influenced by the inputprocess-output (IPO) heuristic posed by McGrath (1964). Inputs comprise (a) the collection of
individual differences across team members that determine team composition; (b) team design
characteristics (e.g., information, resources); and (c) the nature of the problem that is the focus of
the team’s work activity. Processes comprise the means by which team members’ cognition,
motivation, affect, and behavior enable (or inhibit) members to combine their resources to meet
task demands.
Although team processes are conceptually dynamic, researchers generally assess them at
a single point in time. Hence, they are often represented in the research literature by static
perceptions or emergent states (Marks, Mathieu, and Zaccaro, 2001). More recently, team
processes have been represented by dynamic or sequential patterns of communications (Gorman,
Amazeen, and Cooke, 2010) or actions (Kozlowski, in press). In this report, the committee uses
the term “team processes” to refer to both dynamic team processes (e.g., communication
patterns) and the emergent perceptual states that result from these processes (e.g., cohesion).
Contemporary theories of team effectiveness build on the IPO heuristic, but are more
explicit regarding its inherent dynamics. For example, Kozlowski et al. (1996, 1999) and Marks,
Mathieu, and Zaccaro (2001) emphasized the cyclical and episodic nature of the IPO linkages.
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Team Mental Models and Transactive Memory
Team mental models are conceptualized as shared understandings about “task
requirements, procedures, and role responsibilities” that guide team performance (CannonBowers, Salas, and Converse, 1993, p. 222). Whereas team mental models represent common
understandings, transactive memory captures the distribution of unique knowledge across team
members (Wegner, Giuliano, and Hertel, 1985), especially their shared understanding of “who
knows what” such that they can access and direct relevant knowledge (Austin, 2003; Lewis,
2003, 2004; Lewis et al., 2007; Lewis, Lange, and Gillis, 2005; Liang, Moreland, and Argote,
1995). Meta-analytic findings indicate that both processes are positively related to team
processes (ρ = .43) and team performance (i.e., effectiveness) (ρ = .38) (DeChurch and MesmerMagnus, 2010).
Studies of science teams and larger groups have also found that shared mental models
enhance team effectiveness. To cite just a few examples, a study of research and development
teams in India (Misra, 2011) found that shared mental models were positively related to team
creativity. A study focusing on larger groups of European scientists participating in
interdisciplinary and transdisciplinary environmental research found that those groups whose
members developed a shared understanding of the research goals were much more likely to
succeed in synthesizing their perspectives to achieve those goals than those who did not develop
shared understandings (Defila, DiGiulio, and Scheuermann, 2006). In a recent qualitative study
of the National Cancer Institute’s Transdisciplinary Research on Energetics and Cancer Center,
investigators and trainees reported that articulating concrete shared goals (through grant
applications, for example) and investing time and effort in developing mutual understanding
were essential to successfully carrying out their research projects (Vogel et al., 2014).
Both team mental models and transactive memory have the potential to be shaped in
ways that enhance team effectiveness. For example, a number of studies demonstrate that mental
models can be influenced by training, leadership, shared or common experiences, and contextual
conditions (Cannon-Bowers, 2007; see also Kozlowski and Bell, 2003, 2013; Kozlowski and
Ilgen, 2006; Mathieu et al., 2008; Mohammed, Ferzandi, and Hamilton, 2010 for reviews).
Similarly, transactive memory systems are formed through shared experiences in working
together and training (see Bell et al., 2012; Blickensderfer, Cannon-Bowers, and Salas, 1997;
Kozlowski and Bell, 2003, 2012; Kozlowski and Ilgen, 2006; Mathieu et al., 2008; Mohammed,
Ferzandi, and Hamilton, 2010, for reviews). Accordingly, it is often recommended that training
be designed to foster development of appropriate team mental models and transactive memory
systems and that leaders shape early team developmental experiences to build shared mental
models and transactive memory (Kozlowski and Ilgen, 2006).
Theories of Team Cognition
Team mental models and transactive memory focus on cognitive structure or knowledge
and how that knowledge is shared or distributed among team members. Although knowledge
certainly contributes to team cognition, it is not equivalent to team-level cognitive processing.
Teams often actively engage in cognitive processes such as decision-making, problem-solving,
situation assessment, planning, and knowledge-sharing (Brannick et al., 1995; Letsky et al.,
2008). The interdependence of team members necessitates cognitive interaction or coordination,
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often manifested through communication, the essential building block of team cognition (Cooke
et al., 2013). These interactions facilitate information and knowledge sharing processes that are
foundational to decision-making, problem-solving, and the other collaborative cognitive
processes mentioned above (Fiore et al., 2010a).
The theory of interactive team cognition proposes that team interaction, often in the form
of explicit communication, is at the heart of team cognition and in many cases accounts more
than knowledge inputs for variance in team effectiveness (Cooke et al., 2013). In addition, unlike
internalized knowledge states, team interaction in the form of communication is readily
observable and can be examined over time, thus providing ready access to the temporal
dynamics involved (Cooke, Gorman, and Kiekel, 2008; Gorman, Amazeen, and Cooke, 2010).
Another approach to team cognition, focused more on the development of shared
problem models, is the macrocognition in teams model (Fiore et al., 2010b). This model is based
upon a multidisciplinary theoretical integration that captures the cognitive processes engaged
when teams collaboratively solve novel and complex problems. It draws from theories of
externalized cognition, team cognition, group communication and problem-solving, and
collaborative learning (Fiore et al., 2010a). It focuses on team processes supporting movement
between internalization and externalization of cognition as teams build knowledge in service of
problem-solving. Recently the model has been examined in complex contexts such as problemsolving for mission control, in which scientists and engineers were required to collaborate to
understand and solve problems on the International Space Station (Fiore et al., 2014).
As with other interpersonal processes, interventions can improve cognitive interaction
and ultimately team effectiveness. Training that exposes teams to different ways of interacting
(Gorman, Cooke, and Amazeen, 2010), as well as team composition changes (Fouse et al., 2011;
Gorman and Cooke, 2011), have been found to lead to more adaptive and flexible teams.
Similarly, training or professional development designed to support knowledge-building
activities has been shown to enhance collaborative problem-solving and decision-making,
leading to improved effectiveness (Rentsch et al., 2010, 2014). These and other professional
development approaches are discussed in more detail in Chapter 5.
Science teams and larger groups, like teams in general, are interdependent and require
interaction to build new knowledge. They need to manage a range of technological and social
factors to coordinate their tasks and goals effectively. Salazar et al. (2012) have proposed a
model of team science, discussed later in this chapter, in which social integration processes
support cognitive integration processes. These processes can help foster deep knowledge
integration in science teams or larger groups.
Many of the features that create challenges for team science described in Chapter 1
introduce challenges to cognitive interaction, and, therefore, interventions that bolster cognitive
interaction, such as professional development or training to expose teams to different ways of
interacting, may be particularly helpful for science teams.
Team Climate
Climate represents shared perceptions about the strategic imperatives that guide the
orientation and actions of team or group members (Kozlowski and Hults, 1987; Schneider and
Reichers, 1983). It is always shaped by a particular team or organizational strategy. For
example, if a team’s goal is to innovate, the team may have a climate of innovation (Anderson
and West, 1998); if the goal is to provide high-quality service, the team may have a service
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climate (Schneider, Wheeler, and Cox, 1992); if safety is critical for team or organizational
success, the team or the larger organization may have a safety climate (Zohar, 2000).
Climate has been studied for over seven decades and the relationship of climate to
important work outcomes is well established (e.g., Carr et al., 2003; Schneider and Barbera,
2013; Zohar and Hofmann, 2012).
Several types of interventions can shape team or group climate. For example,
organizations communicate strategic imperatives through policies, practices, and procedures that
define the mission, goals, and tasks for teams and larger groups within the organization (James
and Jones, 1974). Team leaders shape climate through what they communicate to their teams
from higher levels of management and what they emphasize to their team members (Kozlowski
and Doherty, 1989; Schaubroeck et al., 2012; Zohar, 2000, 2002; Zohar and Luria, 2004). And
team members interact, share their interpretations, and develop shared understandings of what is
important in their setting (Rentsch, 1990).
Psychological Safety
Psychological safety is a shared perception among team members indicative of an
interpersonal climate that supports risk taking and learning (Edmondson, 1999). The research on
psychological safety has been focused primarily on its role in promoting effective error
management and learning behaviors in teams (Bell and Kozlowski, 2011; Bell et al., 2012).
Learning from errors (i.e., to identify, reflect, and diagnose them and develop appropriate
solutions) is particularly important in science as well as in other teams charged with research and
development or innovation (Edmondson and Nembhard, 2009), and therefore, fostering
psychological safety may be uniquely valuable for science teams and larger groups. Although
research on this process has not yet been summarized in a published meta-analysis, support for
its importance is provided by a systematic stream of theory and research (e.g., Edmondson, 1996,
1999, 2002, 2003; Edmondson, Bohmer, and Pisano, 2001; Edmondson, Dillon, and Roloff,
2007).
Research on psychological safety has focused on the role of team leaders in coaching,
reducing power differentials, and fostering inclusion to facilitate psychological safety, so that
team members feel comfortable discussing and learning from errors and developing innovative
solutions (e.g., Edmondson, 2003; Edmondson, Bohmer, and Pisano, 2001; Nembhard and
Edmondson, 2006). Hall et al. (2012a) proposed that creating an environment of psychological
safety is critical to lay the groundwork for effective transdisciplinary collaboration. Thus, the
research base suggests that appropriate team leadership is a promising way to promote
psychological safety, learning, and innovation in science teams and larger groups.
Motivational and Affective Team Processes
Key factors that capture motivational team processes—team cohesion, team efficacy, and
team conflict—have well-established relations with team effectiveness.
Team Cohesion
Team cohesion—defined by Festinger (1950, p. 274) to be “the resultant of all the forces
acting on the members to remain in the group”—is among the most frequently studied team
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processes. It is multidimensional, with facets focused on task commitment, social relations, and
group pride, although this latter facet has received far less research attention (Beal et al., 2003).
Our primary focus is on team task and social cohesion because that is where most of the
supporting research is centered.
There have been multiple meta-analyses of team cohesion, with two of the more recent
ones (Gully, Devine, and Whitney, 1995; Beal et al., 2003) being the most thorough and
rigorous. Both papers concluded that team cohesion is positively related to team effectiveness
and that the relationship is moderated by task interdependence such that the cohesioneffectiveness relationship is stronger when team members are more interdependent. For example,
Gully et al. (1995) reported that the effect size for cohesion and performance was .20 when
interdependence was low, but .46 when task interdependence was high. Because high task
interdependence is one of the features that creates challenges for team science, fostering
cohesion may be particularly valuable for enhancing effectiveness in science teams and larger
groups.
Remarkably, although team cohesion has been studied for over 60 years, very little of the
research has focused on antecedents to its development or interventions to foster it. Theory
suggests that team composition factors (e.g., personality, demographics; see Chapter 4) and
developmental efforts by team leaders (e.g., Kozlowski et al., 1996, 2009) are likely to play an
important role in its formation and maintenance.
Team Efficacy
At the individual level, research has established the important contribution of selfefficacy perceptions to goal accomplishment (Stajkovic and Luthans, 1998). Generalized to the
team or organizational level, similar, shared perceptions are referred to as team efficacy
(Bandura, 1977). It influences the difficulty of goals a team sets or accepts, effort directed
toward goal accomplishment, and persistence in the face of difficulties and challenges. The
contribution of team efficacy to team performance is well established (ρ = .41) (Gully et al.,
2002), across a wide variety of team types and work settings (Kozlowski and Ilgen, 2006). As
with team cohesion, Gully et al. (2002) reported that team efficacy is more strongly related to
team performance when team members are more interdependent (ρ = .09 when interdependence
is low, and ρ = .47 when interdependence is high).
Antecedents of team efficacy have not received a great deal of research attention.
However, findings about self-efficacy antecedents at the individual level can be extrapolated to
the team level. These antecedents include individual differences in goal orientation (i.e.,
learning, performance, and avoidance orientation; Dweck, 1986; VandeWalle, 1997) and
experiences such as enactive mastery, vicarious observation, and verbal persuasion (Bandura,
1977). To develop team efficacy, leaders may consider goal orientation characteristics when
selecting team members, but these characteristics can also be primed (i.e., encouraged) by
leaders. Similarly, leaders can create mastery experiences, provide opportunities for team
members to observe others succeeding, and persuade a team that it is efficacious (see Kozlowski
and Ilgen, 2006, for a review).
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Team Conflict
Team or group conflict is a multidimensional construct with facets of relationship, task,
and process conflict:
Relationship conflicts involve disagreements among group members about interpersonal
issues, such as personality differences or differences in norms and values. Task conflicts
entail disagreements among group members about the content and outcomes of the task
being performed, whereas process conflicts are disagreements among group members
about the logistics of task accomplishment, such as the delegation of tasks and
responsibilities (de Wit, Greer, and Jehn, 2012, p. 360).
Although conflict is generally viewed as divisive, early work in this area concluded that
although relationship and process conflict were negative factors for team performance, task
conflict could be helpful for information-sharing and problem-solving provided it did not spill
over to prompt relationship conflict (e.g., Jehn, 1995, 1997). However, a meta-analysis by De
Dreu and Weingart (2003) found that relationship and task conflict were both negatively related
to team performance. A more recent meta-analysis (de Wit et al., 2012) has shown that the
relationships are more nuanced. For example, all three types of conflict had deleterious
associations with a variety of group factors including trust, satisfaction, organizational
citizenship, and commitment. In addition, relationship and process conflict had negative
associations with cohesion and team performance, although the task conflict association with
these factors was nil. Thus, this more recent meta-analysis suggests that task conflict may not be
a negative factor under some circumstances, but the issue is complex.
Group composition that yields demographic diversity and group faultlines or fractures is
associated with team conflict (Thatcher and Patel, 2011). Because diverse membership is one of
the features that creates challenges for team science introduced in Chapter 1, science teams and
groups can anticipate the potential for conflict. Many scholars suggest that teams and groups
should be prepared to manage conflict when it manifests as a destructive and counterproductive
force. Two conflict management strategies can be distinguished (Marks, Mathieu, and Zaccaro,
2001)—reactive (i.e., working through disagreements via problem-solving, compromise, and
flexibility) or preemptive (i.e., anticipating and guiding conflict in advance via cooperative
norms, charters, or other structures to shape conflict processes) (Kozlowski and Bell, 2012).
Team Behavioral Processes
Ultimately, team members have to act to combine their intellectual resources and effort.
Researchers have sought to measure the combined behaviors of the team members, or team
behavioral processes, in several ways, including by looking at team process competencies and
team self-regulation.
Team Process Competencies
One line of research in this area focuses on the underpinnings of good teamwork based
on individual competencies (i.e., knowledge and skill) relevant to working well with others. For
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example, Stevens and Campion (1994) developed a typology of individual teamwork
competencies with two primary dimensions (interpersonal knowledge and self-management
knowledge) that are each assessed with a set of more specific subdimensions. Based on this
typology, they also developed an assessment tool, although empirical evaluations of this tool
have yielded somewhat mixed results (Stevens and Campion, 1999).
Others have focused on behavioral processes at the team level. Integrating many years of
effort, Marks et al. (2001) developed a taxonomy of team behavioral processes focusing on three
temporal phases: (1) transition involves preparation (e.g., mission, goals, strategy) before task
engagement and reflection (e.g., diagnosis, improvement) after; (2) action involves active task
engagement (e.g., monitoring progress, coordination); and (3) interpersonal processes (e.g.,
conflict management, motivation) are viewed as always important.
A recent analysis by LePine, Piccolo, Jackson, Mathieu, and Saul (2008) extended the
Marks et al. (2001) taxonomy to a hierarchical model that conceptualized the discrete behavioral
processes as first-order factors loading onto second-order transition, action, and interpersonal
factors, which are then loaded onto a third-order, overarching team process factor. Their metaanalytic confirmatory factor analysis found that the first- and second-order processes were
positively related to team performance (mostly in the range of ρ=.25 to in excess of .30.).
Team Self-Regulation
For teams focused on reasonably well-specified goals, team processes and performance
can be related to the team’s motivation and self-regulation, similar to models of the relationship
between motivation and performance at the individual level. Feelings of individual and team
self-efficacy, discussed above (Gully et al., 2002), are jointly part of a multilevel dynamic
motivational system of team self-regulation. Team self-regulation affects how team members
allocate their resources to perform tasks and adapt as necessary to accomplish goals (Chen,
Thomas, and Wallace, 2005; Chen et al., 2009; DeShon et al., 2004). In addition, there is metaanalytic support for the efficacy of group goals for group performance (O'Leary-Kelly,
Martocchio, and Frink, 1994; Kleingeld, van Mierlo, and Arends, 2011).
Finally, there is meta-analytic support (Pritchard et al., 2008) for the effectiveness of an
intervention designed to increase team regulation by measuring performance and providing
structured feedback—the Productivity Measurement and Enhancement System (ProMES;
Pritchard et al., 1988). On average and relative to baseline, productivity under ProMES increased
1.16 standard deviations.
Measuring Team Processes
To assess team processes and intervene to improve them, team processes must be
measured. Team process factors such as making a contribution to the team’s work, keeping the
team on track, and appropriately interacting with teammates have traditionally been measured
through self or peer reports of team members (Loughry, Ohland, and Moore, 2007; Ohland et al.,
2012).
Instruments relying on behavioral observation scales and ratings of trained judges have
also been used to measure processes associated with collaborative problem-solving and conflict
resolution as well as self-management processes like planning and task coordination (Taggar and
Brown, 2001). Brannick et al. (1995) evaluated judges’ ratings of processes of assertiveness,
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decision-making/mission analysis, adaptability/flexibility, situation awareness, leadership, and
communication. The ratings were found to be psychometrically sound and with reasonable
discriminant validity, though the importance of task context was also noted: that is, process
needs to be assessed in relation to the ongoing task. “Team dimensional training” was developed
to measure a set of core team processes of action teams (e.g., Smith-Jentsch et al., 1998) and has
since been validated in numerous settings (e.g., Smith-Jentsch et al., 2008). Another approach
that provides for context is the use of checklists of specific processes that are targeted for
observation (Fowlkes et al., 1994).
Researchers have measured cognitive processes somewhat differently, relying typically
on indirect knowledge elicitation methods such as card sorting to identify team mental models
(Mohammed, Klimoski, and Rentsch, 2000) and assess their accuracy (e.g., Smith-Jentsch,
Kraiger, Cannon-Bowers, & Salas, 2009). In addition, concept maps corresponding to team
member mental models have been developed by instructing participants to directly create them
(e.g., Marks, Zaccaro, and Mathieu, 2000; Mathieu et al., 2000) or by indirectly creating them
through similarity ratings of pairs of concepts analyzed using graphical techniques such as
Pathfinder (Schvaneveldt, 1990). Transactive memory systems focusing on team members’
knowledge of what each member knows have been measured both via self-assessment (Lewis,
2003) and via communications coding (Ellis, 2006; Hollingshead, 1998). Cooke et al. (2000)
reviewed different measurement approaches for measuring team mental models (including
process tracing and conceptual methods), pointing out challenges related to knowledge similarity
for heterogeneous team members and methods of aggregation.
Recent work in this area has focused on developing measures that are unobtrusive to the
teamwork and can capture its complex dynamics (e.g., video recording, team work simulations,
and sociometric badges; Kozlowski, in press). Communication data, for example, can be
captured with relatively little interference and provides a continuous record of team interaction
(Cooke and Gorman, 2009; Cooke, Gorman, and Kiekel, 2008). This research has identified
changes in patterns of simple communication flow (who talks to whom) that are associated with
changes in the state of the team (such as loss of situation awareness or conflict). These
continuous methods provide a rich view of team process, not captured by static snapshots in
time.
INTERVENTIONS THAT SHAPE TEAM PROCESSES AND EFFECTIVENESS
Table 3-1 identifies actions and interventions that have been found to influence team
processes related to three aspects of a team—its composition, professional development, and
leadership. This section and the associated three chapters that follow provide detail on each of
these three aspects.
[Insert Table 3-1 around here]
Team Composition: Individual Inputs to Shape Team Processes
Team composition results from the process of assembling a combination of team
members with the expertise, knowledge, and skills necessary for accomplishing team goals and
tasks. At the individual level, the logic of staffing is based on selecting individuals with
knowledge, skills, abilities, and other characteristics that fit job requirements. At the team level,
staffing is more complex because one is composing a combination of members who must
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collaborate well, not merely matching each person to a well-defined job (Klimoski and Jones,
1995). Chapter 4 takes a detailed look at how team composition and assembly are related to
team processes and effectiveness.
Professional Development to Shape Team Processes
Once a team has been assembled, its effectiveness can be facilitated by formal
professional development programs (in the research literature, these are referred to as training
programs). Although much of the research on team training has focused on programs developed
for military teams (Swezey and Salas, 1992; Cannon-Bowers and Salas, 1998), these teams face
many of the same process challenges as science teams and groups, resulting from features such
as high diversity of membership, geographic distribution, and deep knowledge integration.
Further evidence supporting training as an intervention to facilitate positive team processes is
reviewed in Chapter 5, along with discussion of educational programs dedicated to preparing
individuals for future participation in team science.
Leadership to Shape Team Processes
Research has shown the influence of leadership on team and organizational effectiveness. Most of this
research, however, focuses on the leader, rather than the team, and measures the effectiveness of the leader based on
individual perceptions rather than measuring team effectiveness. The leadership literature is also rich with theories
of leadership, some of which seem particularly relevant for science teams and larger groups. There is also promising
new work on the concept of shared leadership by all team members. Moreover, recent meta-analytic findings
provide support for the positive relationship between shared leadership and team effectiveness (42 samples, ρ = .34;
Wang, Waldman, and Zhang, 2014), suggesting that it may be a useful concept for science teams. Team science
leadership is discussed further in Chapter 6.

CONNECTING THE LITERATURE TO TEAM SCIENCE
New Models of Team Science
Researchers have developed and begun to study models of science teams and
effectiveness. Moving beyond traditional models of group development, such as Tuckman’s
(1965) phases of storming, norming, forming, and performing, these models incorporate
elements specific to science teams and larger groups, such as deep knowledge in interdisciplinary
teams, to meet scientific and societal goals. They provide different windows into team science
and serve different purposes with respect to team science practice and policy. For instance, Hall
et al. (2012b) proposed a model that serves as a heuristic for considering the broad research
process. The model delineates four dynamic and recursive phases: development,
conceptualization, implementation, and translation (see Box 3-2). Key team and group processes
from the literature on teams and organizations are then linked to each of four phases. One of the
unique contributions of this model is to highlight the breadth of collaborative and intellectual
work that can be done in the early stages of developing a team science research project.
Currently, such work in the development phase is often carried out hastily due to resource
constraints. This part of the model helps to highlight the need for planning, institutional support,
and funding specifically for the development phase. Overall, the model emphasizes key team
and larger group processes that may, across the four phases, increase the comprehensiveness and
sophistication of the science and effectiveness of the collaboration.
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In contrast, Salazar et al (2012) presented a model that specifically focuses on enhancing
a team’s integrative capacity through the interplay of social, psychological, and cognitive
processes (see Box 3-2). Hadorn and Pohl (2007) presented a model of the transdisciplinary
research process that discusses elements of both research and integration processes. The three
phases of the model include: (1) problem identification and structuring, (2) problem analysis, and
(3) bringing results to fruition. This model is specifically designed for incorporating the
community perspective (i.e., via “real world actors”) and includes strategies linked to these
phases. It draws heavily on a European perspective of transdisciplinarity, science policy, and
sustainability research. Reid et al. (2009) and Cash et al. (2003) also discussed models of
engaging and integrating knowledge from community stakeholders for sustainability. For
instance, Cash et al. (2003) identified key mechanisms for information exchange, transfer, and
flow that facilitate communication, translation, and mediation across boundaries in
transdisciplinary team science projects.
Existing models of team science have primarily focused on specific aspects of research
and knowledge integration processes, but work has recently begun on a team science systems
map project that would provide a broader, holistic understanding of the system of factors
involved in the context, processes, and outcomes of team science (Hall et al., 2014a). Such a
map would aid in identifying possible leverage points for interventions to maximize
effectiveness, as well as areas where further research is needed (see further discussion in Chapter
10).
BOX 3-2
Two Models of Team Science
In the first model, Hall et al. (2012b) proposed that transdisciplinary team science
includes four phases: development, conceptualization, implementation, and translation:






In the development phase, the primary goal is to define the relevant scientific and
societal problem. Early in this stage, an informal group of scientists begins to “scope
out” a research area and identify relevant areas of expertise. Team and processes
critical for effectiveness at this stage include creating a shared mission and goals (i.e.,
shared mental models); developing critical awareness of the strengths and weaknesses
of one’s own and other disciplines; and developing an environment of psychological
safety. An effective method for supporting these processes is to engage the group in
creating a visual representation of the problem area, referred to as a “cognitive
artifact,” and updating this representation as the work proceeds.
In the conceptualization phase, the group develops research questions, hypotheses, a
conceptual framework, and a research design. Team processes that enhance
effectiveness at this stage include developing shared language, such as by using
analogies and lay language in place of disciplinary jargon; developing transactive
memory (similar to non-science teams); and developing a transdisciplinary team
orientation, which incorporates both the critical awareness described above and team
self-efficacy, as described earlier in this chapter.
In the implementation phase, the primary goal is to carry out the planned research.
The membership of the team or larger group stabilizes as the core participants
develop routines, such as frequency of meeting. At this stage, developing a more
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extensive team or group transactional memory, including shared understanding of
how things get done (taskwork) and how interactions occur (teamwork), enhances
effectiveness. Conflict management is also essential to avoid conflicts that could
otherwise derail the development of team processes. Another critical process at this
stage is team learning, including reflection on action, similar to the team regulation
approaches described above, while at the same time, scientific effectiveness is
enhanced through continued efforts to promote shared language and mental models.
In the translation phase, the primary goal is to apply research findings along the
research continuum towards address real-world problems. As the team or group
membership evolves accordingly, developing shared understandings of team goals
and roles (i.e., shared mental models and transactive memory) among old and new
members aids effectiveness. These processes are especially critical as community or
industry stakeholders may become engaged at this stage, potentially creating
communication challenges even greater than those involved in communicating across
disciplines.

Hall et al. (2012b) proposed that the four-phase model can serve as a roadmap as scientists and
stakeholders move through the four phases, and as a guide to evaluation of, and quality
improvement for, team science projects.
Salazar, et al (2012) proposed a second model that links the performance of an
interdisciplinary or transdisciplinary science team or larger group to its “integrative capacity”
defined as the ability to (Salazar et al, 2012, p. 22) “work across disciplinary, professional, and
organizational divides to generate new knowledge…through the continuous interplay of social,
psychological, and cognitive processes within a team.”
The authors proposed that integrative capacity allows a team or larger group to overcome
barriers to integration that may arise due to several factors, such as team members’ strong
identification with their individual disciplines, differing conceptualizations of the team goal and
the research problem, and geographic dispersion. Thus, the model directly addresses the
challenges emerging from several of the key features including high diversity of membership,
deep knowledge integration, and geographic dispersion.
The authors identified three pathways that comprise a team’s integrative capacity:






First, social integration processes, including the development of shared
understandings of the project goal (i.e., shared mental models); communication
practices facilitated by shared leadership; and collective understanding of all team
members’ perspectives and expertise (i.e., transactive memory) are the basis for
cognitive integration.
Second, these social processes lead to emergent states such as trust and positive
emotions, which in turn facilitate cognitive integration. Formal interventions, norms,
and technological infrastructure can support development of these social processes
and emergent states. For example, structured interventions can be used to encourage
team members to ask one another about their expertise, supporting development of
transactive memory.
Third, these social processes and emergent states facilitate the cognitive processes of
knowledge consideration, assimilation, and accommodation, leading, in turn, to
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continued growth of the team’s integrative capacity. Feelings of identity with the
interdisciplinary science team encourage each team member to thoughtfully consider
other team members’ knowledge and to either assimilate the new knowledge into his
or her own thinking or accommodate it to develop new ways of thinking. Both
assimilation and accommodation require reflexivity, or team members’ ability to
reflect on and improve their own and the team’s knowledge, strategy and processes.
Reflexivity is similar to the process of team self-regulation discussed earlier in this
chapter, which has been shown to help teams adapt performance as necessary to carry
out tasks and accomplish goals.
While further research is needed to test these two new models of team science, they begin
to illuminate how science team processes are related to scientific and translational effectiveness.
They also help to address the challenges for team science created by the seven features
introduced in Chapter 1.
End of Box 3-2
Features that Create Challenges for Team Science and Team Processes
Most of the key features that create challenges for science teams and larger groups have
direct impacts on team processes:








As noted by both Hall et al. (2012b) and Salazar et al. (2012), science teams or larger
groups with highly diversity of membership (feature #1) face challenges particularly
in the area of team process. Communication across scientific disciplines or university
boundaries, for instance, may prove difficult.
Deep knowledge integration (feature #2) is required to achieve the objectives of
interdisciplinary or transdisciplinary team science projects, yet also points to team
process as a central mechanism for effectiveness. Strategies and interventions to
foster positive team processes (described more fully in Chapters 4, 5, and 6) are
critical for effective collaboration within science teams and larger groups that have
diverse membership and seek to foster deep knowledge integration.
The research on how team process influences effectiveness described in this chapter
has primarily been based on relatively small teams of 10 or less, as few researchers
have attempted to conduct empirical team research on larger groups (feature #3). As
noted in Chapter 1, most science teams include 10 or fewer members, suggesting that
the findings in this chapter are relevant to science teams. Although it is unclear
whether the findings scale to larger groups, the committee assumes that increasing
size poses a challenge to group processes and ultimately group effectiveness.
Large science groups composed of subteams that may be misaligned with other
subteams (feature #4), as well as teams or groups of any size with permeable
boundaries (feature #5), may also be less cohesive than other teams or groups. When
team or group membership changes to meet the changing goals of different phases of
a transdisciplinary research project, leaders need to make renewed efforts to develop
shared understandings of the project goals and individual roles (Hall et al., 2012b).
Such efforts, along with other leadership strategies described in Chapter 6, can help to
address these features.
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Geographic dispersion (feature #6) limits face-to-face interaction and thereby places a
toll on cognitive interaction in a team or group. Some ways to address this particular
challenge are described in Chapter 7.
High task interdependence (feature #7) is often exaggerated in science teams or
groups due to the complex demands of scientific research that may involve sharing
highly sophisticated technology or carrying out tasks with experts from a different
discipline. Increasing task interdependence creates increasing demand for such team
processes as shared mental models (shared understanding of research goals and
member roles) and transactive memory (knowledge of each team members’ expertise
relevant to the research goals).

The seven features create challenges through the processes in which science teams
engage. The features of diversity, large size, permeable boundaries, and geographic dispersion
push team or group members apart, impacting cohesion and conflict and generally challenging
cognitive interaction. On the other hand, features such as the need for deep knowledge
integration in interdisciplinary and transdisciplinary team or groups and high task
interdependence demand enhanced team processes. Thus these features demand high-quality
team processes while also posing barriers that thwart them, creating a team process tension.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
Based on its review of the robust research on teams in contexts outside of science and the
emerging research on team science, the committee concludes that team processes (such as shared
understanding of goals and team member roles, team cohesion, and conflict) are related to
effectiveness in science teams and larger groups, and that these processes can be influenced. The
committee assumes that research-based actions and interventions developed to positively
influence these processes and thereby increase effectiveness in contexts outside of science can be
extended and translated to similarly increase the effectiveness of science teams and larger
groups. Actions and interventions targeting team composition, team leadership, and team
professional development are discussed further in the following chapters.
Conclusion. A strong body of research conducted over several decades has demonstrated that
team processes (e.g., shared understanding of team goals and member roles, conflict) are related
to team effectiveness. Actions and interventions that foster positive team processes offer the most
promising route to enhance team effectiveness; they target three aspects of a team: team composition (assembling the right individuals), team professional development and team leadership.
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TABLE 3-1 Team Processes Related to Team Effectiveness: Interventions and Support
Interventions
Empirical Support for Interventions
Process
Team Mental Models





Training
Leadership
Shared experience




Systematic theory, method development, and research
Meta-Analytic Support (DeChurch & Mesmer-Magnus,
2010)

Transactive Memory




Face to face interaction
Shared experience




Cognitive Team Interaction




Training
Team Composition



Theory, measurement, and research findings
Meta-Analytic Support (DeChurch & Mesmer-Magnus,
2010)
Theory, measurement, and research findings (Gorman,
Cooke, & Amazeen, 2010; Gorman & Cooke, 2011)

Team Climate



Strategic imperatives; Team 
Mission/Goals; Policies,
Practices, and Procedures
Leadership
Team Member Interaction



Psychological Safety




Leader Coaching, Inclusion
Positive Interpersonal
Climate



Body of systematic theory, method development, and
research (Carr et al., 2003; Schneider and Barbera,
2013; Zohar & Hofmann, 2012)

Systematic Empirical Support
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Table 3-1 (continued)
Process
Team Cohesion

Interventions



Team Efficacy

Team Conflict









Antecedents Not Well
Specified
Theory = Team
Composition
Theory = Leadership
Mastery Experiences
Vicarious Observation
Verbal Persuasion
Theory = Leader Behavior

Empirical Support for Interventions



Systematic Empirical Support
Meta-Analytic Support (Beal et al., 2003; Gully et al.,
1995)




Systematic Empirical Support
Meta-Analytic Support (Gully et al., 2002)

Team Composition,

Faultlines

Conflict Management Skills

Empirical Support
Meta-Analytic Support (De Dreu & Weingart, 2003;
Thatcher & Patal, 2011; de Wit et al., 2012)

Process

Interventions

Support

Team Process Competencies




Training
Theory = Leadership




Empirical Support
Meta-Analytic Support (LePine et al., 2008)

Team Regulation




System Design
Theory = Leadership




Body of Systematic Theory and Research
Meta-Analytic Support (Pritchard et al., 2008)

SOURCE: Adapted from Kozlowski and Ilgen, 2006. Reprinted with permission.
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4
Team Composition and Assembly
Together, team composition and assembly make up one of the aspects of a team
identified in Chapter 3 that can be manipulated to support team science. Team composition and
assembly involve putting together the right set of individuals with relevant expertise to
accomplish the team goals and tasks and to maximize team effectiveness.
The first section of the chapter discusses research on team and group composition that
can be used to inform strategies for optimizing composition and enhancing effectiveness. Much
of this research focuses on how individual characteristics of team or group members are related
to performance. However, team composition is more complex than staffing individual positions
because the members must collaborate well if the team is to be effective (Klimoski and Jones,
1995). This line of research provides robust evidence based on meta-analyses of empirical work
on teams. The second section of the chapter reviews an emerging strand of research—team
assembly—that takes a broader focus, examining how both individual characteristics and team
processes (including the process of assembling the team or group) are related to team
effectiveness. The third section of the chapter discusses tools and methods to facilitate
composition and assembly of science teams and larger groups. The fourth section discusses the
role of team composition and assembly in addressing the seven features that create challenges for
team science outlined in Chapter 1. The chapter ends with conclusions and a recommendation.
TEAM COMPOSITION
Researchers have found that various individual characteristics are important
considerations when composing teams or larger groups, both in science and in other contexts.
Perhaps the most important individual characteristic to consider when composing a team science
project is scientific, technical, or stakeholder expertise. As discussed in previous chapters, one
of the key features that creates challenges for team science is high diversity of membership, as it
may be necessary to include experts from multiple disciplines and professions to accomplish
scientific or translational goals. For example, macrosystems ecology addresses ecological
questions and environmental problems at the scale of regions to continents, linking these broad
scales to local scales across space and time (Heffernan et al., 2014). Research in this field
demands diverse expertise, including information scientists as well as ecologists (Heffernan et
al., 2014).
One recent study provides evidence that high diversity of disciplines can improve
scientific outcomes: Stvilia et al. (2010) studied 1,415 experiments that were conducted by
teams at the national High Magnetic Field laboratory from 2005 to 2008. The authors’ analysis
of internal documents found that increased disciplinary diversity of the experimental teams was
related to increased research productivity, as measured by publications. Another study, however,
illuminates the challenges as well as the benefits of highly diverse membership. In a longitudinal
study of over 500 NSF-funded research groups, Cummings et al. (2013) found that as the size of
research groups increased, research productivity as measured by publications also increased.
However, the marginal productivity of the larger groups declined as they became more
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heterogeneous, either by including experts from more disciplines or from more institutions
(Cummings et al., 2013).
Other individual characteristics, including personality traits, may influence team science
effectiveness. Feist (2011) has found that the characteristics of eminent, highly creative
scientists include not only openness to experience and flexible thinking, but also dominance,
arrogance, hostility, and introversion—personality traits that are not associated with being a good
team player. Several studies have found that higher intelligence among team members, as
measured by a team’s mean level of general cognitive ability, is positively related to goal
achievement, and the effect sizes are fairly large (e.g., ρ =.29 in Devine and Philips, 2001; ρ =.40
in Stewart, 2006). Higher conscientiousness, measured as a team’s mean conscientiousness, is
also positively related to team performance, although the relationship is stronger for performance
and planning tasks than it is for creative and decision-making tasks that are similar to those
carried out by science teams (Koslowski and Bell, 2003).
Extraverts who can easily monitor and respond appropriately to actions and attitudes of
others (McCrae and Costa, 1999) may work more effectively in science teams or larger groups
than introverts who are less attuned to teammates’ actions and attitudes (Olson and Olson, 2014).
Some evidence supports this theory, indicating that teams with higher mean levels of
extraversion are more effective than teams with lower levels of this personality trait1 (Kozlowski
and Bell, 2003). Woolley et al. (2010) recently identified a new individual construct related to
extraversion that they refer to as “social sensitivity,” as well as a team-level construct called
“collective intelligence.” In two studies of nearly 700 people working in small groups, the
authors found evidence of the team-level collective intelligence factor and showed that it was
related to group performance on a variety of tasks. The new factor was not strongly correlated
with the mean level of intelligence within a group, but it was significantly correlated with the
mean level of social sensitivity, the level of equality in taking turns during group discussions,
and the proportion of females in the group. Individual social sensitivity was measured using a
test requiring participants to “read” the mental states of others from looking at their eyes. In a
follow-up study focusing on online groups, Engel et al. (2014) again found that general
collective intelligence was related to performance across a variety of tasks and that social
sensitivity of group members was significantly related to collective intelligence. The result was
surprising because social sensitivity was measured using the same test of one’s ability to discern
another’s mental states by looking at their eyes and face, although the members of the online
groups never saw each other at all. This suggests that the test measures a deeper aspect of an
individual’s ability to discern the mental states of others, beyond what the individual can “read”
from another’s eyes and facial expressions.
Based on data collected using unobtrusive badges to record team member interactions,
Pentland (2012) also found that the level of equality in taking turns when speaking was related to
team performance. He proposed that the most valuable team members are “charismatic
connectors,” who circulate among all team members and spend equal amounts of time listening
and speaking, while also seeking ideas outside the team; in a study of business leaders attending
an executive education program, he found that the more charismatic connectors were included in
a team, the more successful the team was. Finally, another related construct—the disposition to
1

When considering potential members for a team or larger group, it is important to recognize that individuals
lacking in a beneficial characteristic (e.g., social or communication skills related to extraversion) may develop it
through education or professional development, as discussed in Chapter 5.
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forge connections and share information among groups and individuals—was studied in the
engineering division of an auto manufacturing firm. Individuals with this disposition were more
frequently involved in innovation than other individuals (Obstfeld, 2005).
Although the finding that a high level of general cognitive ability enhances team
effectiveness might suggest that science teams and groups should be composed entirely of
individuals with this characteristic, a balance of characteristics may most benefit team
effectiveness (Kozlowski and Ilgen, 2006). For example, a team composed entirely of extraverts
might focus more on socializing than completing tasks while a team of highly conscientious
individuals might be so task-focused that the members do not collaborate well. Little research
has tested this theory; however, one study of 41 teams in a research and development firm used
an assessment to assign the team members into one of three cognitive styles: creativity,
conformity to rules, and attention to detail (Miron-spektor et al., 2011). The authors found that
including a balance of both creative and conformist members on a team enhanced its radical
innovation (characterized as developing something completely new), whereas including a higher
proportion of attentive-to-detail members hindered radical innovation (Miron-spektor et al.,
2011). More recently, Swaab et al. (2014) found that basketball and soccer teams (which require
highly interdependent actions by teammates) with the highest proportion of the most talented
athletes performed worse than teams with more moderate proportions of the most talented
athletes.
Other individual differences on dimensions such as gender, ethnicity, age, and specialized
knowledge and abilities have been shown to exert both positive and negative influences on group
processes and effectiveness. However, it is important to note that, in general, these other
individual differences show smaller effects than do those discussed above (average level of
cognitive ability, conscientiousness) (Bell et al., 2011). Prior studies that have examined the
influence of individual differences and team diversity on team functioning generally have
focused on one characteristic (or very few) at a time. However, each individual brings multiple
characteristics to the team, making it difficult to prescribe individual factors for ideal team
composition. By contrast, an emerging line of research on group faultlines (defined and
discussed further below) takes into account the interplay among diverse individual characteristics
and has made substantial progress in the last decade (Carton and Cummings, 2012, 2013; Chao
and Moon, 2005; Mathieu et al., 2014; Lau and Murningham, 1998; Thatcher and Patel, 2011).
Here we highlight general findings for team composition based on team diversity, group
faultlines, team subgroups, and changing team membership—factors that have clear implications
for team science effectiveness.
Team Diversity
Diversity is at the heart of being a team, as teams have been defined as groups of
individuals with different roles who work interdependently (Swezey and Salas, 1992). Indeed,
interdisciplinary science teams and groups can be characterized this way (Fiore, 2008), making
diversity the rule, not the exception. Research in this area has generally been conducted under
the theoretical assumption that greater heterogeneity is associated with more diverse perspectives
and, hence, better quality outcomes for diverse groups (Jackson, May, and Whitney, 1995;
Mannix and Neale, 2005). However, support for this optimistic view has proven to be elusive
and mixed at best, with findings supporting positive (Gladstein, 1984), negative (Wiersema and
Bird, 1993), and no relationships (Campion, Medsker, and Higgs, 1993).
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In their narrative review, Mannix and Neale (2005) concluded that demographic
heterogeneity (based on easily-recognizable surface features of an individual, such as gender,
race, or age) tends to impede the ability of group members to collaborate effectively, whereas
heterogeneity of knowledge and personality types—that is more task relevant—is more often
associated with positive outcomes, but only when group processes are appropriately aligned with
the task. A meta-analysis of the team diversity literature by Horwitz and Horwitz (2007) found
no relationship between demographic diversity and the quality and quantity of team outcomes
and small, but statistically significant positive relationships between task-related diversity and
the quality (ρ=.13) and quantity (ρ=.07) of team outcomes. A subsequent and larger metaanalysis by Joshi and Roh (2009) examined how contextual factors influenced the relationship
between task-related diversity, demographic diversity, and team effectiveness. The authors
found that contextual factors such as team interdependence and occupational setting influenced
the direction and level of the relationships. For example, gender diversity had a significant
negative effect on team performance in male-dominated occupational settings, but a significant
positive effect on team performance in gender-balanced occupational settings.
In light of the small and mixed effect sizes in previous studies of the relationship
between diversity and team performance, Bell et al. (2011) conducted a new meta-analysis. The
authors distinguished between the various conceptualizations of “diversity” used in previous
studies, including diversity variety (multiple sources of expertise or knowledge that may
contribute to team effectiveness), diversity separation (similarities or differences among team
members that may lead to subgroups and negatively affect performance), and disparity
(inequality within the team, such as the inclusion of one very senior member and many
newcomers that may affect performance). They examined specific variables, rather than clusters
of “job-related” (i.e., task-related) and “demographic” or “less job-related” variables, and
considered how different performance measures and team types influenced the relationship.
Significantly for team science, the performance measures included innovation or creativity, as
well as general performance, and the team types included design teams charged with creating
and designing new products.1 The authors found that only one type of task-related diversity—
functional background diversity (i.e., the organizational division or profession of the team
members)—had a small positive relationship with general team performance (ρ=.11). This
relationship was larger when the performance measure was innovation or creativity (ρ=.18) and
for design teams compared with teams in general (ρ=.16). In contrast, race variety diversity and
gender diversity were negatively related to team performance (ρ=-.13 and -.09, respectively).
Age diversity was unrelated to team performance.
In contrast to these meta-analytic findings, two recent studies focusing specifically on
science found positive relationships between demographic and national diversity and the
effectiveness of science teams or groups. First, Freeman and Huang (2014a) studied the citation
rates of over 1.5 million scientific papers, finding that persons of similar ethnicity co-author
together more frequently than can be explained by chance given their proportions in the
population of authors and that this homogeneity in authoring teams or groups is associated with
weaker scientific contributions (as measured by citations). Papers produced by authors of
diverse ethnicities are cited more frequently than those produced by authors of similar ethnicity.
Freeman and Huang (2014a) proposed that ethnic diversity reflects idea diversity and, thus,
better science is produced when collaborators bring different ideas and ways of thinking to the
1

As discussed in Chapter 1, new product development teams experience many of the same challenges as science
teams.
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effort. They found the same effect when researchers from geographically diverse universities
collaborated. In a further analysis including 2.5 million papers, Freeman and Huang (2015b)
again found that papers produced by authors of diverse ethnicities are cited more frequently than
those produced by authors of similar ethnicity. Second, Smith et al. (2014) analyzed all papers
published between 1996 and 2012 in eight disciplines, finding that those with more countries in
their affiliations performed better in journal placement and citation performance than those
whose authors came from fewer countries.
Other studies suggest that gender diversity can be beneficial for team science, showing
that women tend to collaborate more than men do in academic science (Bozeman and Gaughan,
2011; Rijnsoever and Hessles, 2011). As noted above, Wooley et al. (2010) found that the
proportion of women in a group was related to the group’s collective intelligence, or ability to
perform a variety of tasks. Bear and Wooley (2011) reported that the presence of women on
teams is associated with improved collaborative processes. These processes have been shown to
increase team effectiveness, as discussed in Chapter 3.
Overall, the research findings on the facilitative or inhibiting aspects of team diversity are
mixed, although the meta-analytic evidence clarifies the picture somewhat. Further research is
needed to explore how various forms of diversity are related to team performance. Following
Bell et al. (2011), it will be important to carefully articulate the theoretical connection between
the specific variable, the conceptualization of diversity, and team performance.
Group Faultlines
Faultlines are hypothetical divisions within a team based on team composition (e.g., two
biologists and two physicists in a team form a possible faultline based on discipline). When
compositional differences among members are made salient, such as when the team has to decide
how to allocate resources or how to divide up the work, faultlines are said to be “activated” and
subgroups are formed, raising potential for conflict (Bezrukova, 2013). For example, if a science
team including two biologists and two physicists has enough funding to hire only one doctoral
student, faultlines may be activated as each disciplinary group wants to hire a student within its
discipline.
Although the faultline concept is relatively new to the literature, it has stimulated a
substantial amount of research, enabling an integrative and informative meta-analytic review by
Thatcher and Patel (2011). Essentially, research in this area supports the differential effects of
task-relevant and demographic diversity on team effectiveness: demographic diversity (factors
such as sex, race, age, and tenure) is related to faultline strength, whereas task-related factors
such as educational level and experience with a team function are as well, but less so. Faultline
strength contributes to weakened team relationships and task conflict that, in turn, inhibit team
member satisfaction and performance. However, managers can address this problem by
fostering identification with the larger team and developing shared goals (Bezrukova, 2009,
2013; see further discussion in Chapter 6).
Subgroups in Teams
Going beyond the faultline concept, Carton and Cummings (2012, 2013) have developed
an alternative conceptualization of subgroup formation. Subgroups are subsets of team members
who are uniquely interdependent in some way, such as those members who develop friendships
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with each other or who choose to collaborate (Carton and Cummings, 2012). Prior empirical
work has highlighted some of the benefits and costs of subgroup formation in teams. For
example, in a study of 156 teams in pharmaceutical and medical products firms, Gibson and
Vermeulen (2003) found that subgroup strength (i.e., the extent to which members in a subgroup
overlapped on attributes, such as age, gender, ethnicity, function, and tenure) facilitated team
learning behaviors. Teams with subgroups who had more in common were better able to come
up with new ideas, communicate with each other, and document what they learned. However,
when Polzer et al. (2006) examined the impact of subgroups within geographically dispersed
teams, they found that teams including subgroups based on geography experienced higher
conflict and lower trust. In particular, conflict was highest and trust was lowest when there were
two equally sized subgroups each in a different country.
Other research findings have also illustrated the challenges of communicating across
subgroups when faultlines are stronger, when subgroup distance is greater (e.g., subgroups based
on very different ages; Bezrukova et al., 2009), and when subgroup size is imbalanced (e.g., six
members in one subgroup and two members in another subgroup; O’Leary and Mortensen,
2010). A recent study by Carton and Cummings (2013) begins to reconcile some of the different
results around the impact of subgroups in teams. They show that having more balanced
subgroups can be better for team performance if the subgroups are knowledge-based (e.g.,
members with the same business unit and reporting channel in the organization) but worse for
team performance if the subgroups are based on demographic characteristics, such as the same
age and gender. On the one hand, in the case of knowledge-based subgroups, having an equal
representation of knowledge sources on the team can be beneficial for integrating what is known
(van Knippenberg, De Dreu, and Homan, 2004). On the other hand, having two subgroups
composed of members with the same demographic characteristics can be costly when members
get locked into in-group/out-group differences (Tajfel and Turner, 1986).
Recent research provides insights on how to manage subgroups, whether based on
knowledge or demographic characteristics. For example, Sonnenwald (2007) discussed some of
the issues that can arise, such as mistrust, misunderstanding, and conflict, when ethnic minorities
and minority-serving institutions participate in team science. He reported on strategies to
address these issues, which include conducting extensive outreach to all participants early in the
research planning, convening facilitated discussions with community authorities (e.g., religious
leaders, tribal leaders), and using focus groups to elicit the community’s concerns and priorities
related to the research. DeChurch and Zaccaro (2013) identified leadership strategies to mitigate
competition between teams within a larger multi-team system (similar to subgroups within a
team) and foster shared identification with high-level goals (see Chapter 6 for further
discussion). Structured discussions can be used to foster communication across subgroups based
on discipline (O’Rourke and Crowley, 2013; see Chapter 5).
Changing Team Membership
Recent empirical work on teams, though not supported by meta-analytic findings,
nonetheless suggests that changing team membership can enhance team performance. Gorman
and Cooke (2011) found that in a three-person military command and control task, changing
team members in a second session resulted in teams that were more adaptive in that they could
better respond to novel events. In another study (Fouse et al., 2011), it was found that simply
changing the location of team members doing a military planning task around a table resulted in
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a superior plan score compared to teams whose members stayed in the same location. Gorman
and Cooke (2011) hypothesized that changes in team membership provide a chance for team
members to experience more diversity in process behaviors, which is useful when the team faces
challenges requiring different approaches. Similarly, changes in group membership associated
with members leaving a group for another and then returning have been associated with
increased creative ideas in essay writing (Gruenfeld, Martorana, and Fan, 2000). There seems to
be some evidence for the positive influence of changing team membership outside of the
laboratory. Kahn (1993) described the value of adjusting the composition of interdisciplinary
science teams over the life cycle of a research network supported by the MacArthur Foundation.
Changing team composition through membership changes, often considered detrimental to
team effectiveness, seems in some instances to have a positive effect and might be a useful
intervention. In particular, faultlines that have formed may be disrupted by changing
membership and collaboration dynamics that may be dysfunctional to team effectiveness may be
pushed off their trajectory, resulting in positive process change.
TEAM ASSEMBLY
Science teams and larger groups may be assembled by individual scientists, university
research administrators (who sometimes function as matchmakers; see Murphy, 2013), funding
agencies, or other groups or individuals. To guide the assembly process, individuals or
organizations may rely on information about potential teammates based on prior relationships,
consultations with experts in relevant areas, or more structured information sources. A new
strand of research, known as team assembly, examines not only the composition of the team but
also these processes.
Research on team assembly examines team composition at the team level (including the
fit between team and task), the relational level within the team (e.g., individuals’ prior
relationships with each other), and the ecosystem surrounding the team (National Research
Council, 2013). The goal is to understand how these multiple levels influence team
performance. Here, we briefly discuss some of the findings from this new strand of research.
Guimera et al. (2005) studied science team composition, formation, and performance
based on the analysis of teams in another domain—the universe of creative artist teams that
made Broadway musicals from 1950 to 1995. Both Broadway and scientific teams aim to
advance novel ideas and be creative (Uzzi et al., 2013). The authors found that Broadway teams
were composed of two fundamental types of teammates: newcomers and experienced
incumbents. They then defined the relationships within the team as newcomer-newcomer,
newcomer-incumbent, incumbent-incumbent, and incumbent-repeated ties, finding that musical
teams including a mix of all four types of relationships were most successful.
Guimera et al. (2005) applied this framework to science teams in four academic disciplines:
astronomy, ecology, economics, and social psychology. Data on team composition were derived
from authorship data from the five to seven top journals in each field, circa 1955–2004, as
recorded in the Web of Science. They found that science team performance, as measured by the
average citations accumulated by a paper (i.e., the journal impact factor), was positively
associated with the probability of incumbents on the team, but only if the team had diversity,
including newcomers and repeated ties among incumbents on the team. It is important to note
that the model is predictive first and foremost of the population’s performance level, not
individual team-level performance. Consequently, any one team can be an exception in the short
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run, whereas the long-run systemic network within which teams in a field are embedded predicts
average team performance in that field.
Contractor et al. (2014) conducted a study of student teams focusing on how they were
assembled. First, students could either be assigned to teams or they could self-organize. Second,
students could either use unstructured information about the other individuals or use a teambuilder tool populated with data when students provided information about their attributes, social
networks, and the sorts of people they would like on their team. The researchers found that
teams that had used the team-builder tool were more homogeneous in age and cultural
sensitivity, but more heterogeneous by sex. Not surprisingly, the self-organized teams (whether
or not they used the builder) were more likely to contain members who had previously worked
together than the teams that were assigned randomly. Analysis of surveys conducted four weeks
after team formation showed that teams whose members all played a role in their organization
(whether by using the builder or simply choosing their friends) communicated more and were
more confident in their ability to work together effectively than teams with any members who
were assigned.
Findings such as these raise questions about funding requirements that mandate inclusion
of certain individuals, scientific disciplines, or institutions, within a team or larger group, rather
than allowing teams or groups to self-organize. On the other hand, self-organizing teams or
groups may be composed primarily of individuals with prior collaborative relationships, missing
the benefits of newcomers with innovative ideas.
METHODS FOR FACILITATING COMPOSITION AND ASSEMBLY OF SCIENCE
TEAMS AND GROUPS
When the general focus of a research and/or translational problem has been established,
team assembly can be guided using a “person-task fit” approach, or matching characteristics of
individuals with characteristics of the research and/or translational task (National Research
Council, 2013). Fields such as human factors (Wickens et al., 1997) and cognitive engineering
(Lee and Kirlik, 2013) have contributed a number of methods for analyzing tasks that can guide
team assembly. Task analysis involves the systematic decomposition of the behavior required of
a task in order to understand the human performance requirements (Kirwan and Ainsworth,
1992). When composing a science team or group, it may be important to understand the tasks
involved in operating scientific tools or equipment that will likely require specific technical
competencies of one or more team members.
Assembly of science teams and groups may also benefit from cognitive engineering
methods. Cognitive architectures, such as ACT-R, social network models, and agent-based
modeling, have been used to understand and improve team effectiveness in highly cognitive
tasks and can also be used to guide team assembly (Kozlowski and Ilgen, 2006). In addition,
task analytic methods such as Cognitive Work Analysis (Vincente, 1999) have been used to
design teams for first-of-a-kind work systems (Naikar et al., 2003). The fact that these complex
systems are first of a kind makes the early analysis challenging, but in essence, the task model is
developed alongside requirements for the team. This method takes advantages of constraints in
the work environment that influence behavior. It involves detailed observations of work in
context, accompanied by interviews at various levels of the organizational hierarchy to develop
an understanding of the task or work in context. This approach has been applied to complex
sociotechnical systems in which there are many people working with complex technology. Some
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science teams and groups work in similar environments, where they collaborate in designing and
operating large and complex scientific equipment that is shared (e.g., the Large Hadron
Collider). There are no data on the effectiveness of teams designed using this approach;
however, it provides an analytic way of decomposing a task and work environment that may
suggest team design needs that would otherwise be missed. These cognitive engineering
approaches provide a systematic way of determining team requirements in terms of knowledge,
skills, abilities that can be used to guide team composition, and assembly.
In other cases, however, the problems to be addressed using a team science approach are
not clearly defined. As noted in the previous chapter, a team science project may begin when a
group of scientists and/or stakeholders comes together to explore a problem or issue and the first
phases may involve clarifying the focus and delineating research questions (Hall et al., 2012b;
Huutoniemi and Tapio, 2014). In these cases, information on the larger ecosystem—the network
of scientists and stakeholders with relevant interests and knowledge—may be helpful for team
assembly.
Surveys have found that scientists, university administrators, and others involved in
assembling science teams need a variety of information about potential collaborators, including
not only publications, but also research interests, grant topics, and patents (Lotrecchiano, 2014).
Such information is available from research networking systems that use data mining and social
network approaches to create large, easily searchable databases, facilitating the search for
scientific collaborators. These systems enable users to discover research expertise across
multiple disciplines; identify potential collaborators, mentors, or expert reviewers; and assemble
science teams based on publication history, grants, and/or biographical data (Obeid et al, 2014).
Many research networking tools are available, including Biomed Experts1; Elsevier’s
SciVal© Experts and Pure Experts Portal2; Harvard Profiles; DIRECT: Distributed
Interoperable Research Experts Collaboration Tool3; and VIVO (Börner et al., 2012). VIVO,
for example, is a free, open-source web application developed with support from the National
Institutes of Health that facilitates search of researchers by publications, research, teaching, and
professional affiliations across institutional boundaries (Börner et al., 2012). My Dream Team
Assembler builds upon VIVO to incorporate social network analysis and modeling of the seeker
to make recommendations of potential scientific collaborators (Contractor, 2013). An evaluation
guide4 to research networking systems is available to assist institutions as they consider adopting
these new tools.
Recent surveys suggest that research universities, especially academic medical centers,
are increasingly adopting research networking systems (Obeid et al, 2014; Murphy et al., 2012),
and many plan to share data on research expertise at their institutions using linked open data,
allowing it to be widely accessed and analyzed. These publicly available data show promise for
use in assessing cross-institution research collaborations in future team science research (Obeid
et al, 2014). A recent study of implementation at the University of California at San Francisco
(Kahlon et al., 2014) found that the research networking system was attracting an increasingly
large pool of visitors whose behavior suggested they were using the tool to identify new
1

Biomed Experts (http://www.biomedexperts.com)
Elsevier’s SciVal© Experts and Pure Experts Portal (http://info.scival.com/pure/expertsportal)
3
Harvard Profiles; DIRECT: Distributed Interoperable Research Experts Collaboration Tool
(http://direct2experts.org/?pg=home);
4
Evaluation Guide (https://www.teamsciencetoolkit.cancer.gov/public/TSResourceTool.aspx?tid=1&rid=743
[Accessed October, 2014]).
2
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collaborators or research topics. In response to an online survey, users identified a range of
benefits to using the system to support research and clinical work. With the exception of this one
study, however, there is little evidence to date that using the tools to guide team assembly results
in teams or groups that are more effective than other teams or groups. The committee suggests
that practitioners who choose to try one or more of these tools track the tools’ usefulness and
usability in assembling teams and collaborate with researchers to assess their impact on scientific
outcomes.
ADDRESSING THE SEVEN FEATURES THAT CREATE CHALLENGES FOR TEAM
SCIENCE
How does the research on team composition and assembly speak to each of the seven
features that create challenges for team science?
High diversity of membership (feature #1) is directly addressed by the research in team
composition, faultlines, and subgroups summarized above. The finding that task-related diversity
is associated with more effective teams is a promising finding for team science projects, which
are composed primarily on the basis of task diversity.
Deep knowledge integration (feature #2) is actually a result of team composition, given
that team science projects often require the integration of knowledge from multiple disciplines
and stakeholders. Some of the tools discussed above such as the research networking systems,
can potentially help mitigate the communication challenges resulting from this feature by making
it possible to learn more about potential teammates in advance of team or group formation.
Large size (feature #3) is moderated by the heterogeneity of team or group members such
that larger groups have been found to be more productive, but this advantage over smaller teams
declines with increased heterogeneity in the disciplines and institutions represented (Cummings
et al., 2013). Using methods such as cognitive work analysis to carefully analyze the tasks and
requirements for team or group members of varying disciplines would help avoid unnecessary
challenges of size and diversity.
The challenges emerging from goal misalignment with other teams (feature #4) are
consistent with the concept of faultlines and subgroups that can be avoided by careful attention
to team or group composition. However, science leaders or funding agencies sometimes place
additional constraints on composition by requiring that a team or group include certain types of
individuals, scientific disciplines, or institutions. Such constraints can inadvertently bring
together subteams with multiple and sometimes conflicting goals. In these cases, it may be
difficult to avoid the development of subgroups, and leadership and professional development
interventions can be directed toward increasing the alignment of all subgroups with the highlevel goals of the larger group.
Permeable team and group boundaries (feature #5) has been addressed only recently by
research on dynamic team membership that acknowledges that modern teams tend to have fluid
boundaries (Mathieu et al., 2014). Tannenbaum et al. (2012) observed as well that because
organizations often need to rapidly reconfigure teams, individuals increasingly participate
simultaneously in multiple teams. They noted that membership fluidity has been found to have
both positive and negative effects on team performance, facilitating knowledge transfer on one
hand, yet potentially reducing team members’ bonds of affiliation on the other hand. To address
these challenges, the authors suggested using team assembly tools, increasing role clarity,
developing transportable team competencies, and focusing on team handoffs and transitions. At
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the same time, team processes may in fact be strengthened by changes in team membership as a
result of increased team flexibility and adaptivity (Gorman and Cooke, 2011), increased unique
ideas (Gruenfeld, Martorana, and Fan, 2000), and improved transfer of knowledge and alignment
of member knowledge, skills, and abilities with task demands (Tannenbaum, et al., 2012). Some
research has found that acquaintance among team members and the trust it engenders facilitates
effectiveness in cross-instititutional teams or groups (Gulati, 1995; Cummings and Kiesler, 2008;
Shrum, Genuth, and Chompalov, 2007). But, as discussed earlier, other studies suggest that
membership changes and inclusion of members who are not prior acquaintances can improve the
effectiveness of science teams or larger groups (Guimera et al., 2005; Pelz and Andrews, 1976;
Kahn and Prager, 1994).
Geographic dispersion (feature #6) is known to create challenges for team success. Polzer
et al. (2006) found that having subgroups based on geography was associated with higher
conflict and lower trust. Geographically dispersed science team or groups are more likely to be
successful if they are assembled so as to avoid faultlines and subgroups known to be
problematic. However, if the scientific problem demands inclusion of members who may
potentially divide along faultlines, interventions such as those described in Chapter 7 may be
warranted.
Finally, high task interdependence (feature #7), a feature of many science teams and
larger team groups, can generate challenges when interdependence is required across subgroups
or faultlines based on disciplinary or translational perspective or demographic factors. Balancing
teams at assembly to avoid such faultlines or counteracting them via leadership or other
interventions will help facilitate interdependent work.
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATION
Most of the studies of the relationship between team composition and team effectiveness
have yielded conflicting or weak effects. However, task-relevant heterogeneity does seem to be
related to team effectiveness with important implications for science teams or groups including
multiple discplines. Further research on faultlines and the subgroups that can result from them
corroborate the positive influence of task-related heterogeneity and the need to carefully manage
demographic heterogeneity. At the same time, emerging research suggests that demographic
heterogeneity can sometimes support scientific productivity.
The recent research on team assembly is beginning to offer insights into how the process
of assembling the team or group and the prior relationships between the members affects the
scientific and translational outcomes of team science. Research networking systems show
promise for helping individual scientists, university research administrators, funders, and others
identify potential team members. Further research on team assembly would be valuable at a time
of rapid growth in team science.
The committee views this body of work as preliminary evidence that team composition
and assembly matter and require careful management to facilitate effectiveness (Fiore, 2008). It
is important to recognize that assembling and composing the team provides the raw building
material for an effective team and therefore is a critical step, but it is only the first step toward an
effective group or team (Hackman, 2012). Ployhart and Moliterno (2011) pointed out that
human capital originates in the knowledge, skills, abilities, and other characteristics of
individuals, but is transformed into a team resource through interpersonal processes such as those
described in Chapter 3. Interventions in other aspects of a teams or groups, beyond composition
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and assembly, are important to support positive team processes and effectiveness, and we discuss
these other aspects in the following chapters.
Conclusion: Research to date in non-science contexts has found that team composition
influences team effectiveness, and this relationship depends on the complexity of the task,
the degree of interdependence among team members, and how long the team is together.
Task-relevant diversity is critical and has a positive influence on team effectiveness.
Conclusion. Task analytic methods developed in non-science contexts and research
networking tools developed in science contexts allow practitioners to consider team
composition systematically.
Recommendation 1. Team science team leaders and others involved in assembling
science teams and larger groups should consider making use of task analytic
methods (e.g., task analysis, cognitive modeling, job analysis, cognitive work
analysis) and tools that help identify the knowledge, skills, and attitudes required
for effective performance of the project so that task-related diversity among team or
group members can best match project needs. They should also consider applying
tools such as research networking systems designed to facilitate assembly of science
teams and partner with researchers to evaluate and refine these tools and task
analytic methods.
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5
Professional Development and Education for Team Science
In Chapter 3, the committee concluded that training interventions offer a promising route
to increase team effectiveness. This chapter builds on that conclusion, reviewing research on
team training and education for team science. The chapter begins with an introduction to team
training, its goals and effectiveness. The second section reviews team-training interventions that
show promise for increasing the effectiveness of science teams and larger groups, including a
small number of interventions designed specifically for science teams and groups. The third
section focuses on education for team science. The fifth section reviews training and education
strategies that can help science teams and larger groups address the challenges emerging from
the seven features introduced in Chapter 1. The chapter ends with a summary, conclusions, and
a recommendation.
As a preface to the chapter, we note that professional development, education, and
training are general terms that are too often used without clear definitions. The terms “training”
or “professional development” can be used to describe a variety of learning activities, ranging
from an hour-long presentation on a given scientific topic to a weekend retreat about managing
team conflict. The word “education” might be used to describe the same hour-long presentation
on a scientific topic or an undergraduate course designed to teach students from different
disciplines how to work together on team projects. The context can provide some clues. In
universities, the word “professional development,” or training is typically used to describe
activities outside the classroom, such as research experiences, while the word “education” refers
to in-class learning experiences. But, even in academic contexts, confusion can arise. For
example, when doctoral students attend an hour-long presentation on a scientific topic related to
their research, should the learning experience be called education, professional development, or
training? When postdoctoral fellows, who have completed their formal education, attend the
same presentation, should it now be called professional development or training?
In sum, the use of the terms “education” and “training” both in the research literature and
in practice can sometimes be arbitrary, although which term is used may affect how learning
processes and outcomes are measured and funding is allocated. Despite these important
distinctions, for sake of reviewing the literature in this chapter, we use the terms adopted by the
authors of each study. In future research, it will be important to delineate more clearly the
meaning of these teams to develop greater coherence in science policy and practice.
GOALS AND EFFECTIVENESS OF TEAM TRAINING
Generally, team training is defined as an intervention to improve team performance by
teaching competencies necessary for effective performance as a team (Cannon-Bowers et al.,
1995; Delise, Gorman, and Brooks, 2010). Drawing from the decades-long tradition of learning
research in psychology and education, Kraiger, Ford, and Salas (1993) argued for organizing the
desired learning outcomes of training in terms of knowledge, skills, and attitudes. The same
three categories of learning outcomes have been adapted in the team-training literature, as
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follows (Cannon-Bowers et al., 1995; for reviews, see Delise, Gorman, and Brooks, 2010; Klein
et al., 2009; Salas et al., 1999; Salas, Cooke, and Rosen, 2008; Shuffler, DiazGranados, and
Salas, 2011):




Team knowledge (e.g., task understanding, shared mental models, role knowledge)
Team skills (e.g., communication, assertiveness, situation assessment); and
Team attitudes (e.g., team orientation, trust. cohesion).9

Training for a particular team is often designed based on analysis of the situational and
environmental context, which establishes team goals and tasks and enables identification of the
needed knowledge, skills, and attitudes (Bowers, Jentsch, and Salas, 2000).
Recent research provides a more detailed framework of team knowledge, skills, and
attitudes (which we refer to as “competencies”) emerging from the team context, as well as the
situational and environmental context that can be used to design training strategies. First, team
training may focus on either taskwork or teamwork competencies (or both). Taskwork training
targets the improvement of task-specific competencies (for science teams and groups, this would
include scientific knowledge and skills related to the research problem), while teamwork training
targets the improvement of team collaboration competencies. Building on the distinction
between taskwork and teamwork proposed by Cannon-Bowers et al. (1995), Fiore and Bedwell
(2011) described four types of team competencies for science teams and groups: (1) contextdriven competencies specific to a given task and team; (2) team-contingent competencies that are
relevant to a particular team but can be applied across various tasks; (3) task-contingent
competencies that are relevant to a particular task, regardless of what team performs the task; and
(4) transportable competencies, which can be applied across tasks and teams.
Cannon-Bowers et al. (1995) suggested that the first three types of competencies (specific
to the task and/or the team) be developed through training for the team as a whole, while the
more general “transportable” competencies be developed through education for individuals.
Research on training and learning has shown that transfer of training is facilitated when the
training context is similar to the context in which the trained skills will be applied (i.e., the
workplace). Because the first three types of competencies are specific to a particular task and
team context, Cannon-Bowers et al. (1995) suggested that training in these competencies be
provided to intact teams (the specific team context) in their real work contexts or simulations of
these contexts. Similarly, Kozlowski et al. (2000) proposed that if team members’ tasks are
highly interdependent, training should focus on intact teams, while if their tasks are similar and
can be simply pooled, team members can be trained as individuals.
Several recent meta-analyses attest to the effectiveness of team training in improving the
knowledge, skills, and attitudes of teams (Delise, Gorman, and Brooks, 2010; Klein et al., 2009;
Salas et al., 1999; Salas, Cooke, and Rosen, 2008). Salas and colleagues (2008) examined the
impact of specific team training contents on various outcome measures (i.e., affective, cognitive,
process, and performance) and found that team training had a moderate, positive impact on team
process (ρ=.44) and performance (ρ = .39).
These findings were further supported by another team training meta-analysis that found
that, in general, team training had positive effects (Delise, Gorman, and Brooks, 2010). This
meta-analysis suggests that training may be more effective for learning when individuals have
9

Research on educational preparation for team science has also organized the desired learning outcomes into these
same three categories, as discussed later in this chapter (e.g., Nash et al., 2008).
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the opportunity to use the learned skills in the transfer environment. This is particularly
promising for training of science teams and groups, suggesting that trainees could integrate the
target skills into their daily activities to further improvements in cognitive processes, such as
deep knowledge integration, that leads to improved scientific performance.
Team building is another intervention designed to improve overall team performance
(Shuffler, DiazGranados, and Salas, 2011). Team building targets the interpersonal aspect of
teamwork with particular emphasis on social interaction (Dyer, 2007). Studies of team building
have shown that it is not as effective as team training (Salas et al., 1999).
PROMISING PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERVENTIONS
Fiore and Bedwell (2011) elaborated the work of Cannon-Bowers et al. (1995) to propose
a competency framework to support research on professional development (training) of science
teams (see Table 5-1).
TABLE 5-1 Types of Team Competencies
Representative Science
Relation to Task
Team Competencies
Task-Specific
Task-Generic
TEAM CONTINGENT
Relation to
CONTEXT DRIVEN
 Knowledge –
Team
 Knowledge – Team
Teammate
objectives and
characteristics
resources
Team Skills – Providing
 Skills – Particular
Specific
teammate guidance
analyses
 Attitudes – Team
 Attitudes – Collective
cohesion
efficacy
TASK CONTINGENT

TeamGeneric

 Knowledge –
Procedures for task
accomplishment
 Skills – Problem
analysis
 Attitudes – Trust in
technology

TRANSPORTABLE
 Knowledge –
Understanding group
dynamics
 Skills –
Communication and
assertiveness
 Attitudes –
Interdisciplinary
appreciation

SOURCE: Adapted from Fiore and Bedwell, 2011. Reprinted with permission.
In science teams, context-driven competencies are those related to a particular research
project. Such competencies can be developed through training focused on project goals, research
tasks, and methods. Team-contingent competencies are those related to teamwork among these
particular scientists and/or stakeholders and may be especially helpful to address challenges
emerging from two features of team science—high diversity of team membership and high task
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interdependence. Team-contingent competencies can be developed through cross-training, in
which individuals learn about the skills and duties of their teammates related to accomplishing
scientific and/or translational tasks (see further discussion of cross-training below). For
example, the Koch Institute for Integrative Cancer Research at Massachusetts Institute of
Technology provides ongoing professional development opportunities to develop contextcontingent knowledge of its particular research and translational mission and team-contingent
competencies among its particular staff of life scientists, engineers, physicians, and other experts
(see Box 5-1). Task-contingent competencies are those related to particular research tasks, such
as experimental procedures. Finally, transportable competencies, useful across multiple science
teams and/or projects, include such skills as mutual performance monitoring, giving and
receiving feedback, leadership, management, coordination, communication, and decision making
(Salas, Cooke, and Rosen, 2008).
BOX 5-1
Professional Development for Deep Knowledge Integration at the Koch Institute
The mission of the David H. Koch Institute for Integrative Cancer Research at
Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) can be briefly summarized as:
“science+engineering=conquering cancer together” (http://ki.mit.edu/). This large group of
scientists brings together approximately 700 faculty, staff, and students within a 192,000-foot
square building opened in the spring of 2011. Its research includes programs funded by the
National Cancer Institute for multi-investigator grants in the areas of Systems Biology and
Cancer as well as Nanotechnology and Cancer.
The institute’s core intramural faculty consists primarily of biologists and engineers who
formerly worked in different MIT departments, along with a small number of physicianscientists who both treat patients and have laboratories at the institute, students, and postdoctoral
fellows in all of these fields. Through its “Bridge” project, the institute links its investigators to
many more physician-scientists at area medical centers. The confluence of these multiple
disciplines leads at times to “messy, turbulent waters” and a tower of Babel situation, according
to Institute Director Tyler Jacks. However, the institute members are beginning to understand
each other better, partly through participation in multiple, structured professional development
opportunities. As shown in Figure 5-1, they include:







The Friday Focus seminar series, where graduate students and postdoctoral fellows join
faculty mentors in presenting research methods and findings to the entire institute staff.
For example, one seminar was humorously titled “Attack of the Layer-by-Layer
Nanoparticles: Co-delivery of Chemodrug and RNAi for Cancer Treatment.”
Crossfire, a weekly educational series designed to bridge the biology/engineering divide.
The popular series was initiated by students and doctoral fellows, who both teach and
attend the sessions in a peer-to-peer learning approach.
A monthly lecture series, “The Doctor Is In,” which helps scientists and engineers
understand cancer through talks by physicians.
An engineering “Genius Bar,” created by postdoctoral fellows. Every two weeks,
engineering fellows are available to answer questions on a specified topic.
An annual retreat for all staff with hundreds of presentations by institute members along
with poster sessions.
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SOURCE: Presentation by Tyler Jacks to the committee, July 2013. Reprinted with permission.
This chapter now turns to a set of promising training strategies that promise to address
the coordination and communication challenges faced by science teams and larger groups. Many
of these challenges can be addressed by developing team-contingent competencies, including
“role knowledge”—understanding of the roles, tasks, skills, and knowledge each team member
possesses. Coordination in science teams and groups can also be enhanced by developing
context-driven competencies, including shared “mental models” (shared understandings of goals
and tasks) among team members. Here, we discuss four research-based training strategies that
show promise for enhancing coordination in science teams: cross-training, reflexivity training,
knowledge development training, and team coordination training.
Cross-Training
Cross-training can help members of science teams or groups develop both knowledge of
the roles and capabilities of diverse team members and also shared goals. Cross-training was
developed to teach “interpositional knowledge” within a team, defined as a form of shared
knowledge that includes understanding of task and role responsibilities of all team members, as
well as understanding of the factors that influence the team and shared expectations about how
the team will respond to changing environmental situations (e.g., Cannon-Bowers et al., 1998;
Cooke, Kiekel, and Helm, 2001; Hollenbeck, DeRue, and Guzzo, 2004). Teams without such
knowledge often suffer from coordination and communication problems (Volpe et al., 1996).
Cross-training has been shown to improve the development of team interaction and shared
mental models, which led to improved coordination and backup behaviors, and, consequently,
improved performance (Marks et al., 2002) and team decision-making (McCann et al., 2000).
Three types of cross-training methods are commonly used: (1) positional clarification, in
which individuals are told about the other positions on their team; (2) positional modeling, in
which individuals are both told about the position and have the opportunity to observe or shadow
the position, thus gaining a deeper understanding of the duties involved; and (3) positional
rotation, in which individuals are given hands-on training in the other positions such that they are
able to perform the role if needed (Delise, Gorman, and Brooks, 2010; Salas, Cooke, and Rosen,
2008; Klein et al., 2009). Positional rotation was shown to improve teamwork knowledge and
overall team performance over more traditional procedural or rule-based training in a simulated
team environment (Gorman, Cooke, and Amazeen, 2010).
Positional rotation of investigators is generally not practical within an interdisciplinary or
transdisciplinary science team or larger group, as learning to perform another’s job would require
obtaining an advanced degree in an unknown discipline. Nonetheless, more narrowly focused
forms of cross-training, targeting the understanding of the roles, tasks, and expertise of team or
group members, are feasible. Many of the courses and seminars offered at the Koch Institute are
designed to help engineers and life scientists learn about the others’ roles, tasks, and expertise
through direct engagement with each other. They go beyond positional clarification, in which an
outside trainer or facilitator tells team members about others’ roles, and are similar to positional
modeling, in which the trainee observes or shadows a team member to learn about her or his role.
For example, the engineering genius bar is an opportunity for life scientists, physicians, or other
institute experts to directly observe engineers and ask questions about their work. Cross-training
not only supports the development of shared mental models (Marks et al., 2002)—a team process
5-6
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known to enhance team performance—but also “transactive memory,” or individuals’ knowledge
of the specializations of team members. Research on new and hybrid cross-training approaches
could help address the question of how much knowledge of other disciplines is sufficient for
proficient engagement in team science.
Team Reflexivity Training
Team reflexivity training, if adapted and translated to science contexts, is likely to help
science teams and groups develop positive processes such as team self-regulation and team selfefficacy, facilitating the complex coordination of work required for success. In a review of
methods for improving science collaboration, Salazar et al. (2012) suggested that enhancing
reflexivity in science teams can improve creativity as well as the integration, distribution, and
use of the knowledge of individual team members. As discussed in Chapter 3, the life cycle of a
team has been conceptualized in terms of episodes of planning, action, and reflection. Team
reflexivity training requires members to reflect on prior performance, considering which
objectives were or were not met, the strategies used or the group processes engaged, and how
performance could be improved in the future, with the goal of improving future interaction
(Gurtner et al., 2007). Reflections are prompted by a series of questions for team discussion,
without the use of a facilitator or trainer, making this form of training relatively brief and
inexpensive. Gurtner et al. (2007) found that teams receiving reflexivity training developed
shared mental models to a greater extent than a control, with a positive impact on collaborative
performance. In another study, van Ginkel, Tindale and van Knippenberg (2009) found that
reflexivity training improved shared team understanding of tasks and decision quality.
Similar to reflexivity training, in self-correction training, participants are empowered to
improve their performance by reflecting on past performance episodes and self-diagnosing areas
for improvement. Whereas reflexivity training is generally applicable to any setting and can be
facilitated by a series of questions without the use of a facilitator or trainer, self-correction
training requires more initial training for proper use. Because self-correction training is more
focused and specific than reflexivity training, it has the potential for greater benefits (Gurtner et
al., 2007). Guided team self-correction, or team dimensional training, is a specific type of selfcorrection that was derived from an expert model of teamwork, and has been found to improve
both taskwork and teamwork performance (Smith-Jentsch et al., 2008). As noted in Chapter 1,
this approach has been generalized and found to improve team members’ shared mental models
of teamwork across a variety of settings. It has been shown to increase performance, and
decrease errors in complex tasks such as naval submarine training simulations (Smith-Jentsch,
Milanovich, and Merket, 2001; Smith-Jentsch et al., 1998, 2008).
Knowledge Development Training
Science teams and groups are composed of individuals with distinct sets of knowledge
and expertise, which require integration to facilitate effective collaborative performance. This
can be problematic given that research finds that different mental models of the task and the
tendency to discuss commonly held information, as opposed to an individual’s unique
information, reduce performance. To address these problems, Rentsch et al. (2010) conducted a
study explicitly focused on team training for knowledge building. Teams of undergraduates
were trained to engage in communicative processes that elicit the structure and organization of
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their knowledge related to a team task designed by Navy Sea Air Land (SEAL) teams, as well as
the assumptions, meaning, rationale, and interpretations associated with each member’s
knowledge.10 The students used an external representation (i.e., an information board) that
allowed team members to post, organize, and visually manipulate their knowledge related to the
team task, more easily remember it, and draw attention to specific information as appropriate.
The results showed that the knowledge-building training led to improved knowledge transfer
(i.e., the exchange of knowledge from one team member to another), knowledge interoperability
(i.e., shared knowledge that multiple team members are able to recall and use), cognitive
congruence (i.e., an alignment or matching of team member cognitions), and higher overall team
performance on the task (Rentsch et al., 2010).
In a follow-up study, Rentsch et al. (2014) tested a team training strategy aimed at
facilitating team knowledge-building in distributed teams. The authors found that teams trained
to build knowledge, relative to untrained teams, shared more unique information, transferred
more knowledge, developed higher cognitive congruence, and produced higher-quality solutions
to a realistic problem-solving task.
Knowledge development training shows promise for improving collaborative problemsolving in science teams, by improving both knowledge building and knowledge sharing.
However, other more general training strategies, such as reflexivity training and team
development training, also improve knowledge building and knowledge sharing and, in addition,
provide guidance in performance episodes.
Team Coordination Training
Team coordination training is a promising approach to facilitate the complex
coordination of tasks required for success in science teams. This training was developed
specifically to help teams modify responses based upon changes to their environmental situation.
It focuses on helping teams adapt to the environmental demands of high-workload and timestressed settings. This included pre-planning, information transmission, and anticipating
information needs (Entin and Serfaty, 1999). It is primarily taught using vignettes to help teams
recognize effective and ineffective teamwork. Practice and feedback are then provided in
sessions where teams are able to apply what they have been taught and modify applications
based upon errors. The goal is to turn explicit interaction factors that are thought to require effort
on the part of the team (e.g., requests for information) into implicit factors (e.g., providing
information without being asked), in order to improve coordination. Although team coordination
training was developed to help teams in contexts of high workload and stress, the competencies it
develops (e.g., pre-planning, anticipating information needs) are also suitable for teams in other
contexts.
Gorman, Cooke, and Amazeen (2010) also explored a form of coordination training using
methods described earlier in the cross-training section. The authors examined how to improve
adaptability in teams through training that included disruptions to learned team coordination
mechanisms. This involved, for instance, disrupting communication channels the team used to
coordinate. Gorman, Cooke and Amazeen (2010) argued that this process-oriented training
method helped teams deal with variability in coordination demands. Teams with disruption or
“perturbation” training responded more adaptively to novel events than those with either cross10

Open communication about assumptions and meanings underlying one’s knowledge is also an element of the
Toolbox intervention for interdisciplinary science teams and groups discussed later in this chapter.
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training or procedural training. The authors suggested that, similar to learning research on
variability in practice, this helped teams generalize adaptive processes. By introducing
coordination variability to the training, teams learned how to adapt their responses to changes in
their environment and improve coordination during performance episodes. Science teams and
larger groups face uncertainties that can arise from research findings (e.g., unanticipated results)
or resource issues (e.g., loss of, or damage to, equipment; reduced grants) and hence might
benefit from similar training approaches to increase their responsiveness to rapidly changing
conditions.
NEW PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERVENTIONS FOR TEAM SCIENCE
Professional development designed specifically for science teams and groups is
beginning to emerge, but only a few studies have examined its effectiveness for developing the
targeted competencies or for improving performance. First, with support from NIH, the
Northwestern University Center for Applied and Translational Sciences Institute developed an
online training website, “TeamScience.net.” The website includes a series of learning modules,
message boards, and linked resources that aim to enhance skills for participating in or leading
interdisciplinary and transdisciplinary science teams or groups. Two expert users (an academic
medical doctor and a medical librarian) reviewed the website, finding that it followed principles
of instructional design for adult education, was easy to navigate, and used attractive audiovisuals
to present lessons, along with links to additional information and outside websites (Aranoff and
Bartkowiak, 2012). But research to date has not included careful study of the website’s learning
goals and outcomes.
Second, the Toolbox Project (see http://www.cals.uidaho.edu/toolbox/), supported by the
National Science Foundation (NSF), is a training intervention designed to facilitate crossdisciplinary communication in science teams and groups. O’Rourke and Crowley (2013)
developed the Toolbox instrument to facilitate philosophical dialogue about science and the
Toolbox workshop as a place for that dialogue. The instrument includes 34 probing statements
accompanied by Likert scales to indicate the extent to which a respondent agrees with each
statement. The statements are designed to elicit fundamental assumptions about science,
including statements about ways of knowing (epistemologies), values, and the nature of the
world. At the workshops, participants first complete the instrument and then engage in a
facilitated dialogue lasting about two hours. At the end of the dialogue, they again complete the
instrument. Data obtained from the workshop, including an audio file and pre- and post-dialogue
reactions to the statements, are provided to the participants for analysis and reflection.
Although both the Toolbox instrument and the workshops are based on extensive theory
and research and appear to target knowledge, skills, and attitudes supportive of interdisciplinary
communication, to date there has been no empirical evaluation of whether participation in a
Toolbox workshop leads to sustained improvement in cross-disciplinary dialogue after the
workshop is over. In partial answer to this issue, Schnapp et al. (2012) analyzed data from a
post-workshop survey that has been administered to 35 of the 90 teams and groups that have
participated in a workshop. Just over half of those surveyed provided responses, and of these, 85
percent indicated that the workshop increased their awareness of the knowledge, opinions, or
scientific approach of teammates, while 77 percent reported that the workshop had made a
positive contribution to their professional development. A modified instrument for the health
sciences was pilot-tested in two workshops with 15 participants, 10 of whom completed pre- and
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post-workshop questionnaires (Schnapp et al., 2012). Comparison of pre- and postquestionnaires revealed changes in about 30–40 percent of the items, related to motivations,
research approaches, methods, confirmation, values, and reductionism, suggesting that the
dialogue had met its goal of encouraging participants to thoughtfully consider other points of
view.
EDUCATION FOR TEAM SCIENCE
Basic mastery of science concepts, methods, and perspectives provides the foundation
for team science. In the 1960s and 1970s, when health sciences faculty experimented with
interdisciplinary courses that focused on broad skills, curriculum committees and professional
associations responded by mandating minimum levels of disciplinary knowledge and skills
(Fiore, 2008). Reflecting such concerns, we first discuss science, technology, engineering, and
mathematics (STEM) education in this section of the chapter, before turning to a discussion of
interdisciplinary education.
Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics (STEM) Education
Historically, science education has rarely prepared future scientists with the knowledge
and skills required for effective knowledge integration and collaboration within a science team or
larger group. Elementary and secondary school science classes typically ask students to work
alone, listening to lectures, reading texts, or taking tests designed to measure recall of facts.
There are few opportunities to learn to collaborate effectively or understand science as a social
and intellectual process of shared knowledge creation (National Research Council, 2006, 2007).
At the undergraduate level, students majoring in science and the related STEM disciplines take
courses dominated by lectures and short laboratory activities that often leave them with major
misconceptions about important disciplinary concepts and relationships (National Research
Council, 2006, 2012b).
At the doctoral level, some students participate in science teams and groups, but continue
to receive little or no guidance or instruction on how to be an effective collaborator. Students
develop deep conceptual understanding of topics and methods within a discipline, and are trained
in its unique perspectives, languages, and standards of evidence (epistemologies). As a result,
they may consciously or unconsciously develop a negative perception of other disciplines
(National Academy of Sciences, National Academy of Engineering, and Institute of Medicine,
2005). The hallmark of doctoral education is the student’s individual, unique, and original
research, and teamwork at this stage may be actively discouraged (Nash, 2008; Stokols, 2014).
Collaborative Education in STEM Classrooms
New developments in K-12 and higher education potentially could enhance preparation
for team science, developing both disciplinary and interdisciplinary knowledge and collaborative
skills. The NRC Framework for K-12 Science Education (2012b) draws on decades of research
showing that engaging students in science practices—such as asking questions, developing and
using models, or engaging in argument from evidence—helps them master science concepts and
facts (NRC, 2007). Although students often work in small groups when engaging in these
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science practices, instruction has not been designed to integrate development of collaboration
skills along with STEM concepts and skills.
Collaborative learning activities are also being tested in higher education. Research has
shown that undergraduate learning of STEM is strengthened when students work collaboratively
to solve problems, reflect on laboratory investigations, and discuss concepts and questions
(NRC, 2012a). However, these approaches have not been widely adopted in the teaching
practices of college faculty, and, as at the K-12 level, they focus primarily on acquisition of
STEM content and skills, with little attention to collaborative skills.
Gabelica and Fiore (2013a) reviewed studies of three group learning interventions in
STEM higher education: problem-based learning, team-based learning, and studio learning. In
all three approaches, faculty members present students with an authentic problem or assignment
and students work in small groups to understand the issues at hand, gather relevant information,
and develop solutions. All three approaches have been shown to enhance students’ understanding
of targeted STEM concepts and skills under certain conditions (Gijbels et al., 2005; Strobel and
van Barneveld, 2009), and a few studies of team-based learning also reported gains in students’
interpersonal and teamwork skills (e.g., Hunt et al., 2003). However, interpersonal and
teamwork skills were seldom measured, partly because students were sometimes reluctant to rate
their peers’ contributions to the team’s work (Thompson et al., 2007).
Gabelica and Fiore (2013b) recommended ways to address this gap, suggesting that
developers of such interventions integrate insights from the organizational research on teams.
This would involve, for example, assessing students’ development of interpersonal teamwork
skills through self-ratings of interpersonal skills (Kantrowitz, 2005) and behaviorally-oriented
rating scales for self- and peer-evaluations of contributions to the team (Ohland et al., 2012).
Borrego et al. (2013) also recommended that developers of educational interventions
structured around group learning draw on the organizational teams research. In a two-phase
study, the authors first reviewed 104 articles describing student team projects in engineering and
computer science. They found that faculty assigned team projects to advance diverse learning
goals, including teamwork, communication skills, lifelong learning, sustainability, and
professional ethics. The student teams experienced team process challenges (e.g., conflict) and
faculty members tried to address these challenges as they arose, but were not necessarily aware
of methods from the organizational literature that could be used to illuminate the very challenges
they had sought to address. Second, Borrego et al. (2013) reviewed the organizational literature
related to five team processes identified as important in the studies of student teams, clarified
how these processes impacted student success, and developed theories of team effectiveness
specific to engineering education.
Finally, research by Stevens and Campion (1994) has identified transportable individual
competencies required for effective teamwork, showing promise for use within collaborative
STEM education. These authors not only explicated teamwork competencies, but also developed
and validated the Teamwork Test (Stevens and Campion, 1999) for measuring these
competencies.
In sum, research to date has shown that carefully designed educational interventions that
engage students in small group investigations, discussion, and problem-solving activities can
support STEM learning, but has not yet examined the potential of such small groups to also serve
as contexts for learning teamwork skills. Integration of concepts and methods from the
organizational sciences with STEM education could redress this gap
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Interdisciplinary and Transdisciplinary Higher Education
Stokols (2014) observed that science teams and groups often address the coordination and
communication challenges arising in interdisciplinary or transdisciplinary research by drawing
on online resources and/or providing training on an ad hoc basis. He proposed that longer-term
education is needed to prepare a generation of scholars capable of addressing complex scientific
and societal challenges in collaborative, interdisciplinary, or transdisciplinary research
environments. Consideration of this proposal is informed by reflecting on the United States’
long history of interdisciplinary education, as well as more recent courses and programs focusing
specifically on interdisciplinary and transdisciplinary team science.
As the health sciences began to develop interdisciplinary programs in the 1960s (Lavin et
al., 2001), researchers were prompted to address the attendant communication and teamwork
challenges inherent in these educational approaches (Hohle, McInnis, and Gates, 1969). This led
to the creation of interdisciplinary internships and fellowships designed to help students learn to
communicate across disciplines (Lupella, 1972) and highlighted the need for research and
training related to the development of collaboration skills in team settings (Jacobson, 1974).
Although interdisciplinary education grew over the following decades, knowledge of how to
support development of collaboration and teamwork skills remained relatively static (Fiore,
2008).
Interdisciplinary education has grown rapidly over the past four decades (Lattuca et al.,
2013b). Between 1975 and 2000, the number of interdisciplinary majors at U.S. colleges and
universities increased by 250 percent, a period when student enrollments increased only 18
percent. However, colleges and universities have been slow to support this shift toward
interdisciplinary teaching and learning with supportive formal policies and practices. Klein
(1996) called on universities to support faculty professional development in interdisciplinary
teaching and to protect faculty from discipline-centric norms, such as tenure reviews that punish
work outside one’s discipline. She suggested that such supports as mentoring, physical space for
collaborations, and cross-disciplinary training would help to develop new norms of
interdisciplinarity. More recently, Klein (2010) argued that, to sustain interdisciplinary teaching
and learning, institutional support must be consistent and embedded within the university culture.
Defining Competencies for Team Science
A critical issue is the lack of conceptual clarity about the learning goals of
interdisciplinary and transdisciplinary education that aims to prepare students for team science.
Researchers have proposed a variety of team science competencies as important learning goals
for such education. We next discuss these competencies and provide a clustering of them in
Table 5-2. More problematic is the lack of prospective experimental or quasi-experimental
studies of learning outcomes, as the research has relied heavily on surveys, interviews, and
archival analyses.
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Knowledge-Based Competencies

Values, Attitudes, and
Belief-Based
Competencies

TABLE 5-2 Competencies for Productive Participation in Team Science
COMPETENCY
Valuing interdisciplinary
or transdisciplinary
collaboration
Societal and global
perspectives
Collaborative orientation
Understanding other
disciplines
Disciplinary awareness and
exchange

EXAMPLES
-Attitudes that predispose one to integrate
knowledge from a varied set of disciplines
-The beliefs that such efforts are necessary
and can lead to effective outcomes
Belief that complex problems should be
approached from a broad, multi-level
perspective
Values that emphasize inclusion of multiple
and diverse perspectives

REFERENCES
Fiore (2013); Klein et al. (2006);
Nash et al. (2003); Nash (2008);
Stokols (2014); Vogel et al.
(2014)
Borrego and Newsander (2010);
Stokols (2014)

Understanding core theories and methods
from other disciplines
Awareness of assumptions of own discipline,
engage colleagues from outside disciplines

Nash et al. (2003);
Nash (2008)
Holt (2013);
Lattuca et al. (2013); Schnapp et
al. (2012)

Fiore, 2013; Klein et al., 2006;
Stokols, 2014; Hall et al. (2008)

Skills and knowledge to think across
disciplines and synthesize varied concepts and
theories
Processes of integration,
Integrative capacity

Develop shared interdisciplinary vision,
modify work based upon influence of others

Disciplinary grounding

Cultivation of deep knowledge within one or
more disciplines
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Scientific skills across
disciplines

Use theories and methods of multiple
disciplines

Gebbie et al. (2007); Vogel et al.
(2012)

Methodology

Taking a methodologically pluralistic
approach

Nash et al. (2003);

Teamwork and taskwork

Knowledge of resources and strategies to
enhance teamwork as well as taskwork

Interdisciplinary research
management
Leadership

Interdisciplinary
communication

Develop team skills to strengthen team
structure and dynamics
Build communication strengths, manage
conflict, trust the value of teammates
Presenting research at interdisciplinary
conferences, partner with those in other
disciplines on proposals
Active listening, oral and written, assertive
communication

Interact with others

Communicate regularly with scholars from
other disciplines
Engage colleagues from other disciplines

Fruition

Coordination

Capacity to adapt flexibly and effectively to
situational and intra-team challenges

Interdisciplinary skills

Ability to consider and apply perspectives
from outside one’s discipline
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Nash (2008)
Borrego and Newsander (2010);
Holt (2013); Salas et al. (2008);
McCann et al. (2000); Gorman et
al. (2010); van Ginkel et al.
(2009); Smith-Jentsch et al.
(2008)
Holt (2013)
Holt (2013); Bennett and Gadlin
(2012); Ekmekci et al. (2014)
Holt (2013)
Borrego and Newsander (2010);
Fiore (2013); Klein et al. (2006);
Gebbie et al. (2008)
Gebbie et al. (2008); Vogel et al.
(2014)
Fiore (2013); Klein et al. (2006);
Entin and Serfaty (1999);
Gorman et al. (2010)
Lattuca et al. (2013)
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Intrapersonal-Based
Competencies

Transdisciplinary
behaviors

The behaviors that support activities for
integrating perspectives and working with
others outside one’s discipline

Intellect and self awareness Broad intellectual curiosity, recognition of
personal strengths and weaknesses with
regard to interdisciplinary research
Reflective behavior
Ability to recognize when one’s general
approach, or a specific problem-solving
approach, needs to be changed
Critical thinking
Critical awareness about one’s own potential
disciplinary biases in collaborative situations

SOURCE: Created by the committee.
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Building on an earlier framework by Stokols et al. (2003), Nash and colleagues (2003)
delineated three types of core competencies for the transdisciplinary scientist: (1) attitudinal; (2)
knowledge; and (3) skill-based. They proposed that all three types could be developed through
graduate and postgraduate education, including coursework, seminars, and workshops taught by
disciplinary and interdisciplinary faculty; mentoring by research supervisors in multiple
disciplines; group work with other transdisciplinary trainees, such as a journal club; and a
supportive institutional environment.
Using a consensus study of expert opinion, Holt (2013) identified a somewhat similar list
of competencies for effective performance in team science contexts and recommended that they
be developed in graduate education through interdisciplinary coursework and seminars along
with team research and projects. Borrego and Newsander (2010) developed another list of
competencies in a study of the NSF Integrative Graduate Education and Research Traineeship
(IGERT) program, which supports training of scientists for interdisciplinary team science. The
authors grouped the diverse learning outcomes articulated across 130 successfully funded
proposals, as follows:






Disciplinary grounding: Although the awards are interdisciplinary by definition, a full
50 percent of proposals argued that graduate student trainees would gain grounding in a
specific discipline.
Teamwork: The most clearly articulated learning outcome, in 41 percent of the
proposals, was that the proposed center would create a culture of teamwork.
Integration: Thirty percent of the proposals argued that their graduate programs would
encourage students to integrate concepts from relevant disciplines.
Societal and global perspectives: Twenty-four percent of the proposals noted that they
would encourage students to consider societal and global issues.
Interdisciplinary communication: Twenty-four percent of the proposers noted that their
projects would emphasize the importance of interdisciplinary communication.

Borrego and Newsander (2010) also found that scientists, engineers, and scholars in the
humanities had different views of “integration.” For scientists and engineers, “teamwork” was
fundamental, whereas scholars in the humanities considered “critical thinking” as more central.
The authors suggested that because critical reflection on disciplinary inconsistencies and
limitations is a particular strength when solving complex interdisciplinary problems, scientists
and engineers should incorporate critical thinking as a goal of interdisciplinary education.
Engineering students are often assigned to work in interdisciplinary teams, and Lattuca et
al. (2013a) developed a self-report measure of interdisciplinary engineering competence,
including three scales: interdisciplinary skills, reflective behavior, and recognizing disciplinary
perspectives. Importantly, the scales do not include any measures of teamwork or interpersonal
skills. Lattuca et al. (2013a) caution that the scales are preliminary and that they were unable to
evaluate their construct validity (their relationship to the target competencies), “because direct
measures of interdisciplinary knowledge and skills do not exist” (p. 737).
Gebbie et al. (2007) identified competencies for transdisciplinary health research. Using
a Delphi technique to elicit information from several groups of experts in interdisciplinary
research and education, they arrived at 17 statements describing what a well-trained scholar
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should be able to do when participating in interdisciplinary research. The statements were
grouped into three categories: conduct research, communicate, and interact with others.
As discussed above, Cannon-Bowers et al. (1995) suggested “transportable team
competencies” as a focus for educational programs to develop the kinds of competencies that can
be applied across different tasks and teams. Building on this, as well as a framework of
interpersonal skills created by Klein, DeRouin, and Salas (2006), Fiore (2013) developed a
framework of transportable interpersonal competencies for team science. This framework
specified the forms of active listening, oral and written communication, assertive
communication, relationship management competencies, coordination, interdisciplinary
appreciation, and collaborative orientation that support effective collaboration in science. Fiore
suggested that these competencies be integrated as learning goals for interdisciplinary education
to support team science.
Stokols (2014) conceptualized a broad intellectual orientation for transdisciplinary team
science including values, attitudes, beliefs, skills and knowledge, and behaviors (see Table 5-2).
Both Stokols (2014) and Misra et al. (2011a) emphasized the role of mentors in graduate
education, noting that mentors who encourage the acquisition and synthesis of a broad
knowledge base can help students acquire the skills and attitudes foundational to
transdisciplinary work. Stokols (2014) also suggested that, when students are trained in
institutions that engage them in authentic team science research activities focused on real-world
problems, “they are better able to avoid the conceptual biases associated with disciplinary
chauvinism and the ethnocentrism of traditional academic departments” (p. 66).
In sum, many authors have proposed various competencies for team science and
educational strategies to develop these competencies, and there are areas of overlap and
agreement within this variety. However, the research to date has not identified a common set of
agreed-on competencies that could serve as targets for design of educational or professional
development courses.
Research on Educational Interventions for Team Science
There have been only a few empirical analyses of educational strategies aimed at
preparing individuals for team science. These educational strategies vary, including programs
implemented within individual schools or universities as well as larger, federally funded
education programs. In addition, the research to date has not examined how acquisition of the
targeted competencies may enhance the effectiveness of science teams.
Graduate Education for Team Science
The University of California, Irvine’s School of Social Ecology offers a doctoral seminar
specifically developed to expose students to a broad range of relevant disciplines. To examine
the influence of the seminar, Mitrany and Stokols (2005) conducted a content analysis of
doctoral dissertations produced by the school, reporting that the dissertations provided evidence
of an interdisciplinary orientation reflected, for example, in the multidisciplinary composition of
their faculty committees and the cross-disciplinary scope of their research topics, conceptual
frameworks, and multi-method analyses.
Carney and Neishi (2010) conducted an evaluation of the IGERT program described
above, using surveys and data from IGERT graduates and a control group of doctoral graduates
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from similar academic departments that did not participate in the program. In comparison to the
non-IGERT graduates, a higher percentage of IGERT graduates reported that they drew on at
least two disciplines in their dissertation research and obtained their doctoral degrees in less time
(thanks to the program’s financial support). Contrary to some previous authors who warn that
interdisciplinary doctoral students may face challenges in the discipline-based academic job
market (e.g., Nash, 2008), the IGERT graduates reported that their interdisciplinary research
training and the program’s professional networking opportunities gave them a competitive edge
in the job market. They reported less difficulty acquiring their first jobs than the non-IGERT
graduates. At these jobs, they were significantly more likely than their non-IGERT peers to
conduct research or teach courses that require integration of two or more disciplines.
In a separate study of the IGERT program, Borrego and colleagues (2014) sought to
identify longer-term outcomes of the traineeships for the host universities as well as the trainees,
by interviewing faculty and administrators at a small number of institutions. The interviewees
reported overcoming barriers to successful implementation of the interdisciplinary doctoral
training program through, for example, changes to eligibility criteria for advisers so that faculty
from varied departments could serve as a doctoral student’s adviser. In addition, departments
changed their policies to reward faculty for advising outside their department, and some
institutions expanded eligibility for fellowships so that students from interdisciplinary programs
could compete for the awards. In addition, many programs created interdisciplinary courses or
seminars and required that students participate in team research and take laboratory classes from
different disciplines.
The National Cancer Institute’s Transdisciplinary Research on Energetics and Cancer I
(TREC I) project sought to develop three types of competencies for graduate students (Vogel et
al., 2012):




scientific skills, including educational grounding in two or more disciplinary
perspectives and skills for integrating and synthesizing approaches across
disciplines;
intrapersonal skills, including positive attitudes, values, and beliefs about the
transdisciplinary approach and critical awareness of the relative strengths and
limitations of all disciplines (referred to as a transdisciplinary orientation); and
interpersonal skills for collaborating and communicating across disciplines, such
as the ability to use analogies, metaphors, and lay language in lieu of disciplinespecific jargon and willingness to engage in continual learning.

Multiple mentors were expected to play a key role in developing these three types of
competencies, by teaching trainees about the concept, theories, and methods of the different
disciplines; facilitating learning of interpersonal skills for transdisciplinary research; and
providing support for career advancement (for example, the mentors would provide visibility to
and coach the trainee). The “multi-mentoring” approach was also expected to provide social
support and role modeling. However, each TREC center was allowed to develop its own training
program, and the study found that only about 60 percent of trainees had two or more mentors.
The four TREC centers implemented a variety of training activities to develop these
competencies, including interdisciplinary research courses, journal clubs, and writing retreats to
develop skills in collaborative writing and research. Many centers also provided co-mentoring
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and multi-mentoring to expose trainees to multiple disciplinary perspectives, and a cross-center
working group developed additional training activities.
An analysis of these training activities found gains in all three types of competencies,
including students’ attitudes towards working across disciplines, ability to work across
disciplines, and scientific competency Importantly, the trainees also improved in scholarly
productivity, as measured by number of publications/presentations and number of collaborative
authors. Multi-mentoring experiences were also associated with greater transdisciplinary
orientation and positive perception of one’s center (Vogel et al., 2012).
Undergraduate Education for Team Science
Few studies have examined the goals and outcomes of interdisciplinary undergraduate
programs focusing on team science. One example was a study of the University of California,
Irvine’s Interdisciplinary Summer Undergraduate Research Experience program, which aims to
develop students’ ability to integrate research concepts and methods. Misra et al. (2009)
examined curriculum strategies (such as the use of team projects, research, or journal club
meetings), interdisciplinary processes (such as student participation in team projects), and
student products (completed projects, papers, and course grades) for a group of participants.
Over the course of the program, participants developed more positive attitudes toward
interdisciplinary research and participated in interdisciplinary research activities more frequently.
In comparison with another group of students who participated in a different research fellowship
program that did not include an interdisciplinary component, the participants showed no
significant difference in student products, but a higher level of engagement in interdisciplinary
collaborative research. Further, team-focused projects were found to be instrumental to these
changes.
In light of Borrego and Newsander’s (2010) suggestion that critical thinking is valuable
for interdisciplinary collaboration in science and engineering, a recent study by Luttuca et al.
(2013b) focused on this competency. In a longitudinal study of about 200 students, the authors
compared students majoring in traditional disciplinary programs with those participating in
interdisciplinary programs, using existing assessments of critical thinking, need for cognition,
and attitudes towards learning. They found no significant differences in levels of these
competencies between the two groups that could be attributed to major or structure of the
program.
The Role of Mentoring for Team Science
The research discussed above consistently identifies mentoring as a crucial component of
interdisciplinary education for team science, but only a few programs focus specifically on
mentoring. For example, NIH’s Building Interdisciplinary Research Careers in Women’s Health
program is designed for junior faculty interested in advancing research in women’s health. The
program establishes mentoring teams to provide the young faculty members with multiple
perspectives on a range of scientific and career issues. A recent study of the program showed
that a majority of scholars in the program had applied for competitive grants after completing the
training and that approximately half were successful (Nagel et al., 2013).
In 2010, NSF adopted a new policy requiring that requests for funding of postdoctoral
researchers include a postdoctoral researcher mentoring plan. Implemented in part to advance
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NSF’s two core strategies of fostering the integration of education and research and expanding
the participation of groups and institutions that have been under-represented in science, the plans
must describe mentoring activities, such as career counseling, training in preparation of grant
proposals, publications, and presentations, and “guidance on how to effectively collaborate with
researchers from diverse backgrounds and disciplinary areas” (National Science Foundation,
2014b). Recent reports, although anecdotal, suggest that reviewers of NSF proposals may be
placing increased weight on this requirement (Flaherty, 2014).
Currently, however, mentoring, and especially interdisciplinary mentorship, is too often
lacking for students and scholars. In a recent survey on the “Global State of Young Scientists,”
the unavailability of mentoring was one of the top four career obstacles identified (Friesenhahn
and Beaudry, 2014). Survey responses indicated that junior scientists are not explicitly taught
how to train and supervise students and postdoctoral fellows, but are expected to learn by
experience.
ADDRESSING THE SEVEN FEATURES THAT CREATE CHALLENGES FOR TEAM
SCIENCE
In this section, we consider how the research reviewed in this chapter may help guide
professional development, training, or education for team science as a way to address the
communication and coordination challenges that emerge from the key features of team science.
High Diversity of Membership
The challenges of communication and interpersonal interactions raised by high diversity
of team membership can be addressed in part with cross-training and other types of training
focusing on team-specific competencies, to help team members better understand and appreciate
the varied knowledge and roles of different team members. These challenges also can be
addressed through interdisciplinary educational seminars that expose team members to scholars
from different disciplines, such as those offered by the Koch Institute or through structured
approaches such as the Toolbox workshops described above. In addition, training (professional
development) or education for team science could focus directly on development of interpersonal
skills such as “active listening” with the goal of ensuring that inputs from those in different
disciplines are understood.
Deep Knowledge Integration
As noted in Chapter 1, science teams and groups that seek to deeply integrate, or even
transcend, the knowledge of individuals who may have different goals, assumptions, and
languages often encounter communication and coordination challenges. Professional
development focused on developing shared understanding of each member’s knowledge—such
as cross-training, knowledge sharing training, and coordination training—may help to address
these challenges. Education or professional development devised to illustrate larger connections
across disciplines (both conceptual and methodological) also would help foster knowledge
integration.
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Large Size
While training to develop shared knowledge of fellow team or group members’
knowledge and skills can help to overcome the communication and coordination challenges
raised by large size, this training may have to be relatively shallow. For example, cross-training
may focus on positional clarification (knowledge of other members’ roles), rather than deeper
understanding of other members’ knowledge, skills, and tasks, both because of the large number
of members and because it is not practically possible to quickly develop deep understanding of
an unfamiliar discipline. As a first step, leaders of large groups may consider engaging training
experts to identify the amount of “interpositional knowledge” necessary to support behavioral
coordination across the team.
Goal Misalignment with Other Teams
Lack of goal alignment with other teams may result partly from team members’ lack of
awareness of common goals and partly from organizational factors that are beyond the scope of
team training. Training or professional development can be designed to increase awareness of
the common goal and how the goals of the varied subteams are linked to that goal. In addition,
this challenge can be addressed through reflexivity training. Teams that reflect on prior
performance episodes can develop knowledge of when goal alignment and/or misalignment is
affecting their interactions and performance. Educational interventions that include group
activities, such as problem-based learning and team-based learning, also could introduce the
concept of goal alignment to help students learn how to manage goal conflicts that often arise
between different science teams.
Permeable Team and Group Boundaries
Permeable boundaries create a need for the context-driven, team-contingent, and taskcontingent competencies shown in Table 5-1. In terms of the context, team or group members
who are new to a project would need training in the project’s scientific and/or translational goals.
From the task standpoint, new members may require training in particular research methods or
analyses to accomplish research tasks. From the team standpoint, transitional membership
creates a gap in team-specific knowledge, as a new member may not understand teammates’
expertise and roles. Such a gap could be addressed by cross-training or knowledge development
training.
Geographic Dispersion
Geographic dispersion of team members necessitates training to develop team or group
members’ understanding of each other’s expertise, roles, and context-driven and team-contingent
competencies. Cross-training or knowledge development training may help to provide this
understanding, thus facilitating coordination. However, because dispersion hinders acquisition
of this understanding, training focused on development of team cohesion or team self-efficacy
might also be beneficial. Reflexivity training can also be used to identify when and where
proximity is creating problems for the team.
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High Task Interdependence
The high level of interdependency within science teams and groups creates a need for
both context-specific and team-specific knowledge. Because one or more members are likely to
have the expertise needed to accomplish each piece of the research project (for example,
expertise in statistics), knowledge of different team or group members’ expertise can facilitate
coordination, supporting team effectiveness (Kozlowski and Ilgen, 2006). To develop contextspecific competencies, training should focus on task-specific knowledge and skills. To develop
team-specific knowledge, reflexivity training is a promising method. Both training strategies
can support the deep integration of team members’ knowledge needed to achieve the scientific
and/or translational goals of the project.
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATION
Research on training of teams in a variety of contexts outside of science has been applied
to develop training strategies, shown to improve team processes and effectiveness. Several
research-based training strategies show promise to enhance communication, coordination, and
knowledge integration in science teams, overcoming the challenges that emerge from diverse
membership, large sizes, high task interdependence, and other features of team science. The
committee expects that translation and application of these strategies to create professional
development programs for science teams would enhance the effectiveness of these teams.
Professional development programs for team science are beginning to emerge, and these
programs would benefit from translation and application of the strategies shown to enhance
effectiveness in non-science contexts.
Conclusion: Research in contexts outside of science has demonstrated that several types
of team professional development interventions (e.g., knowledge development training to
increase sharing of individual knowledge and improve problem solving) improve team
processes and outcomes.
Recommendation 2: Team training researchers, universities and science team
leaders should partner to translate, extend, and evaluate the promising training
strategies, shown to improve the effectiveness of teams in other contexts, to create
professional development opportunities for science teams.
The TeamSTEPPS program illustrates the approach the committee recommends to
improve the training and performance of science teams. TeamSTEPPS extends and translates
research findings on team effectiveness in aviation to create health care team training practices
with the goal of improving health care performance. The program was developed in response to
the Institute of Medicine (1999) report To Err Is Human: Building a Safer Healthcare System,
which identified the need to improve team performance in medical settings as one of several
steps recommended to reduce medical errors and improve health care. As described by Alonso
and colleagues (2006), the program’s developers reviewed more than 20 years of research on
teams and team performance to identify critical competencies needed for effective teamwork and
translate them for health care contexts. The list of competencies was then converted into a
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framework of trainable team skills, and training strategies were developed to strengthen these
skills.
Although research has demonstrated that training for current team members can
increase team effectiveness, educational programs designed to prepare students for future
team science have only recently emerged and have not yet been systematically evaluated.
Further work is needed to more clearly specify the competencies needed for team science
and to develop assessments of these competencies; such research would clarify learning
goals, an important step toward enhancing learning outcomes. To date, there has been
little empirical evaluation of which educational activities are most effective for
developing particular competencies, nor whether, and to what extent, acquisition of these
competencies contributes to the effectiveness of science teams or larger groups.
Conclusion. Colleges and universities are developing cross-disciplinary programs
designed to prepare students for team science, but little empirical research is available
on the extent to which participants in such programs develop the competencies they
target. Research to date has not shown whether the acquisition of the targeted
competencies contributes to team science effectiveness.
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6
Team Science Leadership
This chapter begins with a discussion of the definition of leadership and the degree to
which it is distinct from management. We then review the expansive parallel literatures on team
and organizational leadership in contexts outside of science. Through the lens of established
leadership theories, models, and behaviors, we identify those approaches that are relevant to
science teams and larger groups and for which there is research evidence for enhanced team or
group effectiveness. Next, we summarize the research evidence on team science leadership.
We then discuss professional leadership development for team science leaders. We then use the
research evidence as a guide to consider how leadership strategies can address the challenges for
team science created by the seven features outlined in Chapter 1, and conclude with conclusions
and recommendations for the future leadership of science teams and groups.
DEFINING LEADERSHIP AND MANAGEMENT
Our study charge calls for consideration of how different management approaches and
leadership styles influence the effectiveness of team science. The distinction between
management and leadership has been defined in the research literature in multiple ways. For
example, Kotter (2001, p. 85) proposed that leadership and management are “two distinctive and
complementary systems of action.” Kotter (2001) proposed that the main functions of leadership
are to set direction, to align people, and to motivate and inspire them, while the main functions of
management are to develop concrete plans for carrying out work, to allocate resources
appropriately, to create an organizational structure and staffing plan, and to monitor results and
to develop problem-solving strategies when needed. However, Drath et al. (2008, p. 647) pointed
out that these functions are not necessarily mutually exclusive: “alignment is often achieved
through structure and many of the aspects of shared work usually categorized as management,
such as planning, budgeting, supervisory controls, performance management, and reward
systems.” Recognizing that it is difficult, if not impossible, to draw a strict line between
leadership and management, we have not attempted to completely disentangle the two functions.
Therefore, while this chapter focuses primarily on leadership, the research discussed also
addresses aspects of management (as defined by some scholars). Management of organizations
that house science teams is discussed further in Chapter 8.
RESEARCH FINDINGS ON GENERAL LEADERSHIP AND POTENTIAL
IMPLICATIONS FOR TEAM LEADERSHIP
Over half a century of research on leadership has highlighted the nuances and
complexities of leading individuals, teams, and organizations. Some leaders are born with the
skills and abilities to guide followers, while other leaders are trained through education and
opportunities for hands-on experience. Those who lead large organizations successfully are not
necessarily successful at leading small groups. Some leaders are charismatic and have a
commanding presence in a crowd while other leaders build trust and respect through one-on-one
relationships. In short, leadership is not a quality that an individual either has or lacks, and there
is not a single leadership style that is effective in all contexts. Rather, leadership is multifaceted,
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encompassing different ways in which individuals exhibit leadership as well as different
environments in which leadership occurs. Leaders’ approaches to their team or group members
may vary depending upon the nature of the task and goals for the team, as well as the
composition of the team. In some cases, a directive, task-oriented approach may be called for,
while in other cases, leaders strive to support and encourage team members’ ideas, innovations,
problem identification, and proposed solutions.
This chapter will show that researchers have focused on many aspects of leadership,
including specific leader behaviors, their interactions with followers, and contingent factors that
guide how effective a leader is in a given situation. The research indicates that the committee
cannot be prescriptive about any single approach and that traditional and hierarchical leadership
used in conjunction with participative or shared leadership might be especially relevant for
leading science teams and groups, particularly given the variability of team tasks, membership,
and contexts inherent to team science.
This general leadership theory and research can inform the emerging field of team
leadership, yet it must be noted that leadership quality is very difficult to measure or evaluate; in
the research to date, the most common criterion for leadership effectiveness is the subordinates’
perception of the effectiveness of their leader, rather than direct measures of team performance.
Nonetheless, meta-analytic findings from this extensive literature provide indications of the
potential value of leadership in promoting team effectiveness (Kozlowski and Ilgen, 2006). In
this section, we review the research evidence for the impact of behavioral, relational,
transformational, transactional, contingency, and contextual approaches to leadership, with
particular emphasis on contextual approaches. Each of these approaches entails different
behaviors on the part of leaders (and in one case—the relational approach—also emphasizes the
behavior of followers), but they are not necessarily mutually exclusive and a single leader can
employ multiple approaches.
Behavioral Approach
Influential studies conducted at the Ohio State University in the 1950s identified two
overarching features of a behavioral approach to leadership: consideration (i.e., supportive,
person-oriented leadership) and initiating structure (i.e., directive, task-oriented leadership) (Day
and Zaccaro, 2007). Team outcomes have been found to be significantly correlated with both
features, suggesting that this classic approach is potentially viable for team leadership as well
(Judge, Piccolo, and Ilies, 2004). An advantage of this behavioral approach is its focus on
observable leader behaviors rather than personality traits, allowing many of its core elements of
this approach to be used with other leadership approaches, especially the transformational
approach, discussed below (Bass and Riggio, 2006).
Relational Approach
The relational approach, or leader-member exchange theory (LMX), describes the dyadic
relationship between leaders and followers, or subordinates. Research shows that followers who
negotiate high-quality exchanges with their leaders experience more positive work environments
and more effective work outcomes (Gerstner and Day, 1997; Erdogan and Bauer, 2010; Wu,
Tsui, and Kinicki, 2010). In this view, team leaders become especially important for shaping
team members’ perceptions of their shared environment and of team relationships (Kozlowski
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and Doherty, 1989; Hofmann, Morgeson, and Gerras, 2003).
Transformational Approach
The transformational approach, the most dominant leadership paradigm over the past
decade, focuses on leadership styles or behaviors that induce followers to transcend their
interests for a greater good (Kozlowski and Ilgen, 2006; Day and Antonakis, 2012).
Transformational leadership encompasses the behavioral dimensions of charisma, inspirational
motivation, intellectual stimulation, and individualized consideration.
While the transformational approach may be of particular relevance to teams, it has been
studied mainly at the individual level of analysis, assessing how leaders using this approach
influence individual followers11 and outcomes rather than team-level outcomes. In one of the few
studies looking specifically at teams, Lim and Ployhart (2004) found the transformational
approach to be more strongly related to performance in maximal-performance than in typicalperformance contexts, supporting the notion that transformational leadership facilitates
subordinate motivation and effort.12 Other studies have linked the transformational approach to
facets of a team’s collective personality and to its performance/profitability (Hofmann and Jones,
2005). Of direct relevance to science teams, recent research has demonstrated the multilevel and
cross-level influences of transformational leadership on the effectiveness of innovation teams
(Chen et al., 2013). In another example of the multilevel influences of organizational and team
leadership, Schaubroeck et al. (2012) found that higher-level leaders influence lower-level
leaders and teams by serving as leader models to emulate and by crafting cultures that influence
the lower level via alternative pathways.
Transactional Approach
The transactional approach (Bass, 1985) entails leader behaviors aimed at negotiating
mutually beneficial exchanges with subordinates. These behaviors can encompass contingent
rewards, including clear expectations and linkages with outcomes, active management by
exception (i.e., proactive and corrective action), and passive management by exception (i.e.,
reactive management after the fact).
Contingency and Contextual Approaches
The contingency approach matches the leader’s behavior to the context to maximize
outcomes and leadership effectiveness. This emphasis on context should be relevant to teams
engaged in complex tasks, as is the case for science teams (Dust and Zeigert, 2012; Hoch and
Duleborhn, 2013). While the contingency approach is no longer active in current research, it has
been tied to the development of a contextual approach to leadership. As its name suggests, this
approach emphasizes a more contextual perspective that recognizes the need to use a
combination of approaches to meet the leadership requirements of particular situations (Hannah
11

For leaders to exercise influence, followers must allow themselves to be influenced (Uhl-Bien and Pillai, 2007).
For a discussion of followership theory and a review of research related on followership, see Uhl-Bien et al. (2014).
12
Maximal-performance contexts involve tasks of relatively short duration in which team members are aware that
performance is being evaluated and accept that that maximal performance is expected on the task (Sackett, Zedeck,
and Fogli, 1988, as cited in Lim and Ployhart, 2004).
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and Parry, in press; Hannah et al., 2009; Simonton, 2013). For example, the contextual
circumstances of a particular team might require shared leadership, in which leaders share
leadership roles, functions, and behaviors among team members. Shared leadership can be
formally appointed at the outset of an endeavor or can emerge during the course of an activity
(Judge et al., 2002; Mann, 1959). Leadership emergence involves both the extent to which an
individual is viewed as a leader by others in the group (Hogan, Curphy, and Hogan, 1994; Judge
et al., 2002; Lord, DeVader, and Alliger, 1986), as well as the degree to which an individual
exerts influence on others (Hollander, 1964).
Contextual leadership should not be viewed as either hierarchal or shared. Instead,
research suggests that teams engaged in a combination of both hierarchal and shared forms of
leadership have the best outcomes (Ensley, Hmielski, and Pearce, 2006; Pearce, 2004; Pearce
and Sims, 2002). Understanding ways in which more traditional and hierarchical leadership may
be used in conjunction with more participative, shared, or otherwise emergent forms of
leadership is particularly relevant for effective leadership of science teams and groups. For
example, based on extensive, repeated interviews, Hackett (2005) found that the directors of
successful microbiology laboratories at elite research universities used and valued both directive,
hierarchical leadership and shared, participative leadership styles. It is also important to
understand how shifts in leadership hierarchies occur in science teams and groups and how best
to manage these shifts, depending on the stage of the research project or the expertise needed at
different times.
RESEARCH FINDINGS ON TEAM LEADERSHIP
The general leadership theories delineated in the previous section have useful, but only
indirect, implications for team effectiveness (Kozlowski and Ilgen, 2006). In part, this is because
they focus on a general set of behaviors that are broadly applicable across a wide variety of
situations, tasks, and teams. They neglect unique aspects of specific team tasks and processes
and the dynamic processes by which team members develop, meld, and synchronize their
knowledge, skills, and effort to be effective as a team (Kozlowski et al., 2009).
Leadership and Key Team Processes
As discussed in Chapter 3, team processes have been shown to be connected to team
effectiveness, and existing research demonstrates that leadership can influence several of these
team processes: team mental models, team climate, psychological safety, team cohesion, team
efficacy, and team conflict. Leader behaviors that can influence each of these behaviors in ways
that enhance team effectiveness are described below and summarized in Table 6-1.
Several leader behaviors can influence the development of team mental models. Marks,
Zaccaro, and Mathieu (2000) found that when leaders provided pre-briefs describing appropriate
strategies for carrying out team tasks, there were positive effects on team mental models, as well
as team processes and performance. Other research has linked leader pre-briefs/discussions of
planning strategies and debriefs/feedback to the development of team mental models (SmithJentsch et al., 1998; Stout et al., 1999).
Leadership can have a significant influence on team climate. Leader practices that define
the mission, goals, and instrumentalities for teams can shape team climate (James and Jones,
1974), as do communications from team leaders, particularly in terms of what leaders emphasize
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to team members (Kozlowski and Doherty, 1989; Schaubroeck et al., 2012; Zohar, 2000, 2002;
Zohar and Luria, 2004).
Psychological safety is a facet of team climate. Team leaders can foster a climate of
psychological safety through coaching, reducing power differentials, and encouraging inclusion
(Edmondson, 2003; Edmondson, Bohmer, and Pisano, 2001; Nembhard and Edmondson, 2006).
While research on the antecedents of team cohesion is limited, theory suggests that
developmental efforts by team leaders (e.g., Kozlowski et al., 1996, 2009) are likely to have a
strong influence on the team’s formation and maintenance. Newcomers to teams tend to
“respond positively to leader efforts to convey social knowledge, promote inclusion, and
communicate acceptance” (Kozlowski et al., 1996, p. 269, citing Major and Kozlowski, 1991).
Kozlowski and colleagues (1996) proposed that several leader behaviors therefore promote the
development of team cohesion, including explicitly defining social structure, promoting open
communications, and modeling self-disclosure.
Kozlowski and Ilgen (2006) identified several leadership behaviors that can influence the
development of team efficacy. One such behavior is creating mastery experiences that enable
team members to build individual self-efficacy, and then shifting the focus of team members
toward the team’s efficacy. Leadership efforts related to task direction and socio-emotional
support have also been found to predict team efficacy (Chen and Bliese, 2002, as cited in
Kozlowski and Ilgen, 2006).
As discussed in Chapter 3, team conflict, particularly within diverse teams such as
interdisciplinary or transdisciplinary science teams, may be inevitable. Leaders can minimize the
harmful effects of conflict on team effectiveness by actively employing conflict management
strategies. Marks and colleagues (2001) identified two approaches to conflict management:
preemptive and reactive. Preemptive approaches involve anticipating conflict in advance and
guiding team members through the process of resolving conflict by establishing cooperative
norms, charters, or other structures. In a study of 32 graduate student teams, Mathieu and Rapp
(2009) found that the quality of team charters was related to the quality of the teams’
performance. Reactive approaches involve guiding team members in working through conflicts,
employing the following strategies: specifying the nature of the disagreement and encouraging
team members to develop solutions to the problem, and fostering willingness to accept
differences of opinion, openness, flexibility, and compromise (Kozlowski and Ilgen, 2006).
Based on their analysis of in-depth interviews with members of successful and
unsuccessful science teams, and building on an earlier guide to team science (Bennett, Gadlin,
and Levine-Finley, 2010), Bennett and Gadlin (2012) proposed the use of pre-emptive
approaches to manage conflict. Specifically, they suggested that team leaders and members
develop explicit collaborative agreements at the beginning of a new research project, articulating
how decisions will be made, how data will be shared, how authorship of publications will be
handled, and other matters. The process of developing such plans requires the members to
discuss and reach agreement on potentially divisive issues in advance, building trust within the
team.
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TABLE 6-1 Team Processes That Are Influenced by Leader Behaviors
Process
Leadership Behaviors that Influence the Process
Team mental models
 Providing pre-briefs describing appropriate strategies for
carrying out team tasks and other planning strategies
 Conducting debriefs and providing feedback
Team Climate
 Defining the mission, goals, and instrumentalities for
teams
 Considering effects on team climate of emphasis in
communications to team members
Psychological Safety
 Coaching
 Reducing power differentials
 Encouraging inclusion
Team Cohesion
 Explicitly defining social structure
 Promoting open communications
 Modeling self-disclosure
Team Efficacy
 Creating mastery experiences that enable team members to
build individual self-efficacy, then shifting the focus of
team members toward the team
 Providing task direction and socio-emotional support
Team Conflict
 Anticipating conflict in advance and guiding team
members through the process of resolving conflict by
establishing cooperative norms, charters, or other
structures (preemptive approach)
 Guiding team members in working through conflicts,
employing the following strategies: specifying the nature
of the disagreement and encouraging team members to
develop solutions to the problem, and fostering
willingness to accept differences of opinion, openness,
flexibility, and compromise (reactive approach)
SOURCE: Created by the committee.
Leadership as a Dynamic Process
Team leadership involves the ability to direct and coordinate the activities of team
members; assess team performance; assign tasks; develop team knowledge, skills, and abilities;
motivate team members; plan and organize; and establish a positive climate (Salas, Sims, and
Burke, 2005). This is consistent with research on team leadership that proposes a functional
approach to understanding leadership structures and processes (Morgeson, DeRue, and Peterson,
2010), conceptualizing effectiveness in terms of team needs, satisfaction, and goal
accomplishment (Kozlowski and Ilgen, 2006).
This functional approach treats team leadership as a dynamic process necessitating
adaptive changes in leader behavior, as opposed to treating it as a fixed set of static and universal
behavioral dimensions. This implies that leaders must strive to be aware of the key contingencies
that necessitate shifts in leadership functions, and they must work to develop the underlying
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skills needed to help the team maintain fit with its task environment and resolve challenges.
Dynamic leadership is a process, not a destination; in other words, dynamic leaders recognize
that they must always continue to adapt their behavior to best meet the changing needs of
evolving projects. Given the dynamic nature of scientific research, leaders of science teams and
groups may be more successful if they adopt a dynamic or functional leadership approach, are
psychologically agile, and can use appropriate and varied modes of communication to engage
with people from multiple generations, backgrounds, and disciplines.
Researchers at the Center for Creative Leadership proposed an approach that might hold
promise for effectively incorporating both individual and collective forms of leadership as is
necessary in interdependent teams (Drath et al., 2008). They proposed that setting direction,
creating alignment, and building commitment is essential among people engaged in shared work,
and argued that any action that enables these three elements to occur is a source of leadership.
This source could be an individual, a collection of individuals, the task itself, or the external
environment. An advantage of this approach is that rather than offering a lengthy list of various
leadership functions and behaviors (or competencies), the focus is on just the three core
leadership tasks: setting direction, creating alignment, and building commitment.
These core leadership tasks are relevant to teams and can be used as a way to understand
the dynamic nature of team processes. For example, Kozlowski and Ilgen (2006) proposed that
team effectiveness occurs when team processes are aligned with environmentally driven tasks.
The core leadership task of creating alignment is consistent with this dynamic conceptualization
of team effectiveness. In this sense, team leadership involves all processes that serve to improve
team effectiveness. This type of leadership generally evolves throughout the life cycle of a team
as the necessary tasks at hand are constantly changing.
Dynamic models of team leadership have two primary foci centered on task cycles or
episodes, and the process of team skill acquisition and development. By harnessing cyclic
variations in team task cycles to the regulatory processes of goal setting, monitoring/intervention,
diagnosis, and feedback, the leader is able to guide team members in the development of targeted
knowledge and skills—the cognitive, motivational/affective, and behavioral capabilities that
contribute to team effectiveness. There is research evidence in support of this approach to team
leadership from a meta-analysis of 131 effects relating team leadership to team performance,
which found that team performance outcomes were associated with both task- and personfocused leadership (Burke et al., 2006). Specifically, Burke et al. (2006) found that task-focused
leadership had a moderate positive effect on perceived team effectiveness (r = .33) and team
productivity/quantity (r = .20), while person-focused leadership had almost no effect on
perceived team effectiveness (r =.036), a small positive effect on team productivity/quantity (r =
.28) and a larger positive effect on team learning (r = .56). Importantly, task interdependence
was also shown to be a significant moderator in that leadership had a larger effect when task
interdependence was high. The results of this research suggest that leadership in teams influences
team performance outcomes by shaping the way team members work with core tasks, and by
attending to the socio-emotional needs of the team.
A theory of dynamic team leadership, developed by Kozlowski and colleagues
(Kozlowski et al., 2009), elaborates on the role of the formal leader in the team development
process in helping the team move from relatively novice to expert status and beyond while
building adaptive capabilities in the team. In these latter stages of team development, the team
takes on more responsibility for its learning, leadership, and performance. In this manner,
vertical and shared leadership operate sequentially with a formal leader helping the team prepare
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itself to take on the core functions of leadership and learning. Thus, building adaptive
capabilities or collective leadership capacity (Day, Gronn, and Salas, 2004) is an important team
leadership challenge.
Tannenbaum and colleagues (2012) observed that the evolving drive for collaborative
leadership reflects the changing nature of teams and the environments in which they operate. As
team or larger group size increases, it becomes necessary for leaders to distribute certain
leadership tasks, empower team members for more self-management, and create good learning
opportunities for their members. An example of this evolution, described further in Box 6-1, is
the distribution of leadership within the large multiteam system of physicists, computer
scientists, and engineers conducting research supported by the Large Hadron Collider in
Switzerland. The distributed leadership approach reflects the “communitarian” culture of
particle physics, with its emphasis on verbal communication, the rapid dissemination of
information to all participants, and working for the common good (Knorr-Cetina, 1999). The
distribution of leadership across and within very large groups of scientists was born of necessity,
because the funding level required for the biggest projects precluded funding the same kinds of
projects in multiple places. In light of the rapid growth of large team science projects, other
disciplines than particle physics may benefit from developing a similar philosophy and a similar
leadership approach.
Although there has not been much empirical study of what facilitates teams to function
autonomously, current research suggests that team empowerment is facilitated by: supportive
organizational structures (Hempel, Zhang, and Han, 2012); team-based human resources for
training, development, and rewards (Adler and Chen, 2011); and team-based and external
reinforcing leaders (Kirkman and Rosen, 1999). Chen and Tesluk (2012) identified individuallevel, team-level, and organizational-level antecedents to team empowerment. At the individual
level, self-view, degree of self-efficacy, and need for achievement; job characteristics (such as
level of ambiguity and unit size); and the quality of relationships with supervisors and coworkers
influence team empowerment. At the team level, leadership behaviors, team climate, and team
work characteristics can influence team empowerment. At the organizational level,
organizational climate and human resource management practices such as employee
development systems and team-based rewards and training were identified as possible
antecedents to team empowerment (Chen and Tesluk, 2012).
Finally, the goal-directed activities of team task performance are cyclical in nature and
constantly changing (Marks, Mathieu, and Zaccaro, 2001). This episodic perspective on team
tasks distinguishes between action and transition phases of team performance, with the former
focusing on task engagement and the latter on task preparation and follow-up reflection. This has
important leadership implications. Specifically, there are certain processes or actions that are
targeted at managing the team transition phase (e.g., mission analysis, goal specification, strategy
formulation and planning), other actions targeted for the action phase (e.g., monitoring progress,
systems monitoring, team monitoring and backup, coordination), and actions that are relevant for
both transition and action phases (e.g., conflict management, motivating and confidence
building, affect management). Dynamic models of team leadership can be conceptualized in
contingency or contextual leadership terms, given that different actions or leadership functions
are required in different phases of team performance. Consonant with this perspective, a recent
study has proposed a model of transdisciplinary team-based research encompassing four distinct
phases (Hall et al., 2012b).
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Leadership and Team Faultlines
One area of research that is highly relevant to team leadership for effective team
functioning is the topic of faultlines. As discussed in Chapter 4, faultlines are defined as
boundaries that develop within and between teams that detract from their overall effectiveness.
Because faultlines escalate group conflict (Thatcher and Patel, 2012), their management, viewed
within the construct of shared leadership, is essential for well-functioning teams. On the flip side,
team conflict may also increase innovation by redirecting energy toward creating new ideas.
A strategy that leaders can use to mitigate conflict and strive instead toward innovation is
to build superordinate team identification and superordinate goals (Bezrukova et al., 2009; Jehn
and Bezrukova, 2010; Rico et al., 2012). Team identification and the strength of members’
attachment to the group may bind members together into a powerful psychological entity
(Ashforth and Mael, 1989; Van der Vegt and Bunderson, 2005; Chao and Moon, 2005).
Empirical research has demonstrated better performance of faultline groups when team
identification is high (Bezrukova et al., 2009). Another way leaders might reinforce
superordinate team identification is by establishing common goals, norms, or cultural values.
Cultural misalignment between group values and those of the larger business unit has negative
implications for performance (Bezrukova et al., 2012). Multicultural teams may be particularly
vulnerable to the development of team faultlines. Fussell and Setlock (2012) discussed types of
cultural variation and the effects on teamwork, and offered several strategies for overcoming
challenges presented to leaders of culturally diverse teams, including offering culture-specific
and diversity awareness training for team members, developing team interaction strategies to
address particular cultural issues (such as providing an anonymous way to make contributions to
team discussions when some members of the team are from a culture that discourages public
disagreement with leaders), and using appropriate collaboration tools.
Another approach to mitigating conflict is to create a cross-cutting strategy such as a
reward system or task role assignment that cuts across the group (Homan et al., 2008; Rico et al.,
2012). For example, in a science team or larger group, engineers and scientists may be grouped
together to work on different aspects of a prototype. The cross-cutting identification with the
shared task would be expected to decrease bias and contribute to productive communication by
reducing psychological distance between subgroups of engineers and scientists.
Finding common ground is yet another strategy that teams can use to leverage external
conflict to make faultlines less salient. This approach unites the team to “fight” against common
“enemies” outside the team (Brewer, 1999; Tajfel, 1982). In this way a team can fuel selfregulated forms of motivation by giving rise to enhanced perceived competence and by
generating elevated levels of perceived autonomy, and relatedness (Ommundsen, Lemyre, and
Abrahamsen, 2010).
Intergroup Leadership
One area of research on leadership in business and government that may be relevant to
leading science teams and larger group involves intergroup leadership. As Pittinsky and Simon
(2007) discussed, leaders can encounter challenges in their efforts to foster positive relationships
among subgroups of followers or constituents. Behaviors that foster subgroup or team
cohesiveness can positively impact outcomes within the subgroup or team, but at a cost to
relationships with other subgroups or teams, which can ultimately have a negative impact on
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outcomes of both the subgroups or teams and the larger business or governmental organization.
This is similar to the challenge of leading multiteam systems discussed later in this chapter.
Pittinsky and Simon (2007) discuss five leadership strategies for promoting positive intergroup
relations: (1) encouraging contact between groups, (2) actively managing resources and
interdependencies, (3) promoting superordinate identities, (4) promoting dual identities, and (5)
promoting positive intergroup attitudes. Hogg, Van Knippenberg, and Rast (2012) also
discussed the importance of intergroup leadership, and identify the leader’s ability to promote an
“intergroup relational identity” (p. 233) as critical to the development of positive intergroup
relationships.
RESEARCH FINDINGS ON TEAM SCIENCE LEADERSHIP
In this section we focus on the existing literature on science teams and larger groups and
discuss the leadership challenges in the emerging science of multiteam systems that are
frequently used to accomplish team science.
Models of Team Science Leadership
Because science teams and larger groups share many features with teams and groups in
other contexts, their leaders can enhance effectiveness partly by facilitating the team processes
shown to enhance effectiveness in other contexts, as shown in Table 6-1 above. Research and
theory conducted in science contexts also suggests that leader behaviors to foster these processes
will enhance effectiveness. For example, Gray, B. (2008) proposed that transdisciplinary teams
require leadership that creates a shared mental model or mindset among team members (i.e.,
cognitive tasks; see also O’Donnell and Derry, 2005); attends to the basic structural needs of the
team in terms of managing networks that develop among teams (i.e., structural tasks); and also
focuses on developing effective process dynamics within and between teams (i.e., procedural
tasks).
Gray, B’s (2008) view of collaborative team science leadership is conceptually very
similar to shared leadership, discussed earlier. It may be tempting therefore to conclude that
effective leadership in science teams can best be accomplished by facilitating collaborative and
shared leadership processes; however, this conclusion may be both premature and overly
simplistic. As noted above, Hackett (2005) found that the directors of successful microbiology
laboratories at elite research universities used and valued both directive, hierarchical leadership
and shared, participative leadership styles. Some of these science leaders adopted permissive,
participative leadership styles, allowing students and colleagues autonomy to learn and develop
their own approaches, while others were more forceful in their direction and follow more sharply
drawn lines of inquiry. This apparent leadership paradox is consistent with the notion that there
is no one best way to lead in terms of enhancing team effectiveness Hackett (2005) proposed
that the different leadership styles reflected each director’s multiple roles as a scientist, leader,
teacher, and mentor. Spending time in the laboratory may give a director greater control over
technologies and subordinate scientists, but less time for writing the proposals, papers, and
reviews that sustain the laboratory’s funding and its identity within the larger scientific
community. Over time, many of the directors lost their cutting-edge scientific skills and become
more reliant on the work of their followers, creating new tensions of leadership.
The research suggests that team science leaders would benefit from developing skills and
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behaviors that would allow them to practice directive as well as more participative, collaborative,
or shared styles of leadership depending on team needs. This is consistent with the dynamic
leadership processes described in the previous section.
Similar to studies in other contexts showing a relationship between leader behaviors,
team processes, and team effectiveness, a study of academic science teams in Europe found
significant positive relationships between supervisory behavior, group climate (a team process),
and research productivity (Knorr et al., 1979). Supervisory quality was measured by surveys of
followers’ satisfaction, including survey items related to the supervisor’s planning functions
(e.g., satisfaction with the quality of research program, satisfaction with personnel policies) and
integrative functions (e.g., satisfaction with group climate, scientist’s feeling of attachment to the
research unit). Within the overall positive relationship between supervisory quality and group
climate, ratings of the supervisors’ planning and integrative functions were the most important
intervening variables.
One practical way to deal with the complexities of science team leadership is through
engaging the members to collectively develop a team charter, which provides a written
agreement for task accomplishment and teamwork and has been shown to enhance effectiveness
in teams outside of science (Mathieu and Rapp, 2009).
Emerging Team Science Models and Leadership Implications
The two models of team science described in Chapter 3 incorporate many of the
leadership concepts discussed in this chapter, highlighting the potential value of professional
development for team science leaders.
In their integrative capacity model, Salazar and colleagues (2012) proposed that leaders
of interdisciplinary or transdisciplinary teams or larger groups can build the capacity for deep
knowledge integration (one of the key features of team science introduced in Chapter 1) through
several leadership styles and behaviors. For example, leaders who use an empowering leadership
style can enhance the use of the team’s intellectual resources (Kumpfer et al., 1993). This
facilitates equal access to dialogue that is often hindered by status and power differences
(Bacharach, Bamberger, and Munger, 1993; Ridgeway, 1991). Building consensus through team
developmental strategies such as experiential learning and appreciative inquiry, another
leadership technique, can help to develop agreement around goals and problem definition,
ultimately facilitating integrative knowledge creation (Stokols, 2006). Leaders who listen for
places where clarification might be needed are best placed to communicate knowledge across
geographic boundaries (Olson and Olson, 2000). Finally, conflict management (i.e., minimizing
team divisions, as in managing the faultiness discussed above) and affect management (i.e., the
facilitation of trust between team members) can also both serve as effective ways in which to
foster collaboration and knowledge generation (Salazar et al., 2012; Gray, 2008;
Csikszentmihalyi, 1994).
The integrative capacity model has important implications for research on team science
leadership. The model’s authors are currently conducting a study to determine how the
development of a team’s integrative capacity and subsequent knowledge outcomes are impacted
by boundary-spanning leadership behaviors and interventions. The research has the potential to
fill a vital gap within the literature by both developing measures of these constructs and
empirically testing the theoretical propositions linking integrative capacity to the creation of new
knowledge in multidisciplinary teams. The authors will measure the constructs and test their
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relationship to the theoretical propositions using a large-scale highly controlled quasiexperimental research design a sample of over 40 interdisciplinary science teams across several
U.S. universities.
The four-phase model proposed by Hall et al. (2012b) provides a roadmap to enhance the
development, management, and evaluation of transdisciplinary research (see Box 3-2). It
includes four relatively distinct phases: development, conceptualization, implementation, and
translation and suggests the use of several tools to accomplish the goals of each phase, such as
research networking tools in the development phase, the “Toolbox” seminars (see Chapter 5)
during the conceptualization phase, and conflict management tools during the implementation
phase. This new model suggests that leaders can play a valuable role by providing the
appropriate tools at each phase and working to ensure that team members use and learn from
these tools.
Role of Scientific Expertise
Most leaders of science teams and larger groups are appointed or elected to these
positions based on their scientific expertise (Bozeman and Boardman, 2013), and there is some
evidence that subordinate scientists’ rate the quality of their leaders primarily in terms of such
expertise (Knorr et al., 1979; Hackett, 2005). Gray, B. (2008) suggested that relevant scientific
expertise is critical to the leadership behaviors of managing meaning and visioning in
transdisciplinary science teams or larger groups. Gray, B. wrote:
Leaders manage meaning for others by introducing a mental map of desired goals and the
methods for achieving them while at the same time promoting individual creativity…. In
transdisciplinary research, the cognitive tasks of leadership largely consist of visioning
and framing…. This visioning process is referred to as intellectual stimulation by
transformational leadership researchers, and includes leader behaviors that promote
divergent thinking, risk taking, and challenges to established methods. Transdisciplinary
leaders need to be able to envision how various disciplines may overlap in constructive
ways that could generate scientific breakthroughs and new understanding in a specific
problem area. They themselves need to appreciate the value of such endeavors, be able to
communicate their vision to potential collaborators, and construct a climate that fosters
this collaboration (2008, pp. S125–S126).
Similarly, Bennett and Gadlin (2012) proposed that effective team science leaders are able to
articulate the scientific project vision, both to the research community and the home institution,
in a way that allows each team member to recognize his or her contributions. Some leaders of
large scientific groups have called for creating a new position, the interdisciplinary executive
scientist. This role would be filled by individuals who have both project management skills and
deep expertise in at least one of the disciplinary areas involved in the interdisciplinary
endeavor.13

13

See https://www.teamsciencetoolkit.cancer.gov/Public/expertBlog.aspx?tid=4&rid=1838 for
further discussion of this proposed position.
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Leadership of Multiteam Systems
A multiteam system is a complex system of teams created to accomplish goals too
ambitious for any single team (Zaccaro and DeChurch, 2012). The system may consist of various
types of teams and involve different leadership structures (Marks, Mathieu, and Zaccaro, 2001).
In science, multiteam systems may be engaged in interdisciplinary or transdisciplinary research
projects, which aim to deeply integrate knowledge from multiple disciplines and perspectives
(one of the key features of team science introduced in Chapter 1). Team leaders as well as
members face the challenges emerging from this feature, as they may be unfamiliar with
disciplines and perspectives included in their projects. Multiteam systems have also been
developed to organize the work of large groups of scientists who share complex, expensive
equipment, as is typical in physics (see Box 6-1) and space science (Shrum, Genuth, and
Chompalov, 2007).
Of direct relevance to the seven key features of team science, some factors thought to be
important in motivating different forms of multiteam leadership include the overall size of the
multiteam system, the amount and kind of diversity, geographic dispersion, the level of
interdependence among component teams, and power distribution among teams. More mature
multiteam systems are reported to display greater levels of shared leadership than less mature
multiteam systems, which makes sense given that shared leadership takes time to develop
(DeRue, 2011). In multiteam systems, leaders can engage participants in developing charters as
a way to develop effective norms for between-team communication and leadership processes
(Asencio et al., 2012). The process of creating a charter can also be used to identify a
representative from each team who would participate in system-level leadership, help coordinate
multiteam actions, and convey information across team boundaries.
To date there has been relatively little empirical research on leadership in multiteam
systems. One study involved analyses of critical incidents in mission-critical multiteam
environments, such as disaster relief systems (DeChurch et al., 2011). Based on the analysis, the
authors identified a set of leadership behaviors that promoted positive team and interteam
processes and enhanced performance of the multiteam systems. These behaviors included
formulating overall strategy and coordinating the activities of the component teams. In a
laboratory study examining leadership functions hypothesized to be important in synchronizing
multiteam systems, DeChurch and Marks (2006) manipulated leader strategizing and
coordinating and assessed their effects on functional leadership, interteam coordination, and the
performance of the multiteam system. Results supported a multilevel (i.e., team and multiteam)
model in which leader training positively influenced functional leadership, which in turn
improved inter-team coordination, and ultimately resulted in improved performance of the
multiteam system.
BOX 6-1
CERN: An Example of Successful Multiteam System Leadership
On July 4, 2012, the European Organization for Nuclear Research (CERN) in Geneva,
Switzerland, announced the observation of a new subatomic particle consistent with the Higgs
boson. Described as the “Holy Grail” of physics, the Higgs boson is important to fundamental
understanding of the universe because it helps to explain why matter has mass. The CERN
laboratory, founded in 1954, includes the Large Hadron Collider and detectors built specifically
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to study the Higgs mechanism. The observation of the Higgs boson was announced by two
groups made up of thousands of physicists, engineers, computer scientists, and technicians from
around the world (ATLAS Collaboration, 2012; CMS Collaboration, 2012). Research to date
suggests that the unique organizational structures (Shrum, Genuth, and Chompalov, 2007) and
culture (Knorr-Cetina, 1999; Traweek, 1988) of particle physics contributed to this scientific
breakthrough.
Following World War II, as physics developed into an important research field,
investigators developed increasingly large and powerful particle accelerators and detectors to
measure the activity of the particles. Groups organized around detectors function as semiautonomous units, linked to others by exchanges of information, students, postdoctoral fellows,
and technical gossip (Traweek, 1988). At CERN, the two groups that discovered the Higgs
boson are referred to as “experiments” and are named for the detectors that are the focus of their
research—the Compact Muon Solenoid (CMS) and ATLAS detectors—located within the Large
Hadron Collider. Each experiment is a very large group within the CERN system, and each is
composed of multiple layers of groups and subteams. This organizational structure reflects
DeChurch and Zacarro’s (2013) model of a multiteam system—an organization made up of
multiple teams that work toward different team goals, but share at least one system-level goal.
DeChurch and Zaccaro (2013) propose that multiteam systems must balance the tensions
of confluent and countervailing forces to succeed. Confluent forces, such as coordination within
and across teams, combine across teams and jointly enhance the performance of the entire
system. Countervailing forces, in contrast, operate in contradictory ways within and across
teams, detracting from the performance of the entire system. For example, team cohesion and
strong feelings of unique team identity may enhance team-level performance, but they
compromise information-sharing across teams.
The CMS experiment (Incandela, 2013) includes approximately 4,300 scientists,
engineers, and technicians from 42 countries and 190 institutions. Participants work in hundreds
of subteams organized in two major categories: service and physics. The service category
includes, for instance, a computing team that manages over 100,000 computers in 34 countries
and an offline team that manages reconstruction and analysis software. These teams collect
petabytes of information (22 in 2011 and 30 in 2012) for analysis, and oversee the networking
and computational resources to allow distributed access, called the grid. The physics category
includes multiple groups, such as the Higgs group of approximately 700 physicists organized
into five sub-teams (Incandela, 2013).
Both egalitarian and hierarchical, the experiment is led by consensus among physicists
motivated both by common interests and by formal goals and decisions established by CERN
and experiment leaders.14 At the top level are a board with representatives of all of the
collaborating national research institutions and an elected spokesperson who is the executive
head of the experiment. Countervailing forces sometimes emerge from strong identification with
a subteam or subgroup, usually because an overly ambitious subteam leader has difficulty with
collaborative science. To address this, top leaders rotate subteam leaders every two years, often
appoint two co-leaders, and, if there is potential danger to the entire experiment (the system
level), they may intervene as a last resort to replace a problematic subteam leader.
14

Because most funding for CERN experiments is controlled by member institutions and nations
rather than CERN directly, laboratory leaders rely heavily on consensus-building to achieve their
goals (Hofer et al., 2008).
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Countervailing forces are also dampened by the general approach of drawing subteam leaders
from within the team. If they demonstrate excellent performance, they may have more influence
when they return to the team, or they may be promoted—a possibility that may motivate them to
maintain cohesion with other teams in pursuit of the higher-level goals of CERN.
To encourage confluent forces, CMS leaders engage in intense, ongoing, and transparent
communications. They convene collaboration-wide weekly meetings to discuss news,
challenges, strategies, and plans. Almost all meetings are open to any participant (who may
attend in person or by video-conference), and open discussion of any major shifts in strategy
encourages all subteams to focus on system-wide goals.
At the same time, CERN leaders have worked to mitigate conflicts or countervailing
forces between and within the two experiments. For example, in the early development of
ATLAS, leaders used a slow, deliberative process to avoid conflicts between potential groups of
participants. Through extensive consultation, they were able to break open established, and often
competing, research groups and bring them into the project, as well as U.S. physicists who had
been engaged in design and planning of the Superconducting Super-Collider (SSC), a project that
was stopped by the U.S. Congress in 1993.
Particle physics has a unique “communitarian” culture, where verbal communication is of
great importance and people meet frequently at large and small conferences and quickly
disseminate information to each other (Knorr-Cetina, 1999). This culture encourages scientists
to work for the common good. For example, the two papers announcing the discovery of the
Higgs boson were authored by the “ATLAS Experiment” and the “CMS Experiment.” An online
appendix listed the 2,891 co-authors of the CMS paper, in alphabetical order, including all who
contributed to any part of designing, building, operating, or analyzing data from the experiment.
These publications reflect the established rule that any results are owned by the collaboration.
Individuals cannot publish results before going through the regular process of review and
approval inside the experiment, with input from the CERN publications committee. This internal
review process is so thorough that journals trust the outcome with little further review—a
practical solution since most of those with the technical expertise to serve as journal peer
reviewers are affiliated with the experiments.
End of Box 6-1
LEADERSHIP DEVELOPMENT FOR TEAM SCIENCE LEADERS
Leader and team member skills and knowledge are essential to foster effective team
science. This includes both scientific knowledge and skills relevant to the research problem at
hand and knowledge and skills to foster positive team or group processes that, in turn, enhance
scientific effectiveness. The previous chapter discussed education and professional development
for team members. Here we discuss approaches to developing the skills and knowledge required
for effective leadership of science teams and larger groups.
Research conducted in contexts outside science has found that formal leadership
development interventions can help leaders develop the capacity to foster positive team and
organizational processes, thereby increasing effectiveness of the leader (e.g., Avolio et al., 2009;
Collins and Holton, 2004). For example, in a meta-analysis of research on leadership and
performance, Avolio et al. (2009) found, across 37 leadership training and development
interventions, a positive corrected effect size (d) of .60. The authors also analyzed the return on
investments in the training and development interventions included in the study. They found that
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investments in the interventions with moderate to strong effects would yield positive returns in
improved performance. For example, for a mid-level leader, the return on an investment in a
development intervention with moderate effects ranged from 36 percent for online training to
169 percent for on-site training. As noted above, in their laboratory study of multiteam system
leadership, DeChurch and Zaccaro (2006) found that leader training positively influenced
functional leadership, which in turn improved interteam coordination, thereby improving the
performance of the multiteam system.
Leadership development trajectories are influenced not only by formal training and
leadership development programs, but also by experience in leadership positions. Day (2010)
noted that deliberate practice is a very important component of leadership development, as is
fostering a sense of identity as a leader, which can lead to greater interesting in furthering
learning about leadership and improving leadership skills (see Day, Sin, and Chen, 2004; Day,
2011; Day and Sin, 2011; Day and Harrison, 2007). In addition to the mechanisms of formal
training programs and experiential learning, self-directed learning or self-development can play
an important role in leadership development (see Boyce, Zaccaro, and Wisecarver [2010] for an
examination of leaders’ propensity for self-development). Formal leadership training
interventions may work to improve leadership styles and behaviors partly by fostering
participants’ sense of identity as a leader, and thus supporting experiential and self-directed
learning.
The scientific community has begun to recognize the potential benefit of formal
professional development for team or group leaders. Efforts are under way to extend and
translate the leadership research to science contexts, as briefly described in the examples below.
Science Executive Education
This program funded by the National Science Foundation (NSF) is designed to address
the fact that science executives who manage science enterprises often learn on-the-job through
trial and error, usually without benefit of knowledge from organization science that might help
them. As is the case for business executives, science executives need expertise in organizational
governance, innovation management, resource provisioning, workforce development, turnover
reduction, process improvement, and strategic leadership. However, for important contextual
reasons, such as the fact that the business focus is on competitive industries rather than the precompetitive world of basic research, business education models usually cannot be directly
applied to science. Science executives increasingly have to balance long-term vs. short-term
goals, temporary projects vs. permanent organizations, planning vs. spontaneous action, and
standardization vs. fluid technical innovation. Hence, the lack of science executive expertise is
regarded as a “rate-limiter” to moving toward greater coordination and collaboration.
In response to this need, the Science Executive Education program was developed,
drawing on research on interorganizational governance, virtual teams, distributed team
collaboration, and innovation management involving organizational learning and memory.
Extending project management to entrepreneurial leadership is at the center of science executive
education (Cummings and Keisler 2007, 2011; Karasti, Baker, and Millerant, 2010; Claggett and
Berente 2012; Rubleske and Berente 2012). Science executive education focuses on four main
areas: matching sources and uses for funds over time, explaining the “value-added” of centers to
various constituencies, improving hiring and retention of key employees, and better handling of
the “socio” in socio-technical systems.
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Project Science Workshops
This program, which has been in existence for 11 years, aims to develop project
management skills for leaders of large science research projects. Developed by astronomer Gary
Sanders with support from NSF, the annual workshop uses didactic presentations and case
studies to cover a range of project management challenges, including design of complex projects
and the tools needed for their management15. Topics at the workshop have included large-scale
collaborative science; building scientific structure and partnerships; and selection, governance,
and management of unique large-scale research facilities. The 2012 workshop attracted
scientists from a wide range of large projects, such as the Blue Waters supercomputer at the
University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign, the Summit Station Greenland facilities, the iPlant
collaborative focused on creating cyber infrastructure and tools for plant biology, and the
interdisciplinary team creating the Thirty Meter Telescope in Pasadena, California.
Leadership for Innovative Team Science (LITeS)
The Colorado Clinical and Translational Sciences Institute (CCTSI) developed the LITeS
program in 2008 to strengthen participants’ leadership, to foster team science through the
establishment of a network of researchers who can support one another, and to increase
opportunities for researchers to collaborate across disciplines. The program is provided annually
to a cohort of both senior and developing leaders working in clinical and translational research at
the University of Colorado, and is structured as a full-year experience that includes participation
in small-group projects and four workshops covering a variety of topics relevant to science team
leadership, as well as individual feedback and coaching (Colorado Clinical and Translational
Sciences Institute, 2014). The program description on the Institute’s website (CCTSI, 2014, p. 6)
states that the LITeS program “is designed to address three major domains for leadership: (1)
knowledge of individual leadership styles and behaviors; (2) interpersonal and team skills for
leading, managing, and working with people; and (3) process skills for increasing quality and
efficiency in the work of academic leadership.”
ADDRESSING THE SEVEN FEATURES THAT CREATE CHALLENGES FOR TEAM
SCIENCE
The research findings on the general topic of leadership, team leadership, and science
teams in particular address the challenges of team science in unique ways. The consistent theme
from this research is that no single leadership style or behavior can be prescribed for effective
leadership and management of teams, but rather, a combination of approaches is required. This
combination encompasses: shared and hierarchical leadership; contingency and dynamic
leadership that recognize the cyclical and temporal needs of a team as it develops and evolves
over time; goal alignment; and the management of faultlines within and between teams that
manifest as conflict, including conflict that drives innovation. Moreover, emerging research
suggests that leaders of science teams and larger groups can be helped to acquire leadership
behaviors and team management skills. In Table 6-2, we summarize how the research findings
discussed in the previous section might be applied to address each of the team science features
15 More information is available at: http://www.projectscience.org/ [March, 2015].
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that can create communication and coordination challenges.
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TABLE 6-2 Addressing Seven Features that Create Challenges for Team Science
Feature
Research addressing the challenges emerging from the feature
1. High diversity of membership  Dynamic team leadership. Formal leader plays a key role in the development and prepares team
to take on more responsibility over time (Kozlowski et al., 2009).
 Adopting the view of team performance cycles. Understanding the four-phase model and how to
approach each phase (Hall et al., 2012b).
 Managing faultlines (Bezrukova et al., 2009).
2. Deep knowledge integration  Setting direction, creating alignment, and building commitment (Drath et al., 2008).
3. Large size
 Team empowerment for shared leadership (Tannenbaum et al., 2012).
4. Goal misalignment with other  Direction, alignment, and commitment (see #2 above).
teams
 Developing a team charter.
 Leadership training, developing integrative capacity (Salazar et al., 2012):
o Empowering leadership styles (Kumpfer et al., 1993).
o Building consensus (Stokols, 2006).
o Listening for places where clarification might be needed (Olson and Olson, 2000).
o Conflict and affect management (Gray, B., 2008; Csikszentmihalyi, 1994).
5. Permeable team and group
 Contingency leadership and the four-phase model (Hall et al., 2012b).
boundaries
 Develop a shared mental model or mindset among team members (i.e., cognitive tasks); attend to
basic structural needs of the team in terms of managing networks that develop among
interdisciplinary and transdisciplinary teams (i.e., structural tasks); and focus on developing
effective process dynamics within and between teams (i.e., procedural tasks) (Gray, 2008).
 Leader and team member behaviors oriented toward bridging disparate networks with to
facilitate knowledge generation and integrative capacity. See also “leadership training” in #4
(Salazar et al., 2012).
6. Geographic dispersion
 See discussion in Chapter 7.
7. High task interdependence

 Task-focused leadership. Leadership is important when task interdependence is high. Leadership
can shape the way team members work on core tasks and should attend to the socio-emotional
needs of the team (Burke et al., 2006).

Source: Created by the committee
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SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATION
Currently, most leaders of science teams and larger groups are appointed to their
positions based solely on scientific expertise and lack formal leadership training. At the same
time, an extensive body of research on organizational and team leadership in contexts outside of
science has illuminated leadership styles and behaviors that foster positive interpersonal
processes, thereby enhancing organizational and team performance. Extending and translating
this research could inform the creation of research-based leadership development programs for
leaders of science teams and groups. The committee expects that such programs would
strengthen science team leaders’ capacity to guide and facilitate the team processes, thereby
enhancing team effectiveness.
Conclusion: Fifty years of research on team and organizational leadership in contexts
other than science provides a robust foundation of evidence to guide professional
development for leaders of science teams and larger groups.
Recommendation 3: Leadership researchers, universities, and leaders of team
science projects should partner to translate and extend the leadership literature to
create and evaluate science leadership development opportunities for team science
leaders and funding agency program officers.
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7
Supporting Virtual Collaboration
As science attempts to answer bigger and bigger questions, it is more and more likely that
the people participating in the effort together reside in different locations, institutions, and even
countries. As noted in Chapter 1, scientific publications are increasingly written by teams and
larger groups across institutional boundaries (Jones, Wuchty, and Uzzi, 2008), and geographic
dispersion is one of the seven features that can create challenges for team science, particularly
with communication and coordination. This chapter begins by delineating these challenges. We
then describe, in turn, the findings of the literature on how these challenges are met by the
individual members of the distributed team or larger group, the team or group leaders, and the
organizations that wish to support distance collaborations.
Because many of the disadvantages that arise from being distant from one’s colleagues
can be mitigated by various kinds of technologies, we next describe the suite of technologies
available to support distance science. We then summarize how technology addresses some of the
challenges of being geographically distributed. This chapter focuses on addressing a single
feature of team science that creates challenges, and the discussion, conclusions, and
recommendations all address this challenge. Therefore, we do not include a separate discussion
of the seven features that create challenges for team science identified in Chapter 1 as we do in
Chapters 4 through 6. The chapter ends with conclusions and recommendations.
The chapter draws on many rich case studies of large groups and organizations16
composed of geographically distributed scientists and other professionals, which are
supplemented by focused experiments and large-scale surveys and analyses of public records.
For example, starting in the 1990s in the United States, the National Science Foundation has
sponsored the development of a new organizational form for scientific collaboration called the
Collaboratory (Wulf, 1993 Finholt and Olson, 1997), a laboratory without walls. In Europe this
movement is called eScience or eResearch (Jankowski, 2009). To address science problems that
are increasingly large and complex, collaboratories combine experts from multiple universities.
Thus, they are typically geographically distributed, encountering all the issues outlined in this
chapter in addition to those discussed earlier. The Science of Collaboratories Database (Olson
and Olson, 2014) lists over 717 such collaboratories, mainly in science, but also in the
humanities. Many of the entries include information about the topic, the participants, the shared
instruments (like the Large Hadron Collider) if any, funding, and the type of collaboratory, based
on a proposed typology.
SPECIAL CHALLENGES FOR GEOGRAPHICALLY DISPERSED LARGER GROUPS
OR TEAMS
Challenges for geographically dispersed groups include members being blind and
invisible to one another; time zone differences; differences across institutions, countries, and
cultures; and uneven distribution of members across participating locations.

16

As noted in chapter 1, an organization typically incorporates a differentiated division of labor and an integrated
structure to coordinate the work of the individuals and teams within it.
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Being Blind and Invisible
People working with others at distant locations are both invisible to those colleagues
(Bell and Kozlowski, 2002) and blind to their actions and situations. In addition, people working
virtually with remote colleagues are often unaware of the detailed context of those colleagues’
work (Martins, Gilson, and Maynard, 2004). Research has shown that face-to-face
communication is the most valuable contributor to team performance (Pentland, 2012). Without
explicit communication (Olson and Olson, 2000) or opportunities for periodic in-person visits,
remote others do not know what individuals are working on, what their roadblocks and
challenges are, and how they can help or be helped (Cramton, 2001). Technology solutions such
as those outlined later in this chapter can help provide group members with the awareness they
need to collaborate effectively, but group members must use these tools for this to happen. In
other words, people need to take extra effort to report to remote others what they are working on,
what the open issues are, and in general what the current context of work is, using email,
videoconferencing, teleconferences, or other electronic media.
There are additional issues of awareness not about the details of work but about the
higher-level context of work. For example, a manager might unwittingly schedule a meeting
during a remote location’s predicted blizzard, or, crossing country boundaries, during hours
outside of their normal workweek (e.g., people in France typically work a 35-hour workweek,
having Friday afternoon as part of the weekend). Conversations that include people at the same
location may also include references to weather, politics, and sports familiar to the local
participants, but not to those in remote locations (Haines, Olson, and Olson, 2013). Finally,
people starting a virtual collaboration may have difficulty establishing a work norm, and
individuals joining an existing virtual group may have difficulty learning and adhering to such a
norm once it has been established.
Time Zone Differences
Scheduling meetings that include participants from around the world can be a challenge
due to people working with collaborators in different time zones. Constraints on available
meeting times can range from merely being an hour off to having no overlap in people’s working
days (Kirkman and Mathieu, 2005). These constraints can lead to inconveniences to team
members, such as the need to calculate and document accurate times among collaborators.
Alternatively, some group members may have to make compromises to their own schedules,
such as meeting early in the morning before their typical workday begins, during lunch, or late in
the evening (Cummings, Espinosa, and Pickering, 2009; Massey, Montoya-Weiss, and Hung,
2003). Such compromises are more often made by the “minority” group member (the one
individual on the other side of the globe) and can result in resentment or burn-out.
Differences across Institutions
Science groups increasingly cross university boundaries. Academic institutions have
different teaching schedules (some schools are on the quarter system, some semester, some
intensive eight-week sessions). Different institutions also have different interpretations of rules
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about use of human subjects or about who owns intellectual property (Cummings and Kiesler,
2005, 2007). In addition, academic institutions use different technologies.
Differences across Countries
Crossing country boundaries can create challenges regarding laws and expectations about
intellectual property. In particular, regulations about the use of scientific specimens can differ,
especially in human medicine. Laws and expectations related to intellectual property differ not
only in terms of ownership of discoveries, but also in terms of the use of ideas and expressions of
others, as expressed in different definitions of copyright and plagiarism (Snow et al., 1996).
Expectations can also differ around protecting the privacy of human research subjects (for
example, by requiring individuals to sign informed consent forms), the use of data and software
(with or without license), and how data are managed and shared.
Differences across Cultures
Even more subtle than differences in laws and expectations about intellectual property are
differences in unspoken norms of work, definitions of various terms, and work style expectations
(Kirkman, Gibson, and Kim, 2012). For example, in the United States, organizational decisions
are often made by a high-level steering group and then announced so that others will buy in. In
Japan and India, the decision-making process is much more consultative, as decisions are worked
out in small groups to gain buy-in before being announced more ceremonially to the whole
organization (Gibson and Gibbs, 2006). Subtle factors about conversational style also can differ.
For example, in some cultures, the pauses in conversation are long, allowing time to think and
honor what was just being said; in other cultures (in particular the United States), conversations
progress at a rapid pace and people may “step on” each other’s sentences and start to speak. A
conversation including people from these two cultures can create impressions of disrespect on
the one hand and assessment that the other has nothing to say on the other. Although beyond the
scope of this report, there are many cultural differences when working across country boundaries
and these can have important effects on communication and ultimately effectiveness (Fussell and
Setlock, 2012). Some very large, geographically distributed research organizations (e.g., CERN;
see Box 6-1) provide support for these challenges, but other international groups are left to deal
with these challenges on their own.
Uneven Distribution of Group Members across Participating Locations
Often, members of geographically dispersed groups are not evenly distributed across all
participating locations (O’Leary and Cummings, 2007). There is commonly a “headquarters”
that involves the largest number of people, and satellites of one or two people included because
of their special expertise. This is often referred to as the “hub and spoke” model. The culture
and communication style of the headquarters typically dominate, and the group members at
remote locations may experience lower status and less power, while their needs and progress are
invisible to others (Koehne, Shih, and Olson, 2012).
Power and attention is more evenly distributed if each location has a critical mass of
people, although this presents its own challenges. As noted in Chapter 5, Polzer et al. (2006)
found that having subgroups based on geography was associated with higher conflict and lower
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trust. In particular, conflict was highest and trust was lowest when there were two co-located
subgroups (e.g., half of the group members were in one country and half in another). Similarly,
O’Leary and Mortensen (2010a and b) found that when there is a critical mass of participants at
several locations, the individuals have a tendency to form “in-groups” and “out-groups,” with a
tendency to disfavor and even disparage the out-groups.
CHARACTERISTICS THAT ENABLE GROUP OR TEAM MEMBERS TO MEET THE
CHALLENGES
As discussed in Chapter 4, individuals with social skills, such as those who score high on
personality inventories as extroverts, are more likely to easily monitor and respond appropriately
to actions and attitudes of others in their group or team (McCrae and Costa, 1999). Social skills
are likely to be valuable in distributed groups, given that members need to communicate
regularly and explicitly about the work being done.17 An additional individual characteristic that
may be valuable is being trustworthy (Forsyth, 2010). Trust is an important binder of any group
or team and engendering trust is especially important when members have infrequent contact
with each other and few opportunities to directly interact in visible ways (Jarvenpaa, Knoll, and
Leidner, 1998).
As discussed in detail later in this chapter, working in a distributed group involves
communication and coordination through collaboration technologies ranging from email and
audio/videoconferencing to more sophisticated systems for scheduling time and sharing
documents or data. Thus another salient member characteristic is technological readiness—a
disposition to learn new technologies and appropriate training to make the learning easy. Also
required at the individual level is the openness to explore new ways of working, in which one
explicitly communicates actions that normally require no special thought (Blackburn, Furst, and
Rosen, 2003). In addition, the individual must be willing to commit the time needed to learn the
new technologies, both to get started and then to share best practices as the technology is adapted
to the work.
Because remote collaborators cannot see and interact with each other directly and may
have to overcome divisive boundaries, they often must learn new habits of working, many of
them through technologies. In addition to good email habits (e.g., acknowledging receipt of
email even though there is no time at the present to respond fully), people have to learn to
explicitly make their actions available to others so they are aware of progress and obstacles
(Cramton, 2001).
LEADERSHIP STRATEGIES TO MEET THE CHALLENGES
There is growing evidence that effective leadership can help science groups and teams
meet the challenges of collaborating across long distances. For example, Hoch and Kozlowski
(2014) conducted a study of 101 virtual teams and found that when teams were more virtual in
nature, traditional, hierarchical leadership was not significantly related to team performance,
whereas shared leadership (discussed in Chapter 6) was significantly related to performance.
This result was expected because the lack of face-to-face contact and often asynchronous nature
of electronic communication makes it more difficult for team leaders to directly motivate
members and manage team dynamics. The authors also found that for these teams, structural
17 As discussed in Chapter 5, individuals can be trained to develop social and interpersonal skills.
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supports were more related to team performance than hierarchical leadership. Structural
supports provide stability and reduce ambiguity in ways that may compensate for the uncertainty
that characterizes virtual environments. Such supports include providing fair and transparent
rewards for virtual teamwork and maintaining ongoing, transparent communications while
managing information flow. Some leadership strategies that can help increase the effectiveness
of virtual science teams are discussed below.
Leading Virtual Teams
One of the important leadership activities for distributed groups occurs in meetings.
Meetings present a challenge because of the unreliability of audio/videoconferencing, and the
lack of cues about who would like to speak next or people’s reactions to what is being said. The
leader must explicitly solicit commentary and contributions from everyone, even polling
individuals across all locations (Duarte and Snyder, 1999). Not only does this ensure that needed
information and opinions are heard, but also those at the smaller, distant locations feel respected
for being asked. Also, when scheduling meetings among people who reside in disparate time
zones, it is important that the leader fairly distribute the inconvenience of working outside of
regular work hours to participate in the real-time meeting (Tang et al., 2011).
Also, the leader must be proactive in finding out what team or group members are doing
(Duarte and Snyder, 1999). In a co-located setting, this is done by informally walking the
hallways. In a distributed science group or team, it requires regular contact with all members.
Frequent contacts, by e-mail instant messaging, voice, or video, are critical to supplement more
formal scientific or technical progress reports. This contact also helps members know that they
are valued members of the collaboration.
Managing Group or Team Dynamics
Common Experiences
The experience bases of individuals from different locations are likely to differ more
greatly than the experience bases of individuals who are co-located. As discussed in Chapter 3,
shared experience facilitates the development of two interpersonal processes that have been
shown to enhance team performance—shared mental models (shared understanding of goals,
tasks, and responsibilities) and transactive memory (knowledge of each team member’s unique
expertise; (Kozlowski and Ilgen, 2006). In addition, team members’ direct interactions shape
team climate (shared understanding of strategic imperatives)—another process shown to improve
team effectiveness. As such, virtual teams and groups are more likely to be successful if they
engage in activities designed to overcome the lack of opportunities for shared experience,
focusing, for example, on establishing common vocabularies and work style as explicit goals
(Olson and Olson, 2014). This is especially important if the members come from different
institutions and/or cultural backgrounds. Kick-off meetings are often used as a forum for
members to explicitly assess habits and expectations, discuss differences, and agree on ways to
resolve differences to increase chances for success (Duarte and Snyder, 1999).
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Enhancing Readiness for Collaboration
To enhance readiness for collaboration, leaders can engage with members to foster
intrinsic motivations, create extrinsic motivations, develop trust and respect, and thus improve
group or team effectiveness. Individual members of a distributed group may have intrinsic
(internal) motivation to work with the other members, either through personal ties or based on
the realization that they need each other’s expertise in order to succeed. Both of these behaviors
generate respect; when people feel they are respected, they are more likely to be motivated to
contribute (Olson and Olson, 2014). If these conditions do not hold, then the leader may need to
design explicit motivators, including group rewards and individual incentives that reflect how
well the person contributed to the group (discussed further in Chapter 8).
Activities designed to foster trust and team or group self-efficacy—two other team
processes shown to enhance effectiveness in non-science teams—may bolster the chance of a
science team or group’s success. First, because trust is slow to develop in a distributed group
(with fewer occasions for people to learn how trustworthy others are and to become familiar with
others’ personal lives), leaders could provide exercises or activities for developing trust. For
example, virtual chat sessions, in which people are encouraged to talk about their non-work lives
and share things about themselves that indicate vulnerability, have been shown to build trust
(Zheng et al., 2002). Although such sessions can be valuable, the need to develop trust is one of
the primary reasons that many teams conduct a face-to-face meeting of all participants at the
outset of a project. Engaging the participants in team professional development activities can
also build teamwork and trust (see Chapter 5).
The second, related interpersonal process that helps ensure success is team or group selfefficacy, an attitude of “we can do it” (Carroll, Rosson, and Zhou, 2005; see Chapter 3 for
further discussion). This attitude encourages people to do extra work or find solutions when
obstacles arise. Again, team-building exercises can help engender this attitude. As with trust,
team self-efficacy enhances success in co-located as well as distributed teams, but when team
members are distant, these processes are harder to establish and maintain.
Nature of the Work
When work is routine, such as on an auto assembly line, most people know what to do
and what others are doing to coordinate their work. When work is complex, it is more
challenging to keep track of what needs to be done and who is going to do it. Collaborating at a
distance is particularly difficult when the work is complex, as it is in team science (Olson and
Olson, 2000). For example, in a study of 120 software and hardware development projects that
were high in complexity, Cummings, Espinosa, and Pickering (2009) found that spatial
boundaries (working across different cities) and temporal boundaries (working across time
zones) were both associated with coordination delay. Coordination delay was defined in this
study as the extent to which it took a long time to get a response from another member, member
communication required frequent clarification, and members had to rework tasks.
One solution for managing complex work at a distance is to divide up tasks into modules
so that most of the coordination and discussion happens among people who are co-located,
essentially reducing the critical communication required across locations (Herbsleb and Grinter,
1999). Because of the stresses of distance to awareness, communication, and coordination, the
design of the work is critical (Malone and Crowston, 1994), and cognitive task analysis may aid
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in the distribution of work (see Chapter 4). If it is not possible to change the design of the work,
then group or team members will be required to engage in extensive efforts to coordinate their
research tasks.
HOW ORGANIZATIONS
CAN SUPPORT VIRTUAL COLLABORATION
Geographically distributed science teams and larger groups are typically composed of
members from separate organizations (e.g., universities). The culture and incentive structures of
these organizations influence the collaborative readiness of groups or teams that cross its
boundaries. An organization’s culture sets the stage for the degree of competitiveness among,
and status of, its members. The members within an organization work to act in ways that are
aligned with reward structures. Misalignments, due to the incentive structure being individuallyfocused versus team-focused or knowledge-driven versus product-driven, can have deleterious
effects on its members’ ability to successfully engage in team science.
In academics, disciplines vary in their competitiveness. For example, some scientists
conducting research on Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome (AIDS), such as geneticists,
immunologists, and pharmacists, may be intensely competitive because of the large amount of
money and prestige associated with finding a cure. In another example, scientists in the
BioDefense Center, a consortium of organizations in the northeastern United States funded by the
National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases, did not initially share their data because of
fear of being “scooped” by someone publishing findings from their data before the data
originator could do so. Coordination of distributed work is always easier when a scientific
discipline or community has a culture of sharing and cooperation (Bos, 2008; Knorr-Cetina,
1999; Shrum, Genuth and Chompalov, 2007).
In projects requiring individual scientists to submit data to a shared repository, reward
structures (e.g., based on use of the data by others) may be needed to motivate people to share
their data (Bos, Olson, and Zimmerman, 2008). GenBank, a genetic sequence database of the
National Institutes of Health (NIH), requires genomic data to be entered into the database as a
precondition for publishing. The Alliance for Cellular Signaling worked with Nature, a highly
prestigious journal, to develop a new process to review and publish a database of “Molecule
Pages” (Li et al., 2002). These data sets are the standard format for the output of hard work by
the scientists, but differ from traditional publications. Nature editors would then certify this
review process when young professors came up for tenure with these kinds of publications. In
2010, there were 606 Molecule Pages published, 88 under review, and 203 under preparation
(see further discussion of authorship, promotion, and tenure in the following chapter).
Competition can also play a role in scientific research. Not only is it a great motivator,
but also it is the most immediate source of corroboration and error correction. Creating parallel
teams is common in particle physics. For example, as detailed earlier in Box 6-1, two separate
teams built and operated different detectors at the Large Hadron Collider in order to find and
examine the Higgs particle. These large international teams worked independently and
announced their results simultaneously, yielding two broadly consistent sets of results that have
been accepted with high confidence.
The leader of a distributed science group or team is often affected by decisions made at
the organizational level, such as the university. For example, incentive structures are often
dictated by the organization, and the culture of collaboration and/or competition is often strongly
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influenced by the entire organization or even profession. The organization may dictate the
design of the research project or designate how many people are located at each site, which can
in turn affect how interdependent the tasks are, with the consequent stresses on communication
and coordination. The funding agency or organization ultimately determines the project budget,
which in turn dictates how much money is available for technical capabilities and support.
Although the leader can argue for the importance of technology suites, support, and training to
facilitate remote collaboration, the keeper of the funds often makes the final allocation.
When multiple organizations are involved, as is often the case in long-distance
collaborations, there are additional issues to work out. Explicit efforts to align research goals
across institutions may delegate the institution-specific goals to a secondary level. Legal and
financial issues may have to be negotiated, for example, to reconcile varying approaches to
allocation of project funds in different countries. In large academic research projects, there are
issues related to who gets credit for the results, not just the publications, but at the organizational
level, as well as who gets credit for the funding award and who owns the intellectual property.
Although many organizations seek to foster flexibility and creativity through a flatter
organizational hierarchy, this approach works best for co-located teams, where it is easier to
communicate and share context and tacit information. For large, distributed groups, work goes
more smoothly with at least some authority and designated roles and responsibilities (Hinds and
McGrath, 2006; Shrum, Genuth, and Chompalov, 2007). As noted above, leadership that is
shared and provides structural supports (e.g., providing fair and transparent rewards for virtual
teamwork, managing information flow) has been shown to improve effectiveness in distributed
teams (Hoch and Kozlowski, 2014).
Organizations and group leaders may benefit from the use of an online assessment tool
called the Collaboration Success Wizard (http://hana.ics.uci.edu/wizard/). This tool asks the
participants in a particular team science project to answer approximately 50 questions about the
nature of the work, the motivations, the common ground, the management, and the technology
needs/uses in the project. The respondent can ask for immediate feedback on where the team or
group is strong, where vulnerabilities might lie, and, importantly, what to do about them.
Following completion of the surveys, project leaders can obtain a summary report, again
showing strengths, vulnerabilities, and what to do about them, because there are occasions when
different individuals or subgroups may have different views about their work.
TECHNOLOGY TO SUPPORT VIRTUAL COLLABORATION
In this section, we first review the kinds of technologies that have been effective in
supporting distributed work, with different kinds of work benefiting from different constellations
of technologies. The committee’s framework follows closely that of Sarma, Redmiles, and van
der Hoek (2010), categorizing technologies as communication tools, coordination tools, and
information repositories, adding significant aspects of the computational environment (See Table
7-1). Although we refer to specific technologies, the point is not to recommend a specific
current technology, because it will quickly be replaced with newer versions. We rather wish to
emphasize the types of technology that are useful and why. We then present an analytic scheme
to guide people in choosing the right constellation of technologies for their work.
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TABLE 7-1 Classification of Technologies to Support Distance Work
Communication Tools
Information Repositories
Email and texting
Computational Infrastructure
Voice and videoconferencing
System architecture
Chat, forums, blogs, and wikis
The network
Virtual worlds
Large-scale computation
Human computation
Coordination Tools
Shared calendars
Awareness tools
Meeting support
Workflow and resource scheduling
SOURCE: Olson and Olson, 2014. Reprinted with permission
Types of Collaboration Technologies
Communication Tools
Email and texting Email is ubiquitous and many experts have characterized it as the first
successful collaboration technology (Grudin, 1994; Satzinger and Olfman, 1992; Sproull and
Kiesler, 1991; Whittaker, Bellotti, and Moody, 2005). One of the cornerstones of its success is
that today it is independent of the device- or application used to send and receive it, and, with
attachments, it is a way to share almost anything the recipient can read. As happens with other
technologies, people also use it for managing time, reminding them of things to do, and keeping
track of steps in a workflow (Carley and Wendt, 1991; Mackay, 1989; Whittaker, Bellotti, and
Moody, 2005; Whittaker and Sidner, 1996).
Instant Messaging (IM), sharing primarily simple text messages with another person or
even a group, has made significant inroads into organizations. In some cases it has replaced the
use of email, phone, and even face-to-face communication (Cameron and Webster, 2005; Muller
et al., 2003). There is evidence that it is sometimes used for complex work discussions, not just
simple back and forth about mundane issues (Isaacs et al., 2002). It is also used effectively for
quick questions, scheduling, organizing social interactions, and keeping in touch with others
(Nardi, Whittaker, and Bradner, 2000).
Except for email attachments (which can include elaborate drawings, figures, and video
clips), the technologies listed above are text-based, even in the abbreviated world of texting.
Text remains an impoverished medium compared to the tones and facial/body expressions
possible in face-to-face communication.
Conferencing Tools: Voice and Video There are a myriad of opportunities to communicate
beyond text in today’s world, and many are used heavily. The telephone trumps text in being
able to convey tone and to have immediacy of response. However, delays caused by technical
interruptions of voice and video transmission are highly disruptive to conversational flow
because of the importance of pauses in turn-taking in a conversation (Börner et al., 2010).
Many people have telephones from which they can teleconference, at least on a small
scale. Organizations often provide services for larger-scale audio “bridges” for conference calls.
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Key to the smooth execution of these calls is whether the phones have “full duplex” or “half
duplex” transmissions. Half-duplex lines are capable of transmitting only one direction at a time.
Natural conversations often include “backchannels”—the “uh huh,” “hmms,” and other
comments that convey whether the recipient is agreeing, understanding, or not; when using a
half-duplex line, these responses are silenced. As a consequence, often the speaker will talk
longer than necessary, not sure if the recipient has understood (Doherty-Sneedon et al., 1997).
Additionally, conversational turn-taking is often signaled by an utterance from the one who
wants to take the turn while the current speaker is speaking (Gibson and Gibbs, 2006). These are
entirely cut out in a half-duplex line, creating awkward competitions for who will speak next.
Although tone of voice can add meaning to the words said, facial expressions and body
language add another layer. In large meetings, video helps convey who is present without an
explicit roll call and, by eye contact and expression, conveys who is paying attention. One can
see not only the people, but also the situation or context they are witnessing.
The richness of voice and video, however, can create barriers to people who are from
different cultures. As noted earlier, the expected pause structures in conversation are different in
the Western and Eastern cultures, often creating miscues. Because Westerners are used to a
shorter pause structure than Easterners, they will dominate the conversation (Hinnant et al.,
2012). Similarly, when video shows facial expressions and eye contact information, because
those modes of expression are interpreted differently in different cultures, people again may
make wrong attributions of interest and consent.
For greatest effectiveness, a video connection should be arranged to mimic a sense of
physical presence. Eye contact and gaze awareness are key linguistic and social mediators of
communication (Argyle and Cook, 1976; Kendon, 1967). In video, as in real life, people tend to
focus on the face of the person with whom they are talking and attempt to make eye contact by
looking at the eyes of the person. Unfortunately, to appear to make eye contact over video
requires a person to look not at the projected eyes of the remote person but at the camera.
Therefore, to convey eye contact, extra effort needs to be expended to move the video of the
remote person as close to the camera as possible. Without this careful adjustment, meeting
participants will appear as if they are glancing sideways or at the top of other participants’ heads,
both of which can be interpreted as disinterest (Grayson and Monk, 2003).
Conversations are often accompanied by gestures referring to an object, a document,
data, or a visual image. Today, sophisticated tools such as GoToMeeting, Google Hangout, and
Skype screen-sharing allow a participant to share his or her computer desktop or a particular
window with others, allowing them to control what they are looking at and the ability to focus
attention by using the mouse/pointer.
Chat Rooms, Blogs, Forums, and Wikis Longer conversations from larger numbers of people are
usually accomplished through chat rooms, blogs, forums, and wikis. Chats are nearly real-time,
whereas blogs, forums, and wikis have a longer time between contributions. When used for
distributed science, all are typically restricted to a designated work group rather than being
public.
The large groups of space physicists participating in the Upper Atmospheric Research
Collaboratory and Space Physics and Aeronomy Research Collaboratory used chats extensively
to converse during their “campaigns,” periods when the sun’s activity impacted the upper
atmosphere. The automatically recorded chats allowed people to “read in” to the conversation
(scrolling back and reading what had been happening), helping them “catch up” although their
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time zone differences prevented them from participating in “real time.” The conversations were
comparable to those held face-to-face (McDaniel, Olson, and Magee, 1996).
Wikis similarly are free-for-all conversations, but are even less structured in formatting.
Forums are typically set up for discussion threads, whereas wikis can take any form whatsoever.
The large groups of scientists participating in the Biomedical Informatics Research
Collaboratory used wikis extensively to share test protocols, tips, frequently asked questions
(FAQs), announcements of the availability of new software tools, and articles of interest (Olson
et al., 2008).
Virtual Worlds Virtual worlds are graphical, 3-D representations of physical spaces and have
drawn considerable attention from both industry and academia (Bainbridge, 2007). They allow a
person to experience a realistic environment, usually through an avatar. Avatars can explore a
space, manipulate objects, and, when networked together, interact with other people’s avatars.
The Meta-Institute for Computational Astrophysics is a collaboratory based exclusively in virtual
worlds. The institute provides professional seminars, popular lectures, and other public outreach
events in the game Second Life18 (Djorgovski et al., 2010).
Such simulations of real worlds have been in common use for training in the military for
a long time (Johnson and Valente, 2009). Although multiplayer games such as World of
Warcraft19 also allow for a wide range of playful interactions,. Brown and Thomas (2006)
speculated that real leadership skills might be learned in a game like this because it involves
extensive quests with a substantial numbers of players.
Coordination Support
A class of technologies exists to support collaborators in finding a time to work
synchronously, and a second set of technologies supports coordination during their time together.
Shared Calendars Although the original introduction of group calendars was met with
resistance, many organizations have seen value in their use (Grudin, 1994; Grudin and Palen,
1995). Calendars support the coordination of meetings, finding a time when the important
participants are available.
Calendars are also used as a tool to display and/or read availability. When colleagues do
not respond to requests in their usual timely way, one can view their calendars to discover
whether they are out of town or in a meeting. The information also allows for planning when to
contact a person (e.g., an “ambush” after an in-person meeting in order to get a signature).
Shared calendars can be particularly valuable for geographically dispersed colleagues who are in
different time zones, reminding people of when the workdays overlap and where they do not.
Awareness Tools Today, awareness information is conveyed in the status indicators of Instant
Messaging (IM) systems. With IM, the user has control over what status indicator to convey to
others, but the feature comes at the cost of remembering to set it and actually setting it. The cost
of receiving the status setting, however, is very low. Many IM clients list the person’s chosen
18 For more information on Second Life, see www.secondlife.com
19 For more information on World of Warcraft, see us.battle.net/wow/
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colleagues who agree to be monitored, and their status is typically listed in iconic form on the
edge of the screen.
IM indicates the user’s current state, from which others can infer whether she or he can
be interrupted, but not specifically what they are doing. In the domain of software engineering, a
key form of advancement in science, where coordination of detailed efforts is of primary
importance but the work nearly invisible, developers have created and widely adopted various
system to “check out and check in” portions of the code they are working on. For example,
Assembla20 is a collection of tools to track open issues and who is working on them, plus a code
repository where code is assigned to a person to work on, the time during which others are
locked from editing. These kinds of coordination tools are powerful, but not widely adapted to
domains other than software engineering.
A more general system that notes what people have been or are working on in a shared
document appears in Google Docs. The names of others who are currently editing the document
are shown at the top of the document and their cursors with their names in a flag are shown
where they are working now, and; in addition, the listi of past revisions and a indication of who
did what (with authors’ contributions highlighted in different colors) show what has been
changed. These various symbols and colors provide awareness of others’ efforts on a common
document, useful if more than one person is working on the document either at the same time or
asynchronously.
Meeting Support Coordination support for meetings, whether they are face-to-face or remote,
can be formal and informal. During the 1990s, developers and users tested Group Decision
Support Systems, in which participants were led by a meeting facilitator through a number of
computer-based activities such as to generate ideas, evaluate them in a variety of ways, do
stakeholder analysis, and prioritize alternatives. (Nunamaker et al., 1991, 1996/97). But these
systems fell into disuse because of their management overhead and cost.
Informal meeting support tools typically take the form of a simple projected interactive
medium, such as a Word outline or a Google Doc. The outline lists the agenda items at the
highest level in the outline; during the meeting a scribe takes notes that everyone can view and
implicitly vet. As agenda items are completed, the outline format allows the item to be
collapsed, implicitly giving a visual sense of progress. Those applications that allow multiple
people to author the shared document, like Google Apps, are even more powerful in these
settings. When there is a single scribe, that person typically is so busy that he or she is barred
from contributing to the conversation. When there are multiple authors “live,” while one scribe
talks, others can take over seamlessly to enter notes on what they are saying. Additionally, these
note-taking tools have been used very effectively in teams that include people for whom English
is not their native language. The real-time visible note-taking is akin to “closed captioning” of
the meeting.
Workflow and Resource Scheduling Routine tasks that require input or approval from a number
of people benefit from a structured digital workflow system. A number of efficient online
systems handle this type of flow. For example, a very successful workflow system supports the
National Science Foundation grant submission, review, discussion, and decision-making process,
notifying the appropriate players in the process at the appropriate time, giving them the tools and
information they need, recording their actions, and sending the process on to the next in line.
20 For more information, see https://www.assembla.com/home
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Although the rigidity of these systems can sometimes prevent their adoption, a number of such
systems have succeeded (Grinter, 2000).
In some research endeavors, especially in the hard sciences where the expense of a large
piece of equipment necessitates researchers sharing it, systems have been put in place to
schedule time on the equipment. For example, time allocation for use of telescopes is managed
with software systems created with the joint goals of being fair to those requesting time and to
maximize the use of the equipment. Bidding mechanisms have been explored to optimize
various aspects of the complicated allocation problem (Takeuchi et al., 2010). Various kinds of
auctions have been tested to both create an equitable distribution of time and to prevent people
from “gaming” the system (Chen and Sonmez, 2006).
Information Repositories
Whether a science team or larger group is co-located or distributed, it often needs to
organize and manage shared information. The model of informally collaborating by sending
people edited documents as attachments is common but fraught with challenges. Issues of
version control and meshing of changes emerge. A better solution is to have a place where the
single document resides as a shared file, with all the authors having access. Microsoft, for
example, offers Sharepoint, an integrated set of tools selected for use in a particular
collaboration. It includes collections of websites, collaboration tools, and information
management (including tagging documents for permissions, types, and automatic content
sorting). It also allows search through all the contents. To date, however, the system has not
been widely adopted by research universities, which are using a range of different collaboration
tools.
Another example of shared editing and file management, but with a more fluid form, is
Google Apps and Google Drive. The applications within Google Apps (documents,
presentations, spreadsheets, forms, and drawings) each can be shared with others or placed into a
folder, which also can be shared. This set of features gives the users flexibility, but without
vetted “best practices,” many are not using the applications effectively. The variety of different
“cloud” technologies for document sharing is confusing to users (Voida, Olson, and Olson,
2013). As individual scientists and research institutions adopt various tools, the lack of
interoperability sometimes forces scientists to revert to the “lowest common denominator” of
sending documents as email attachments. (see Box 7-1).
BOX 7-1
User-Centered Design for Collaboration Technologies
Technology intended to support virtual collaboration sometimes does not support it and
even poses a barrier to collaboration (Crowston, 2013). Unless the technology is chosen or
designed to both fit the users’ needs and be easy to learn and use, it will not support the
collaboration. A collaboration tool that requires extensive training, is difficult to use, does not fit
collaborative activities, or does not work well with other technology is likely to interfere with
collaboration and may eventually be abandoned. User-centered design can help technology
adapt to the users, not vice versa.
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Developing technology to fit the users’ needs requires careful analysis of the user’s tasks,
infrastructure, culture and overall work context. Beyer and Holtzblat (1998) outline the steps in
such an analysis to ensure that the technology has the right functionality. They consider:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

The communication flow
The order in which steps occur in the work
The artifacts produced and used in the work
The culture, including power and influence, and
The physical layout

Once these are made explicit, the people making the decision about what suite of technology to
use (whether it be purchased or created) can brainstorm and then design the final solution.
When then designing the user interface to the various technologies in the suite, Norman
(2013) proposes six principles:
1) Consistency: Similar technologies should work in similar ways; users should not have to
learn new procedures for each new piece of software.
2) Visibility: Controls should be clearly marked and not hidden from user view.
3) Affordance: Form and other visible attributes of the technology should intuitively guide
function, (e.g., clickable elements of the interface should be highlighted).
4) Mapping: There should be a clear and evident relationship between controls and their
effects (e.g., as when volume on a slider bar increases if the bar is moved up or to the
right.).
5) Feedback: Effects should follow actions immediately and obviously.
6) Constraints: User options should be restricted when unavailable or inappropriate (e.g.,
grayed out when not allowed).
Whittaker (2013) notes that successful use of technology often relies on following best
practice, but it is unclear how users are expected to learn best practice. A single system seldom
does everything a group or team needs: one is for workflow and scheduling, whereas another is
for storing and sharing information. Interoperability problems abound, as when data-sharing
tools to do similar work operate in different ways. Users are not equally familiar with the
components that make up systems, and frustration can cause people to fall back to lowestcommon-denominator technologies like email or spreadsheets.
Research is needed to improve the design of collaborative technology for team science.
Such design would benefit from the philosophy outlined in the Human Systems Integration
approach that puts the human at the center (Pew and Mavor, 2007).
End of Box 7-1
SOURCE: Adapted from Norman, 2013.
Scientists who share data rather than documents face an additional set of challenges
related to data quality, data-sharing, and database management (Borgman, 2015). If data are
being collected by a set of people, they have to agree, at the outset, what constitutes good quality
data. Many large science groups have goals that include sharing data across sites. For example,
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in the early development of the Biomedical Informatics Research Network (BIRN), the
participants believed that progress on understanding schizophrenia would benefit from having a
larger sample size of magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) images of patients, both with and
without schizophrenia, doing various cognitive tasks while being imaged. A great deal of effort
was spent in ensuring that the tasks that the patients performed were standardized and that the
various imaging machines were calibrated. In other large groups of scientists, great care was
given to developing a shared ontology of medical terms so that patient data could be aggregated
from different locations and from different medical specialties, each of which had its own
vocabularies (Olson et al., 2008).
In some areas of science, the laboratory notebook is a key tool for recording and vetting
information. In many domains of science, the researcher keeps a personal record of daily
activities, such as tests run, information gathered, and observations. It is important to sign and
date each entry to record important discoveries, often feeding into patent applications. Noting the
value of being able to store and share these notebooks, some large scientific collaborations have
developed electronic notebooks. The Electronic Laboratory Notebook (ELN) developed at the
Pacific Northwest National Labs, was so well designed that it was used heavily throughout the
labs, and adopted by other collaboratories even in different domains (Myers, 2008).
Aspects of the Computational Infrastructure
The System Architecture Many large groups of scientists have no choice as to how to architect
their systems. The large-scale computation technology is either local or hosted on a private grid
of secure machines, and, at NSF-funded centers, the data, often large, are stored on their own
massive servers. At a more fundamental level, only a few large research projects can afford to
create their own data-sharing systems; many scientists still rely on Microsoft Excel software.
Those scientists who have no need for storing or computing with massive data have a
choice of whether to purchase applications for installation on their machines or to opt for
computing and storage “in the cloud.” If choosing to work in the cloud, connectivity is
important if collaborative access in real-time is required. Many cloud-based applications offer
some level of off-line activity, although the availability of up-to-date version control is lost. A
more serious concern for some is security. There is resistance to cloud computing in the medical
world, military contractors, police and fire departments, certain government agencies, and others
who are sensitive to information loss.
One interesting consequence of these different architectures is that each architectural
choice creates its own behavioral consequences. When the applications and documents are on
private machines, the mode of collaboration is hand-off, serial revision: Documents are revised
with “tracking changes” on and sent to the author-editor, who in turn can choose to accept each
change or not. The power resides in whoever the collective has made editor. In contrast, where
the document and application resides “in the cloud,” there is an implied place where those
designated as editors can go to make changes. In this model, each edit appears as if accepted; the
document is changed. Others can view the revision history and undo the changes, but at least at
present, a reversion to an earlier version undoes all changes, not just one at a time. Neither
model in its current form is ideal.
These are two entirely different modes of collaborating in terms of workflow. Often
collaborators tacitly make the decision about who has the power to make changes, who can
merely comment, and who has the final say in accepting the changes proposed. The existence of
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these two models presents additional challenges to the users who are involved in collaborations
of both kinds. They have to remember where something is stored, how to find it, and who has the
power to decide on edits in each case, a situation referred to as “thunder in the cloud” (Voida,
Olson, and Olson, 2013).
The Network Underlying all collaboration technologies is the network. Simply put, the
bandwidth has to be sufficient for the kind of work to be done. Most of the developed world has
adequate bandwidth for ordinary tasks, including video. Specialized needs that require large
amounts of bandwidth will require specialized network infrastructure. Many large scientific
projects have had to build high-performance networks to handle the volume of data that comes
from their instruments as well as specialized computing to garner enough resources to do the
computation on that mass of data. For example, the ATLAS detector at CERN produces 23
petabytes21 of raw data per second. This enormous data flow is reduced by a series of software
routines that lead to storing about 100 megabytes of data per second, which yields about a
petabyte of data each year. A special infrastructure is required to manage data flows of this size.
Large-Scale Computational Resources In many areas of endeavor, such as advanced scientific
research or data mining in business, large-scale computational resources are needed. Certain
high-end centers, such as the National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR), have
traditionally developed their advanced computational resources in-house. But organizations such
as the NSF, realizing that there is a need for advanced computing in many areas they serve, have
supported the building of infrastructures to support advanced computation. The historically
important supercomputer centers are one manifestation. A particularly noteworthy example of
advanced infrastructure to support such needs is the Grid, a sophisticated computational
infrastructure that is widely used (Foster and Kesselman, 2004). A more recent example is the
NanoHub,22 a special computational infrastructure for nanoscience and nanotechnology.
Human Computation There is also a tradition of using human capabilities aggregated over large
numbers to achieve important computational outcomes, often called “crowdsourcing.” Although
there are examples of this as early as the 1700s, the phenomenon has experienced a recent
renaissance under other rubrics (Doan, Ramakrishnan, and Halevy, 2011; Howe, 2008), such as
collective intelligence (Malone, Laubacher, and Dellarocas, 2010), the wisdom of crowds
(Surowiecki, 2005), and citizen science (Bonney et al., 2009; Hand, 2010). The core idea is that
in many domains, gathering together the small inputs of a large number of individuals (“micro
tasks”) can lead to results that can be as high in quality as judgments by experts and done in a
fraction of the time.
In sum, collaborations typically need technologies to support communication and the
sharing of the objects around which conversations take place. Technologies are needed to
coordinate the conversations, both to find times to converse and to coordinate around the
objects. The objects, information and/or data, need to be managed: collected to exacting
standards, managed, and made accessible. Underlying it all is the architecture and networking,
and large-scale computation occasionally supplemented by aggregated human computation.

21
22

A petabyte is 1015 bytes. As reference, 103 = kilobyte, 106 = megabyte, 109 = gigabyte, 1012 = terabyte.
nanoHUB.org
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Effective collaboration happens when the tools needed are available and used appropriately by
the collaborators.
Selecting a Constellation of Technologies to Meet User Needs
New technologies often fail to live up to their promise, and it is not always clear what
underlies the success of certain technologies, though these factors seem to include active
leadership, deployment strategies, and how a particular tool fits in an overall assemblage of tools
(Whittaker, 2013). Therefore, which technologies are chosen for a particular collaboration, and
how these technologies are managed, can have an impact on the success of the collaboration. In
selecting a constellation of technologies for a virtual collaboration, it is important to consider the
following factors (Olson and Olson, 2014):
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

speed of response, impacting conversation and immediacy of data understanding;
size of the message/data or how much computation is required, impacting
required computation and networking;
security, impacting choices about architecture;
privacy, again, impacting choices about architecture;
accessibility, impacting who can easily get access;
richness of what is transmitted, impacting conversation and data understanding;
ease of use, impacting adoption;
context information, impacting coordination across sites;
cost, impacting what can be accomplished; and
compatibility with other things used, impacting adoption.

Choosing the appropriate suite of technologies to support collaboration is not easy. The
sets of features of each drive how they are each going to be used; the technology often dictates
social configurations of use. Although we have not provided a decision tree to guide selection of
the “right” set of technologies, we have provided a listing of classes of collaboration
technologies and the key features of these technologies that should be carefully considered in the
choice of one’s particular use. It is important to consider all facets of collaboration at a distance:
communication, coordination, information repositories, and computational infrastructure.
HOW TECHNOLOGY AND SOCIAL PRACTICES CAN ADDRESS THE
CHALLENGES OF VIRTUAL COLLABORATION
We next consider some examples of how technology and particular social practices can
address each of the challenges we have identified to remote collaboration
Being Blind and Invisible
Videoconferencing and awareness tools can be used to increase visibility of participants
as well as display who is working on what. Because it is important to communicate explicitly
about the nature of work to be done as well as to share contextual information surrounding the
work, videoconferencing can provide a feeling of presence for remote members and permit
gestures, linguistic cues, and other ways to enhance communication among virtual team
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members. Awareness tools that permit the use of status indicators (such as Instant Messenger) or
color coding of document changes (such as Google Docs) can also be beneficial. Of course, they
are only effective if the people involved invoke them, keeping the video on, setting their status
markers to indicate their availability, and using the issue tracking systems.
Time Zone Differences
Whether a few hours or a full working day apart, scheduling meetings and coordinating
across time zones can be a challenge. A shared calendar, when used by all members of a virtual
team, can greatly reduce the time spent scheduling teleconferences and work-related
conversations. The calendar can signal when team members are working on parts of the task in
addition to highlighting when they have free time available for casual conversations about the
work. The shared calendar also serves as a form of documentation of the times members
regularly meet, and especially for those across time zones, can reinforce norms around regular
meetings.
Scheduling people whose work days do not overlap can still create imbalance in who has
to be inconvenienced. This is a social issue that has to be worked out with the participants and
their management.
Differences across Institutions
Typically, group members at different institutions are subject to different protocols,
database access, and calendars. Workflow and resource scheduling that incorporates different
institutional priorities, policies, and procedures can make coordination needs of participants
salient. When group members from two different institutions do not share the same academic
calendar, have different protocols for Institutional Review Board approval, or have different
levels of access to online databases, coordination challenges can arise. Through a workflow and
resource scheduling system that documents which group members are responsible for which
tasks, who has access to particular sources of information, and what approvals are required and
when, the institutional differences can be made explicit and incorporated into the system.
Systems that allow member and leaders to keep track of activities across institutions and provide
notifications when action is required should facilitate coordination for multi-institution science
groups.
All of these take explicit discussion to coordinate. Successful distance collaborations
often begin with a “communication covenant” that outlines the revealed differences across
institutions and the procedures the participants have agreed upon to coordinate.
Differences across Countries
One of the best tools for determining how laws, rules, and policies vary between
countries is a broadly accessible information repository such as a wiki. Groups that use such
information repositories can document and track regulatory and intellectual property changes as
they are occurring. Because all members have access to the latest information posted on the
wiki, and can add, modify, or delete as necessary, the task of keeping information up-to-date is
shared across group members.
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Differences across Cultures
Today, English is the lingua franca of international scientific collaboration involving
U.S. institutions. Much confusion and misunderstanding can follow from an understandable
failure to appreciate linguistic nuances especially when spoken by remote members of large
groups. Written communication, through email, texting, and “chat rooms,’’ allow people to
write out what they are thinking, and furthermore, allows other members to read (and re-read)
the message to process what it means. Members from different cultures might find text-based
communication more effective than real-time, voice-based communication.
In addition, suites of tools such as GlobeSmart have been designed to educate people
about their and their collaborators’ cultures, to help train employees to understand others’
behavior, and to find a middle ground.23 For example, if one is from a culture where the
manager decides and all buy in, she or he will be surprised when a collaborator hesitates in
agreeing because everyone is consulted before a decision is made in the other culture.
Uneven Distribution of Members across Participating Locations
Skillful use of meeting support technology can facilitate and broaden participation in
decision-making (e.g., by distributing a dynamic agenda), build procedural fairness (e.g., through
electronic voting) across sites, and reduce power differences. When a majority of members are
at the headquarters with a few other members scattered across different sites, it is easy for the
remote member to feel isolated and in the minority. Meeting support technology, such as having
a common Word document with an agenda that gets annotated as the meeting progresses, can
ensure that members from all locations get heard (and recorded). A Powerpoint slide that
outlines the procedures for voting on a decision, or even indicates who is going to lead the
meeting (which can switch each time), can put the virtual group or team on the same page. The
use of WebEx and other tools for running distributed meetings that integrate voice, documents,
slides, and other materials facilitate the inclusion of members from different sites, big and small.
These tools exist; it takes a manager aware of their need and openness to others contributing that
makes the tools effective.
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Large groups of scientists, as well as smaller science teams, are often geographically
dispersed, requiring scientists to rely on information technology and other cyber infrastructure to
communicate with distant teammates. Addressing the special challenges facing such teams
encounters requires effective leadership and technology.
Conclusion. Research on geographically dispersed teams and larger groups of scientists
and other professionals has found that communicating progress, obstacles and open
issues and developing trust are more challenging relative to face-to-face teams and
larger groups. These limitations of virtual collaboration may not be obvious to members
and leaders of the team or group.

23
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Recommendation 4. Leaders of geographically dispersed science teams and larger
groups should provide activities shown by research to help all participants develop
shared knowledge (e.g., a common vocabulary and work style). These activities should
include team professional development opportunities that promote knowledge sharing
(see Recommendation #2 earlier). Leaders should also consider the feasibility of
assigning some tasks to semi-independent units at each location to reduce the burden
of constant electronic communication.
Conclusion. Technology for virtual collaboration often is designed without a true
understanding of users’ needs and limitations and even when a suite of appropriate
technologies is available, users often do not recognize and use its full capabilities. These
related problems may thus impede such collaboration.
Recommendation 5. When selecting technologies to support virtual science teams or
larger groups, leaders should carefully evaluate the needs of the project, and the ability
of the individual participants to embrace new technologies. Organizations should
promote human-centered collaboration technologies, provide technical staff, and
encourage use of the technologies by providing ongoing training and technology
support.
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8
Institutional and Organizational Support for Team Science
This chapter addresses institutional and organizational supports for team science.
Following a brief preface, the first section introduces the organizational perspective. The second
section focuses on the role of the research university in supporting team science. The third
section discusses various organizational contexts for team science. The fourth section addresses
how design of physical space may influence team science, and the chapter ends with conclusions
and a recommendation.
Factors at the organizational and institutional24 level influence the dynamics and
effectiveness of science teams and larger groups, but research on these factors is limited.
Recently, several scholars have highlighted the importance of these factors. For example,
O’Rourke et al. (2014, p. 291) proposed that: “the relationship between a collaborative,
interdisciplinary research project and its context is a key determinant to project success.”
Stokols et al (2008b) identified several organizational factors as important for motivating
members of science teams—including strong incentives to support collaborative teamwork; nonhierarchical structures to facilitate team autonomy; and a climate of sharing information, credit,
and leadership. Bennett and Gadlin (2014) drew on theories of social identity (how people think
about themselves relative to a larger community) and procedural justice in organizations to argue
that effective interdisciplinary collaboration requires establishing trust between scientific teams
and the organizations that house them. The authors viewed trust as the foundation for
articulating an organizational vision, implementing change supportive of team science, and
managing conflict.
However, few of these organizational factors have been scientifically studied to
determine their relationship to the effectiveness of team science. It has been noted by several
researchers (e.g., Luo, Zheng, Bhavani and Warden, 2010) that empirical research into the
institutional infrastructure of scientific research is rare. Winter and Berente (2012) argued that it
is impossible to understand the goals of team science projects without considering how project
goals are related to the goals of project members’ home institutions, for example, academia,
medicine, the law, capitalism, and engineering. Although these institutional goals influence
project members’ daily practices and their motivation to pursue the project goals, researchers
have given “a dearth of attention to the contexts within which teams operate” (Winter and
Berente, 2012, p. 443). Similarly, noting that the structures of research organizations have
changed dramatically in recent years, Cummings and Kiesler (2011) called for applying
organizational theory to these new arrangements, to enhance understanding of them, guide
science policy, and refine theory.
THE ORGANIZATIONAL PERSPECTIVE
Conducting a full review of the large literature on organizations in terms of its relevance
to team science was not possible within the time frame of the study. Here, we briefly review a
24

Social scientists define “institutions” as enduring systems of established and prevalent social rules that
structure social interactions (Hodgson, 2006). They define an “organization” as a type of institution that has
established boundaries, a differentiated division of labor and an integrated structure of coordination and control,
for example, universities and business firms.
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few relevant studies, noting that they are predominately theoretical and case-study based, in
contrast to the empirical and larger-scale studies of individual- and team-level factors reviewed
in the previous chapters.
One facet of the ongoing debate in the organizational sciences about the relationship
between organizational strategy and organizational structure (e.g., Chandler, 1962; Hall and
Saias, 1980; Mintzberg, 1990) considers how organizations can foster innovation through
research and development. For example, in an early study, Burns and Stalker (1961) argued that
“mechanistic” hierarchical organizational forms and management approaches were suitable for
stable industries, while “organic” approaches with more fluid definition of functions and lateral
interactions among peers were more suited to rapidly changing, research-intensive industries.
Lawrence and Lorsch (1967) argued that successful organizations balance differentiation into
functional departments (such as manufacturing, marketing, and research and development) with
integration and collaboration across departments. Departments performing more stable tasks,
such as manufacturing, had a more hierarchical structure than research and development
departments performing rapidly changing tasks.
Focusing specifically on science, Shrum, Genuth, and Chompalov (2007) examined large,
multi-institution groups of scientists in the fields of space science, oceanography, particle
physics, and geophysics. The authors identified four types of organizational structures among
these groups: bureaucratic, leaderless, non-specialized, and participatory. They proposed that
the type of structure depended partly on the data collection methods and scope of research
activities (i.e., the research strategy). For example, the highly participatory structures of particle
physics resulted from the very large numbers of scientists who could collect data only by sharing
access to a few particle accelerators, and a broad scope of collaborative activities. More
generally, Shrum, Genuth, and Chompalov (2007) found that some degree of formal organization
and management enhanced success across all four structures, including the non-hierarchical
participatory ones. Surprisingly, given the longstanding scientific tradition of individual
autonomy, participants in these large groups valued bureaucratic organizational structures that
protected their rights to acquire and use data and prevented any one unit or institution from
imposing its interests on the others. Such structures also handled purchases of large amounts of
instrumentation, freeing scientists to focus on data collection and analysis. Large groups
engaged in innovative technology or difficult logistical challenges benefited from employing
professional project managers to deal with budgets and scheduling.
Another strand of organizational research relevant to team science has focused on
management to foster innovation. For example, Simons (1995) argued that traditional,
hierarchical management systems are obsolete and that, to foster innovation and effectiveness,
managers should deploy four “levers of control”:





Beliefs systems that employees internalize through ongoing leadership efforts to
communicate core values through mission statements, credos, and vision statements;
Boundary systems that define the limits of freedom, such as codes of conduct and ethics
statements;
Diagnostic control systems that are the traditional systems firms use to monitor and
adjust operating performance, such as business plans, budgets, and financial and costaccounting systems; and
Interactive control systems that provide strategic feedback and guidance to update and
redirect strategy such as competitive analysis and market feedback reports.
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Similarly, O’Reilly and Tushman (2004) described how an “ambidextrous” management
approach can help a company become adaptive and innovative, yet at the same time, efficient.
Likewise, Adler and Chen (2011) argued that organizations engaged in large-scale creative
collaboration need to help individuals balance the dual challenges of demonstrating creativity
and embracing the formal controls that coordinate their creative activities with the activities of
others. This suggests that organizations housing science teams (e.g., research centers, national
laboratories, universities, private firms) would benefit from helping scientists to think creatively
not only about their own, specific research projects, but also about how to best coordinate their
efforts with others to advance organizational goals.
Based on an extensive review of the management literature on research and development
management and other creative activities, along with motivation theory and identity theory,
Adler and Chen (2012) suggested that two types of motivation are most important for creative
tasks: intrinsic motivation and identified motivation. Intrinsic motivation refers to the voluntary
willingness to engage in a task for the inherent pleasure and satisfaction derived from the task
itself (Muyarama et al, 2010). Identified motivation reflects one’s feelings of identity with a
group or organization and motivates one to work toward collective goals. The authors proposed
that organizations can foster these motivations by adopting human resource policies designed to
attract and retain individuals with either high intrinsic motivation or fluid motivation (which is
open to organizational influences), and by applying Simon’s (1995) four levers, summarized
above.
The authors proposed that organizations wishing to foster collaborative creativity also
provide incentives combining individual and team rewards, as team rewards have been shown to
encourage creativity (Teasley and Robinson, 2005; Toubia, 2006). They noted an experiment by
Chen, Williamson, and Zhou (2012), which found that group-based rewards led to increased
creative performance, as well as greater group cohesion and collaboration and increased
identification with group objectives.
This brief review of theory and research has potential implication for science teams and
for the organizations that house them. The studies reviewed have explored how to manage task
uncertainty in rapidly changing environments, which is characteristic of scientific work,
particularly in the early stages of developing a research project. Similarly, the various authors
highlighted the need to manage interdependence, which is characteristic of science teams,
especially interdisciplinary and transdisciplinary teams (Fiore, 2008). However, much further
research is needed to more clearly articulate the connections between organizational theory and
research and science teams and the organizations that house them.
UNIVERSITY POLICIES AND PRACTICES
Experts in higher education studies view universities as complex organizations composed
of multiple, loosely coupled subsystems (Austin, 2011). Faculty members work within various
contexts and cultures—including the department, the college, the institution as a whole, and
external groups, such as disciplinary societies and accrediting associations—that can be
conceptualized as “levels” of the university organization. These various contexts and cultures
influence faculty attitudes and choices about research, teaching, and service, including their
attitudes and decisions related to team science. Within these complex systems, some of the key
factors influencing faculty behavior include evaluation and reward systems, workload allocation,
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professional development opportunities, and leadership. Multiple factors at multiple levels of the
system simultaneously influence faculty member choices and behaviors. Given that higher
education institutions are complex organizations, change efforts are most effective when they use
both a “top-down” and a “bottom-up” approach, take into consideration the factors at work
within the multiple contexts that affect faculty work, and strategically utilize multiple change
factors (Austin, 2011). With this perspective in mind, we now turn to a discussion of how
universities are working to support team science.
University Efforts to Promote Interdisciplinary Team Science
Many experts view current university policies and discipline-based organizational
structures as an impediment to interdisciplinary team science. For example, Klein et al. (2013, p.
1) argued that “obstacles to… [interdisciplinary team science]…span the entire academic system
of organizational structure and administration, procedures and policies, resources and
infrastructure and recognition, reward, and incentives.” In an earlier study, Klein (2010) called
for a comprehensive, university-wide approach to remove obstacles to interdisciplinary research
and teaching among faculty who are part of the entrenched disciplinary culture and organization
of research universities.
In contrast to these views, universities around the country have recently launched many
efforts to promote interdisciplinary team science (see Frodeman, et al, 2012; Klein, 2010;
O’Rourke et al., 2014; Repko, 2011; Duderstadt, 2000; and Altbach et al., 2011; among others).
University leaders have created new science teams, larger groups, and research centers,
encountering the benefits and challenges of diverse membership and deep knowledge integration,
while also generating new challenges of goal alignment among the new teams and other entities.
One example, among many, is Arizona State University (ASU). In the past decade, under the
leadership of President Michael Crow, ASU has become a national pacesetter in restructuring the
university to promote interdisciplinary team research and teaching (Crow and Debars, 2013;
Martinez, 2013; see also newamericanuniversity.asu.edu). Using a top-down, institutional
redesign approach, the university has built new interdisciplinary schools and research centers,
including a School of Biodesign, a School of Sustainability, a School of Human Evolution and
Social Change, and a Beyond Center. These efforts have attracted much research funding, many
students, and highly qualified faculty to the university, but sometimes with the costs associated
with frequent organizational restructuring of academic units.
The University of Southern California (USC) has adopted a more bottom-up approach to
supporting team science, creating a fund to provide seed grants to interdisciplinary projects
selected by a faculty committee and revising its promotion and tenure policies with faculty
involvement, as discussed further below. It will be interesting to see how these different
approaches at USC and ASU play out in a longer time perspective, and if one is more effective
than the other in promoting academic culture change over time. It also will be important to see
how these changes not only directly affect team science research, but also student training, since,
as Austin (2011) cogently argued, “doctoral socialization” by Ph.D. advisors in the training of
prospective faculty members strongly influences how the next generation of faculty view
teaching and research, including team science. M. Duane Nellis, president of the University of
Idaho (2103, p. 226), calls for both approaches, arguing that efforts to promote transdisciplinary
research “must be led both from administrators at the top and from a broad spectrum of faculty at
the base.” However, he also cautions that implementation of administrative policies and
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procedures is uneven, due to the influence of traditional departmental and disciplinary
boundaries and cultures, and the lack of funding for cross-departmental research efforts (for
example, in the form of research assistantships).
Many other examples of efforts to promote interdisciplinary team science can be found at
campuses across the United States. Northwestern University, under the leadership of former
President Henry Bienen and continuing to today, provides a good example. Bienen fostered ties
to the Argonne National Laboratory and to the Chicago biomedical community, as well as
stimulating and supporting interdisciplinary team science on campus. In another example,
Rutgers University President Robert Barchi is encouraging interdisciplinary research by placing
several “catalysts” throughout the university, including creating a new position, director of
research development, within the Office of the Vice President for Research (Murphy, 2013).
Barchi has also merged two medical schools, a nursing school, and a school of applied health
professions onto the main Rutgers campus, fostering an intermingling of faculty that has led to
growing interdisciplinary team science efforts.
Promotion and Tenure Decisions and Team Science
Although scientists are motivated by a variety of factors, including prestige and the
freedom to pursue their individual research interests (Furman and Gaule, 2013), one important
factor is money. Thus, an important way universities can support team science is by recognizing
and rewarding individuals for their team-based accomplishments when granting tenure.
Decisions about promotion and tenure are typically made by faculty committees within
disciplinary departments, with review and approval by the dean of the relevant school and
higher-level administrators. These decisions are affected by current trends and more enduring
scientific norms.
One important trend is the decline (in real terms) of total federal and state funding for
scientific research (National Research Council, 2012a). In biomedicine, for example, based on
the expectation that past funding increases for biomedical research would continue indefinitely,
universities have created more and more research positions that depend on temporary grants
(often referred to as “soft money”). They have continued in an ever-more intense competition
for a shrinking pool of federal dollars (which do not cover all costs of research) while also
responding to federal and state regulatory and reporting requests that impose burdensome
monetary and time costs (Alberts et al., 2014; National Research Council, 2012a). These
financial problems discourage universities from providing tenure.
Another, partially related trend is the decline of tenure. The percentage of degreegranting institutions with tenure has declined from 63 percent in the 1993–1994 academic year to
45 percent in the 2011–2012 academic year (U.S. Department of Education, 2013). In 1969, 78
percent of faculty members were tenured or in tenure-track positions; by 2009, only 34 percent
of faculty members were in tenure or tenure-track positions (Kezar and Maxey, 2013). Tenure
rates even within the ranks of only full-time instructors have also declined—from 56 percent in
the 1993–1994 academic year to 49 percent in the 2011–2012 academic year (U.S. Department
of Education, 2013). Replacing tenured and tenure-track positions are “adjunct” positions,
staffed by instructors who may be hired on one-year contracts or paid by the course (Kezar and
Maxey, 2013).
While these two trends reduce tenure prospects for all young scientists, enduring
scientific norms may pose special obstacles to candidates seeking tenure for team science.
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In his classic studies of the “Matthew Effect,” Merton (1968, 1988) found that more
eminent coauthors tended to receive disproportionately more credit for team-authored work than
their less eminent coauthors. The Mathew Effect can also work in reverse. Jin et al. (2014)
investigated how retractions (papers recalled because of errors) affect trust in an author’s prior
work as measured by citations to the author’s prior publications. They found that scientific
misconduct imposes little citation penalty on eminent coauthors, but less eminent coauthors face
substantial citation declines to their prior work.
The Matthew Effect suggests that in assessing authors’ contributions to a collaborative
paper, the scientific community presumes that the more eminent coauthor deserves the lion’s
share of the credit, whereas the other co-authors are relegated to subordinate roles. Merton noted
that this pervasive credit assignment mechanism is likely to affect scientists’ career
advancement, motivation for working in teams, and stratification in science.
Faculty members charged with making tenure decisions are influenced by these current
trends and norms. Pressed for time due to the competing demands of service on the tenure
committee and their own research and teaching, they may not thoughtfully read the candidate’s
scholarly publications, but rather seek shortcuts, in the form of simple metrics to assess the
quality and importance of the candidate’s work (Tscharntke et al., 2007). For example, they may
focus primarily on whether the candidate has published in the most prestigious journals within
the relevant field or on the “impact” of the candidate’s publications (the number of times the
publication is cited by others). When asked to evaluate a candidate’s contributions to team
research, as reflected in multi-authored publications, committee members face additional
challenges, including potential bias resulting from the Matthew Effect (Merton, 1968).
Disciplinary norms for assigning credit based on the order of the authors’ names may not help in
assigning credit for interdisciplinary publications. In addition, Tscharntke et al. (2007) noted
that, beyond the widely accepted norm that the first author should receive most credit, norms for
assigning credit in multi-authored publications vary widely across research fields and countries.
Current Status of Promotion and Tenure for Team Science
Systematic data about the extent to which candidates do or do not win tenure on the basis
of team science research are lacking. However, respondents to surveys conducted as part of an
earlier National Academies study (National Academy of Sciences, National Academy of
Engineering, and Institute of Medicine, 2005) ranked promotion and tenure criteria the highest of
the five impediments to interdisciplinary research. Based on a literature review on promotion
and tenure policies and practices affecting interdisciplinary team science (Klein et al, 2013),
Professor Julie T. Klein, Wayne State University, told the committee:
The current picture across campuses, however, is more mixed. Risks differ by field and
by institution. Furthermore, a growing body of precedents, guidelines, and models are
available. Individuals are still too often vulnerable, however. An old saw continues to
haunt prospects for tenure and promotion: ‘Tenure first, interdisciplinarity later….Its
counterpart in team science is ‘Individual reputation first, collaboration later.’
Echoing similar concerns, the United Kingdom Academy of Medical Sciences has launched a
study of incentives and disincentives for participating in team science, (Academy of Medical
Sciences, 2013). Taken together, these various reports indicate that uneven evaluation of tenure
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candidates’ contributions to team science projects poses a barrier to their chances of winning
tenure.
University Policies for Supporting Team Science through Tenure and Promotion
No systematic, national data are available on university policies designed to help
promotion and tenure committees recognize and reward team science. However, a recent survey
by Hall et al. (2013) provides some suggestive evidence. The survey asked 60 institutions
receiving Clinical and Translational Science Awards from NIH about their tenure and promotion
policies. The authors noted that this is a biased sample, because the center awards are
specifically designed to support translational team science and grantee institutions are therefore
more likely than other institutions to recognize team science in their policies. Of the 42
institutions that responded, 10 indicated that their promotion and tenure guidelines did not
include any language specific to collaborative, interdisciplinary research and/or team science,
while 32 did have such language. Among the 32 guidelines with such language, most included
small modifications to traditional promotion and tenure criteria and primarily focused on issues
of authorship (e.g., suggestions to annotate the candidate’s bibliography to substantiate middleauthorship roles). Only a handful offered alternative criteria meant to capture contributions
unique to the team science. These criteria were vague and did not include indicators or metrics
of attainment, relying instead on written statements by the candidates and their collaborators.
The authors called for further research and development of actionable criteria to assess
individual contributions to team science. In particular, they called for research to better
understand contributions made by scientists that advance scientific research through actions and
roles other than authorship.
As indicated by the survey, some universities are providing more guidance to
departments, deans, and tenure and promotion committees than in the past for evaluating
scientists involved in interdisciplinary and team science research. In doing so, they face the
challenge of not only developing high-level goals or policy statements, but also implementing or
aligning these goals with the culture of departments and individual faculty members at lower
levels within the university system. The following example illustrates how the USC built a new
approach from the bottom up.
The USC (2011) guidelines for assigning authorship and attributing research
contributions provide straightforward principles and policies for evaluating individual scholarly
contributions to research and publication. Developed by faculty committees following a series of
six workshops on collaboration and creativity (see Berrett, 2011) and approved by the
university’s academic senate, the guidelines deserve to be the starting point for discussions at
campuses around the country. The guidelines (USC, 2011) commit USC to four strong
principles:




fair and honest attribution of the contributions of each person in the creation of
research products and creative works;
allowance for diversity in the attribution of contributions, which vary across
disciplines and dissemination outlets;
making our research products and creative works readily available to others, so
that they may be further developed or implemented;
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avoidance of disputes over attribution and ownership that may create
impediments to the creation and dissemination of significant and impactful
research, scholarship, and creative works.

The guidelines further clarify the types of contributions required to qualify as an author and ask
team members to decide among themselves about the order of author names, acknowledging that
conventions for order of authorship vary across disciplines.
In another example, a subcommittee at Case Western Reserve University School of
Medicine developed a draft new process for promotion to associate professor and tenure, based
on team science accomplishments (Case Western University School of Medicine, 2014). In the
proposed process, the candidate would be required to provide a detailed description of
contributions made to teams and annotation of publications and grants to indicate the role and
extent of his or her contributions. In addition, at least half of those asked to write
recommendations for the candidate would be identified as team colleagues and would be asked
to explicitly describe the candidate’s contributions, and external referees would include team
scientists.
New policies such as those at Case Western and USC are unusual, and most of the
available evidence indicates that university policies typically lack clear criteria for evaluating an
individual candidate’s contributions to team-based research. To address this problem, the
committee recommends at the end of this chapter that universities and disciplinary associations
develop broad principles and more specific criteria for tenure committees’ use when allocating
individual credit for team-based work, echoing a recent NRC report on transdisciplinary
research, or “convergence” (National Research Council, 2014).
Recent Developments in Authorship Attribution
In a recent development that could assist universities in the difficult challenge of
allocating credit for team-based work, major journals, such as the Proceedings of the National
Academy of Science, Nature, and the journals published by the Public Library of Science, have
begun to require an “author contributions” section describing each author’s contribution to the
published article. Such sections represent a potential step forward from relying on varying
authorship conventions to determine how much credit each author deserves for a publication.
Tscharntke et al. (2007) proposed that, when preparing these “author contributions” sections, the
authors should explicitly identify the authorship convention to be used in allocating credit for the
work, such as stating that the authors are listed in order of importance of contribution or that all
authors contributed equally. To simplify and standardize the process of describing all
contributions, Allen et al. (2014) developed a preliminary taxonomy of 14 contributor roles,
ranging from study conception to providing resources. Such a taxonomy could be included in
manuscript-submission software, allowing researchers to easily assign roles in the process of
writing and submitting the paper. Two of the authors of the Allen et al (2014) taxonomy have
launched a project to further develop, maintain, and implement it, in collaboration with
publishers, funding agencies, researchers, and university administrators (CRediT, 2015).
Another new approach would build on the emerging databases of scientific authors and
publications, such as the research networking systems discussed in Chapter 4. Such databases
allow scientists to interact, form networks and interest groups, and rate each other’s publications.
New software additions to these systems could allow multiple authors of a paper to publish
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descriptions of each member’s contribution, and each contributor could verify what others
contributed (Frische, 2012). If widely accepted, these types of systems would be helpful to
scientific journals, funding agencies, and university promotion and tenure committees.
Individual and Team Awards
Awarding tenure is only one component within the larger academic and scientific system
of rewards and incentives. The questions surrounding how to recognize individual contributions
to team-based research in tenure decisions raise related questions about the possibility of
recognizing and rewarding teams. As discussed earlier in this chapter, recent research suggests
that team-based rewards support team creativity. In addition, Horstman and Chen (2012) have
recently studied group-based rewards for individual and group contributions to solving scientific
problems. Further research is needed on this topic.
ORGANIZATIONAL CONTEXTS FOR TEAM SCIENCE
Team science is conducted in a variety of organizational contexts that may be located
within, outside, or span the boundaries of the research university. For example, governmentuniversity industry partnerships may be organized as networks, research centers, or free-standing
institutes. Here, we briefly discuss some of these contexts.
Research Centers
Over the past two decades, universities, businesses, and public and private funders have
increasingly established research centers and institutes to support multiple, interrelated research
projects focusing on a common theme.25 In 2006 (the most recent year for which data are
available), there were an estimated 14,000 nonprofit research centers in the United States (Gray,
D.O., 2008). Centers and institutes often house interdisciplinary or transdisciplinary research
and university-industry research partnerships. For example, a recent NRC study (2014) focused
on “convergence institutes,” which integrate life sciences, physical sciences, and engineering and
forge industry partnerships to support the research and facilitate its translation into innovations
and new products. The study profiled institutes such as Bio-X at Stanford University, the David
H. Koch Institute for Integrative Cancer Research at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology,
and others. These and other interdisciplinary and transdisciplinary research centers encounter
both the benefits and challenges of diverse membership, deep disciplinary integration, and large
size.
Although only limited research is available on the processes and outcomes of research
centers and institutes (Bozeman, Gray, and Slade, 2012), evaluations of federally funded centers
provide some insights. For example, the National Science Foundation (NSF) launched the
Science and Technology Centers (STC) Integrative Partnership Program in 1987, in response to a
call from President Reagan. Solicitations for center awards set the range at $1.5–4 million per
year, for a maximum of 10 years. A recent review of this program by the American Association
for the Advancement of Science (Chubin et al., 2010) found that it was “an effective and
distinctive mode of Foundation support for addressing grand challenges and emerging
25

Chapter 9 provides data on the growth in NSF and NIH funding of research centers.
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opportunities in science and technology” (p. 79). Based on analysis of multiple measures,
including publication counts and participant surveys, the authors concluded that the STC
program had succeeded in: (1) connecting national priorities in science and engineering with
“frontier” academic science and engineering research; (2) encouraging established researchers to
venture into more risky areas; (3) bringing together different disciplines; and (4) fostering
collaboration between basic and applied scientists. The authors also found that the program
positively affected doctoral student training and the centers actively carried out “knowledge
transfer” activities, ranging from publishing articles to regional economic development through
technological innovation and creation of new journals.
The review also noted weaknesses of program management. At the time of the review,
the STC program did not belong to any single research directorate or office within NSF and was
forced to compete for resources not only with the traditional individual-investigator mode of
support, but also with directorate-based center programs. The matrix model of the organization
was found to impede accountability, and the annual review process—a key tool used by NSF to
monitor performance—was “vulnerable to changing, inconsistent and at times idiosyncratic
advice from review teams” (Chubin et al., 2010, p. 84). Finally, reflecting the need for this
study and the science of team science, the review found that the existing system for collecting
and analyzing performance data was poorly suited to evidence-based decision-making.
In 2006, the National Institutes of Health (NIH) launched the Clinical and Translational
Awards (CTSA) program to:
…advance the assembly of institutional academic “homes” that can provide integrated
intellectual and physical resources for the conduct of original clinical and translational science
(Zerhouni, E.A., 2005, p. 1622).
The program built on the NIH General Clinical Research Centers program, which had
provided clinical research infrastructure funding, as well as funding programs for diseasespecific centers. Under it, individual CTSAs are funded through 5-year cooperative agreements,
with site budgets ranging from $4 million to $23 million annually. The Institute of Medicine
(2013) found that the program has demonstrated progress in three crosscutting domains that are
important to advancing clinical and translational science: training and education, community
engagement, and child health research. The IOM committee recommended that the program
continue to provide training, mentoring, and education as essential core elements, emphasizing
innovative models that include a focus on team science. They also recommended that the
program disseminate high-quality online offerings for essential core courses for use in CTSA and
other institutions. If these recommendations are implemented, such courses would help to
provide the professional development for team science recommended in Chapter 5.
To address the promotion and tenure challenges discussed earlier in this chapter, the IOM
recommended that the CTSA program “champion the reshaping of career development pathways
for researchers involved in the conduct of clinical and translational science; and ensure flexible
and personalized training experiences that offer optional advanced degrees” (p. 116).
Like the AAAS review of the STC program, the IOM review of the CTSA program
identified management weaknesses. Specifically, the authors found that program leadership has
relied primarily on the efforts of individual centers (awardees) and their principle investigators,
leading to a largely ad hoc structure and process for identifying next steps and overall
management. They also found that NIH had provided direction primarily through the funding
announcements, which had emphasized different key functions or priorities in different grant
cycles. To address this problem, the report recommended that the National Center for
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Advancing Translational Sciences strengthen its leadership of the program through several steps,
including conducting a strategic planning process, forming partnerships with NIH institutes and
centers, evaluating the program as a whole, and distilling and widely disseminating best practices
and lessons learned.
To more clearly determine the outcomes of its investment in large, transdisciplinary
research centers, the National Cancer Institute has supported an ongoing program of research on
the effectiveness of team science (e.g., Stokols et al., 2008a). The insights emerging from this
research program are discussed throughout this report.
University-Industry Research Partnerships
Earlier sections of this chapter discussed the challenges faced by universities in
developing, maintaining, and assessing the success of science teams and larger groups. In
university-industry research partnerships, new problems emerge, including proprietary concerns
and profit motives in the development of commercial products. Because of the complexity of
partnerships between universities and businesses with different motives and organizational
structures, Bozeman and Boardman (2013)26 refer to them in a paper commissioned by the
committee as “boundary-spanning-research collaborations.”
Bozeman and Boardman (2013) conducted an extensive review of the literature on
university-industry research partnerships and industry-industry interdisciplinary research
partnerships, building on the review by Bozeman, Day, and Slade (2012) on similar topics. Both
types of partnerships are often housed in research centers or institutes.
Bozeman and Boardman (2013) found that the inclusion of multiple disciplines in
university-industry research collaborations increased productivity, but also was associated with
increased diversity of incentives and motivations. Perhaps to address these diverse motivations,
partnerships including multiple disciplines were more hierarchical and formally structured than
partnerships involving only a single discipline. More generally, the authors found that prior
acquaintance and trust were key factors for success in university-industry research partnerships,
and, where these elements were absent, creating formal structures and authorities helped to
manage conflict and improve effectiveness. However, they also discussed a study focusing on
Australian university-industry cooperative research centers that found that the formal legal
contracts establishing the centers were rarely enforced (Garett-Jones et al., 2010). Instead,
researchers and organizations within the centers relied on informal social mechanisms, such as
trust and reciprocity, to coordinate work. In the absence of legal sanctions, researchers who
perceived breaches of trust became less enthusiastic about the collaborative work and some
withdrew from the centers. This study suggests that it is important to enforce the formal
structures and authorities created when establishing university-industry research partnerships or
other types of research centers.

26

After submitting this paper to the NRC, the authors subsequently published a paper addressing many of the same
issues, entitled Research Collaboration and Team Science, A State-of-the-Art Review and Agenda (Springer Briefs
in Entrepreneurship and Innovation, Springer Science+Business Media 2014).
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Bozeman and Boardman (2013) identified three major gaps in the research on universityindustry partnerships. First, research on effective management of such partnerships is
underdeveloped, often identifying best practices that are local, and may not work robustly across
different contexts and situations. The scant available literature suggests that managerial
practices are “poorly thought out and haphazard” (Bozeman and Boardman, 2013, p. 65).
Second, little research focuses on the “dark” side of boundary-spanning research collaborations.
Research on the failures of these collaborations is scarce and does not illuminate whether the
factors affecting success (trust, proximity, fit and meshing of core competencies and technology)
are the same but mirror images of the factors that affect failure (e.g., lack of trust, etc.).
However, the authors found that because trust was a critical factor for enabling effective
informal management (as mentioned above), failure was most prevalent when both formal and
informal management structures were weak or one or the other was absent. Third, although
some research suggests that intellectual property disputes are a real source of failures in
university-industry research partnerships, there is little empirical research that directly addresses
this issue. The limited research available suggests that careful contract monitoring can help to
address intellectual property disputes, but such monitoring is sometimes lacking (e.g., GarrettJones et al., 2010).
Bozeman and Boardman (2013) concluded that much remains unknown about universityindustry research partnerships. They argued that evaluating the performance of these large
groups of scientists is difficult due partly to measurement challenges (as discussed in Chapter 2),
but more importantly to the lack of any baseline comparisons. The authors note that it remains
unknown whether the scientists collaborating within a particular partnership or center would be
more or less productive working individually or with collaborators other than those involved in
the partnership. As noted in Chapter 1, a study by Hall et al (2012b) begins to address this
challenge, using quasi-experimental methods to compare the research productivity of scientists
participating large research centers with that of scientists investigating the same topics, but
working individually or in small groups unaffiliated with the centers.
Bozeman and Boardman (2013) suggested that more research is needed on: (1) how
scientists, universities, and firms choose research partners; (2) the reasons for failure in
university-industry partnerships; (3) the role of partnership participation in developing the
human capital of individual scientists (i.e., their knowledge and social networks); and (4)
effective management strategies for these partnerships. To address these and other gaps in the
research, the authors called for moving beyond descriptive and taxonomic studies of best
practices case studies to more systematic field and quasi-experimental design research and
moving beyond individual impact studies (e.g., individual productivity) to a greater concern with
institutional outcomes.
Clearly, further research is needed to improve the management of university-industry
research partnerships, as well as centers and institutes that are primarily academic. One study
(Gray, D.O., 2008) pointed to improvement-oriented evaluation approaches as a way to both
understand and improve center management. The NSF Industry and University Cooperative
Research Program has adopted an improvement-oriented approach that meets the needs of an
important internal stakeholder—the center director. The new approach has placed an on-site
evaluator at each center. The evaluator (usually a social scientist) is uniquely positioned as both
a center participant and an evaluator to identify and share with the director emerging challenges
and problems. In addition to serving as consultants to the directors and conducting ongoing
surveys, the on-site evaluators have contributed to a volume of best practices that is available to
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the center directors and the public on the NSF website (Gray and Walters, 1998). The use of
ongoing, improvement-oriented evaluation to enhance performance at the center or institute level
is somewhat similar to team development approaches at the team level discussed in Chapter 3.
For example, the Productivity Measurement and Enhancement System (ProMES; Pritchard et al.,
1988) intervention, which measures performance and provides structured feedback, has been
shown to improve team self-regulation and performance (Pritchard et al., 2008).
Universities and other scientific organizations can support university-industry research
partnerships and other types of research centers by providing the leaders with formal leadership
training, as recommended in Chapter 6. They can also encourage leaders and participants in
newly formed research centers or institutes to articulate their expectations through written
charters or collaborative agreements (Asencio et al., 2012; Bennett, Gadlin, and Levine-Finley,
2010). Such documents outline how tasks will be accomplished, how communication will take
place, and how issues as finances, data sharing and credit for publications and patents will be
handled.
Inter-Firm Research Partnerships
Research collaborations involving multiple companies may take various forms, including
research parks, research and development alliances with formal contracts, and joint ventures. In
their literature review, Bozeman and Boardman (2013) found that inter-firm research
partnerships shared many of the challenges of university-industry research centers. For example,
in interdisciplinary and transdisciplinary research partnerships including multiple firms, a lack of
formal authorities and structures was associated with failures and, although careful contract
monitoring and enforcement were vital to success, they were not always present. In addition, the
authors identified gaps in the literature on inter-firm research partnerships similar to those in the
literature on university-industry research partnerships.
Research Networks
Formal and informal research networks play an important role in catalyzing and
supporting team science. For example, informal networks are often based on prior acquaintance,
which, as noted above, facilitates rapid development of trust and thus supports the effectiveness
of science teams and larger groups. Cummings and Kiesler (2008) found that virtual
collaboration among groups of scientists was more likely to be maintained when the scientists
collaborated with colleagues they had worked with previously. Disciplinary and
interdisciplinary scientific societies provide opportunities for scientists to develop networks of
colleagues with similar interests, through conferences, meetings, and online discussion boards,
but fewer opportunities are available for scientists to establish professional relationships across
disciplines.
Research funders have catalyzed the formation of networks to develop research on
interdisciplinary topics, such as the network on BioBehavioral pathways in cancer (National
Cancer Institute, 2015). In another example, the MacArthur Foundation used a network
approach to foster interdisciplinary research on mental health and positive psychology. Kahn
(1993) described the evolution of the network, including the development of close interpersonal
relationships among the geographically dispersed participants and reported promising early
results, including the development of new data banks and resources available to investigators
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everywhere, along with validated assessment instruments. One indicator of the promise of this
approach was the foundation’s subsequent decision to fund research networks focusing on other
topics, including the transition to adulthood.
OPTIMIZING PHYSICAL ENVIRONMENTS FOR TEAM SCIENCE
Regardless of where collaborative scientific research is conducted, it requires supportive
physical environments. According to Stokols (2013), the features of team environments can
enhance or hinder team members’ capacity to focus their attention on developing shared
knowledge, effective communication, and positive affect.
Yet while it appears to be intuitively obvious that physical environments influence the
nature of team science, Owen-Smith’s (2013) review of the relevant research found surprisingly
little empirical evidence to back up such an impression.
Among the studies that do address this issue, Stokols et al. (2008b, p. S100) noted that a
study of interdisciplinary treatment teams in hospitals by Vinokur-Kaplan (1995) found that
“members’ ratings of physical environmental conditions at work, such as the availability of quiet
and comfortable places for team meetings…were positively related to reported levels of
interdisciplinary collaboration.” Studies by Kabo et al. (2013a,b) have shown that within
buildings (and particular floors), walking path overlaps among scientists also promote
collaboration. There are also numerous studies of corporate workspace design (see, for instance,
Steele, 1986; Brill et al., 2001; Becker, 2004; and Doorley and Witthoff, 2012, among many
others) that relate productivity to architectural design. However, Owen-Smith (2013) argued that
many other contextual factors beyond the physical environment, such as organizational reward
systems (for example, promotion and tenure policies), also influence scientists’ motivation to
participate in team science and therefore more systematic research is needed before firm
conclusions can be drawn.
Anecdotally, it would appear that physical spaces that encourage interaction among
scientists, from regular interchanges to chance encounters, help stimulate collaborative thinking
and work. The Santa Fe Institute, for example, provides open spaces with plenty of comfortable
chairs, sofas, and white boards; offices with glass windows facing open spaces; offices shared
with scholars from different disciplines; abundant glass walls with available markers to
encourage scientists to write algorithms they are discussing on the glass and not wait to return to
their offices; and lunches and teas shared by everyone in common spaces. Directors of other
research centers share similar impressions. For example, at the NRC workshop on Key
Challenges in the Implementation of Convergence, Carla Schatz, director of the crossdisciplinary BioX Institute at Stanford University, emphasized the value of creating a physical
home for core faculty, with a good cafeteria and high-quality coffee. The building, she said,
serves as both a gathering point and a recruiting tool for attracting scientists across disciplinary
boundaries to advance human health.27
However, the relationship of these physical design factors with successful team science
remains impressionistic and unconfirmed by rigorous study. Two recent studies that used
experimental designs point toward the type of research needed on this topic. First, Catalini
(2013) exploited the fact that multiple academic departments at the University of Pierre and
27

See https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JysIA-4fcA4 and NRC, 2014.
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Marie Curie (UPMC) in Paris were relocated over a 5-year period because of an asbestos
removal project to examine the role of location on collaboration patterns in a precise way that
enabled him to identify the casual influence of location on collaboration. He found that random
relocations that result in co-location encouraged collaborations and also breakthrough ideas
across academic fields. Boudreau et al. (2012a) undertook a similarly creative effort to
understand the role of location in collaboration by conducting a field experiment in which they
randomized researcher locations, finding that those in even briefly collocated environments were
more likely to collaborate.
The research to date, which has primarily examined correlational relationships, suggests
several findings: spatial design that emphasizes functional zones where the team members’
walking paths consistently overlap (Kabo et al., 2013a) leads to increased interaction; increased
interaction can lead to stronger collaborations; and such collaborations can help lead to scientific
successes. There are growing data to support these general correlations (see recent studies by
Toker and Gray, 2008, Rashid et al., 2009, and Sailer and McCulloh, 2012, all cited by OwenSmith, 2013), but translating these correlations to proven causal relationships generally remains
to be achieved. In particular, further research is needed that considers the role of physical space
as one factor among many that influence the extent and quality of team science.
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATION
Science teams and larger research centers are often housed within universities. In these
complex organizations, faculty members’ decisions about whether and when to participate in
team science are influenced by various contexts and cultures, including the department, the
college, the institution as a whole, and external groups, such as disciplinary societies. Formal
rewards and incentive structures, reflecting these various cultures, currently tend to focus on
individual research contributions. Some universities have recently sought to promote
interdisciplinary team science by, for example, merging disciplinary departments to create
interdisciplinary research centers or schools, providing seed grants, and forging partnerships with
industry. However, little is known about the impact of these efforts, while the lack of
recognition and rewards for team science can deter faculty members from joining science teams
or larger groups.
Conclusion: Various research universities have undertaken new efforts to promote
interdisciplinary team science, such as merging disciplinary departments to create
interdisciplinary research centers or schools. However, the impact of these initiatives on
the amount and quality of team science research remains to be systematically evaluated.
Conclusion: University policies for promotion and tenure review typically do not provide
comprehensive, clearly articulated criteria for evaluating individual contributions to
team-based research. The extent to which researchers are rewarded for team-based
research varies widely across and within universities. Where team-based research is not
rewarded, young faculty may be discouraged from joining those projects.
In a few isolated cases, universities have developed new policies for attributing
individual contributions to team science. At the same time, research has begun to
characterize the various types of individual contributions and develop software systems
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that would identify each individual’s role during the process of submitting and publishing
an article. This work can inform new efforts by universities and disciplinary associations.
Recommendation 6. Universities and disciplinary associations should proactively
develop and evaluate broad principles and more specific criteria for allocating credit
for team-based work to assist tenure and promotion committees in reviewing
candidates.
This chapter illuminates the limited evidence about team science from an organizational
perspective. For example, at a time of many university efforts to promote interdisciplinary and
transdisciplinary team science, Jacobs (2014) argued that there are dangers attached to a
wholesale move away from traditional disciplines. He suggested that the growing volume of
research makes specialization inevitable and he viewed disciplines as broad and dynamic, in
contrast to interdisciplinary research, which may be narrow and specialized. Finally, he argued
that research universities based upon interdisciplinary principles may be more centralized, less
creative, and more balkanized than current, very successful research universities. Such views
highlight the need for more research on the outcomes and impacts of current university efforts to
promote team science.
Further research is needed to more clearly understand how alternative organizational
structures, management approaches, and funding strategies influence the processes and outcomes
of research centers and other large groups of scientists. In addition, further research is needed
that moves beyond correlations to consider how the physical environment interacts with other
environmental factors (e.g., reward structures, time pressures) to motivate and/or discourage
collaborative team science.
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9
Funding and Evaluation of Team Science
Organizations that fund and evaluate team science face a unique set of challenges that are
related to the opportunities and complexities presented by the seven features that create
challenges for team science first introduced in Chapter 1. Funding science teams and larger
groups is different from funding individuals, and the differences increase when teams and groups
include features such as large size, the deep knowledge integration of interdisciplinary or
transdisciplinary projects, or geographic dispersion. Evaluating all phases of such complex
teams and groups, from proposals to how the funded teams or groups are progressing to the
project outcomes can be challenging, as discussed in Chapter 2. It requires an understanding of
how teams or groups conduct science that leaders and staff members of science funding
organizations may lack. Recognizing this problem, the National Science Foundation (NSF)
commissioned the current study to enhance its own understanding of how best to fund, evaluate,
and manage team science, as well as to inform the broader scientific community (Marzullo,
2013). The National Cancer Institute supports the new field of the science of team science for
similar reasons, including to clarify the outcomes of its investments in large science groups (e.g.,
research centers) and to increase understanding within the scientific community of how best to
support and manage team science (Croyle, 2008, 2012). In addition, a federal trans-agency
subcommittee on Collaboration and Team Science28 was launched in 2013 with the goal of
advancing science through successful collaboration by helping researchers put in place the
infrastructure and processes needed to facilitate success in team-based science.
This chapter looks in turn at the funding and evaluation of team science. The final section
presents conclusions and recommendations.
FUNDING FOR TEAM SCIENCE
A range of organizations funds team science. Examples of funders include: (1) federal
agencies, (2) private foundations and individual philanthropists, (3) corporations, (4) academic
institutions that provide seed money or infrastructure, and (5) nonprofit organizations that obtain
funding from private donors and/or the general public and use it to fund team science research.
(e.g., Stand Up to Cancer29). At a time of constrained public spending, alternative sources of
funding become increasingly important to maintain the scientific enterprise. Additionally, a
plurality of sources can potentially help to balance tensions between, for example, supporting an
individual scientist to establish novel areas of research without “strings attached” versus more
directed programmatic funding focusing on a specific research area. (Organisation for Economic
Co-operation and Development, 2011). The wide range of funders and the evolving nature of
their roles introduce many avenues through which funders can support and facilitate team
science. In this section we describe how funders can influence the conduct and support of teambased research, including a discussion of the broader context for the ways priorities are set.
28

The subcommittee is part of the Social, Economic, and Workforce Implications of IT and IT Workforce
Development Coordinating Group within the National Information Technology Research and Development Program
of the National Technology Council in the Executive Office of the President. See:
http://www.nitrd.gov/nitrdgroups/index.php?title=Social,_Economic,_and_Workforce_Implications_of_IT_and_IT_
Workforce_Development_Coordinating_Group(SEW_CG)#title [Accessed May, 2014].
29
For more information, see http://www.standup2cancer.org/what_is_su2c
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Federal Funding for Team Science
Federal funding for team science has increased greatly over the past four decades. For
example, agencies are increasingly providing funding to projects overseen by more than one
principal investigator (PI). At NSF the number of awards to multiple PIs increased from fiscal
year 2003 to fiscal year 2012, while the number of awards to individual PIs remained steady
(National Science Foundation, 2013). At the National Institutes of Health (NIH), the number of
multiple PI grants grew from three in 2006 (the first year such grants were awarded) to 1,098 in
2013, or 15–20 percent of all major grants funded (Stipelman et al., 2014). Agencies also have
increased their funding of research centers, which typically include multiple, related research
projects that may be interdisciplinary and may involve industry or other stakeholders. For
example, beginning in 1985 with a single center program, called the Engineering Research
Centers, NSF created six more center programs over the following decade. By fiscal year 2011,
NSF invested nearly $298 million in these seven center programs, supporting 107 centers and
engaging scientists at approximately 2,200 universities (NSF, 2012). At NIH, there were very
few center grants until the mid-1980s, but the number of these grants to research centers and
more loosely linked networks has increased steadily since then, as shown in Figure 9-1.
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Prioritizing Research Topics and Approaches
Public and private funders work closely with both the scientific community and policy
makers to establish research priorities and approaches. Federal agencies are led and staffed by
scientists, convene scientific advisory bodies (e.g., the Department of Energy’s High Energy
Physics Advisory Panel), and allocate funding through peer review by panels of scientists.
Major new federal research programs often involve years of engagement and discussion among
funding agencies, the scientific community, policy makers and other stakeholders. For example,
the 1990 Congressional mandate for the U.S. Global Climate Change Research Program emerged
from an array of “bottom-up” research projects initiated by scientists (Shaman et al., 2013).
According to Braun (1998, p. 808), if they are strategic, “funding agencies are in a good position
to balance demands from both the political and scientific sides.”
Through this collaborative process of setting research priorities, federal agencies have
increasingly supported team science approaches in recent years (see further discussion below).
Nevertheless, some scientists fear that increased public funding of large groups of scientists
focusing on particular topics transfers too much control of research topics, approaches, and goals
away from the scientific community and to bureaucrats (e.g., Petsko, 2009). Such views reflect
the traditional role of individual investigators and professional societies (most of which are
discipline based) in setting research agendas through publications, meetings, annual conferences,
and peer review panels. However, as the number of scientific specializations increases and the
public and policy makers seek solutions to scientific and societal problems, the scientific
enterprise can benefit when funders look across disciplines or individual studies within a
discipline to see the “big picture” of research needs and opportunities. Critiques of the peer
review processes used in awarding research grants as too conservative (Alberts et al., 2014;
Nature, 2007; NIH, 2007) reinforce the potential benefit if funders reflect on what is being
funded and consider whether new research areas need to be stimulated. In some instances, if
scientists continue to focus on already well-explored problems or approaches that hold limited
potential to add to existing scientific knowledge, funders may need to set new directions and
priorities (Braun, 1998). Furthermore, given the historically individual- and discipline-based
incentive structure of academia and scientific journals, funders are positioned to provide
incentives for alternatives to these approaches.
The Growing Role of Private Funders
Individual philanthropists and private foundations are beginning to play a larger role in
establishing research priorities, and the continued debate regarding how much funders should
influence the directions of science extends to these private entities. A policy analyst at the
American Association for the Advancement of Science recently commented: “For better or for
worse, the practice of science in the 21st century is becoming shaped less by national priorities
or by peer-review groups and more by the particular preferences of individuals with huge
amounts of money” (Broad, 2014).
Philanthropic giving influences scientific research through investments such as
establishing new institutes or providing funds through universities. Private foundations and
wealthy individuals contribute an estimated $7 billion per year to research conducted at U.S.
universities, with a strong emphasis on translational medical research (Murray, 2012). Such
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investments typically target particular scientific areas or address specific societal problems,
prioritizing research topics narrowly, rather than in broad strategic ways.
The growth of private funding raises questions for federal policymakers and research
funding agencies. One concern is that scientists funded by philanthropists with particular
research agendas, who also sit on funding agency advisory panels and peer review panels, may
have a significant influence over the priorities set by federal funding agencies. Another is that
wealthy individuals may ignore important fields of science that lie outside their direct interests.
Funding Models, Funding Mechanisms, and Organizational Structures
Whether funding individual or team science, once funders establish priorities, they
develop funding models and mechanisms to match the identified needs and approaches. Funding
organizations differ widely in their models and mechanisms of funding (e.g., Stokols et al.,
2010). Funding models are generic mechanisms for funding science (e.g., grants, prizes,
donations), while funding mechanisms are specifically targeted incarnations of funding models.
For example, NIH P50 is a specific type of center grant to support research centers, and the
Google Lunar XPrize is a specific competition for private companies to land an aircraft safely on
the surface of the Moon. Some funders are experimenting with “open” funding mechanisms.
For example, the Open Source Science Project (2008–2014) used a web-based micro financing
approach to support individual or team research, and the Harvard Medical School used an open
funding mechanism to generate research topics on Type I diabetes (Guinan, Boudreau, and
Lakhani, 2013).
As noted in previous chapters, these various funding mechanisms may support various
organizational structures for team science (Hall et al., 2012c), ranging from small science teams
to global networks The amount of funding often dictates the magnitude and, thereby, complexity
of the organizational structure; a worldwide research network requires more resources than a
university research center, which requires more resources than a single research project. In
addition, science teams or larger groups may be funded by multiple public and private sources.
For example, the National Science Foundation investment in Science and Technology Centers
discussed in the previous chapter is multiplied by funding from industry and universities, while
the Koch Center for Integrative Cancer Research at Massachusetts Institute of Technology
combines private donations with university funding and federal support as a National Cancer
Institute-designated Cancer Research Center. In addition to important differences in how team
science is funded, there is wide variation in how the research funding can be used. Common
expenses include academic salary, student tuition, equipment, materials, and space. Some
budgets permit funds for training (e.g., cross-training for interdisciplinary teams), core units
(e.g., administrative or statistical support), discretionary developmental projects (e.g., small midcourse pilot projects), travel for collaborators, and conference attendance. These variations in
how funding can be used have important implications for team science funding, raising questions
about how and when funders might provide support for:


Planning or meeting grants to support the developmental phases of team science, which
provides an incubator space to generate or advance new cross-disciplinary ideas (Hall et
al., 2012a; NRC, 2008; Hall et al., 2012c);
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Travel funds to enable geographically dispersed teams to meet face-to-face, which can
enhance communication and trust (NRC, 2008; Gehlert et al., 2014), as discussed in
Chapter 7;
Developmental or pilot project funds to enable flexible funds for just-in-time innovations
or new integrative ideas that emerge during larger collaborative projects (Hall, et al.,
2012a; Vogel et al., 2014);
Professional development funds, which can be used to promote the early development of
collaborations and facilitate team processes that enhance effectiveness (see Chapter 5).
Flexible funds to leaders of team science projects to allow them to make “real-time”
adjustments for projects as needs unfold during a research project. For example, leaders
might be allowed to move funds between subprojects, adjust the timing of funding plans,
and/or provide incentives and rewards for successful team research (National Cancer
Institute, 2012).

As discussed above, agencies establish broad funding priorities based on both policy
considerations and input from the relevant scientific communities. Funding Opportunity
Announcements (FOAs) are often used to emphasize scientific priorities and influence the
particular approaches used to implement those priorities. Additionally, FOAs delineate the type
of mechanism and describe the intended organizational structure for supporting that approach.
Language in the FOAs can encourage or stipulate particular approaches for conducting science
(e.g., interdisciplinary, transdisciplinary, translational), organizational configurations (e.g.,
centers), or team configurations (see Table 9-1). For example, the program solicitation for
NSF’s CyberSEES program states, “Due to this program's focus on interdisciplinary,
collaborative research, a minimum of two collaborating investigators (PIs/Co-PIs) is required”
(NSF, 2014a, 14-531).
However, agency leaders and staff experience a tension between providing clear
guidance (which may become too prescriptive) and encouraging flexible responses from
scientists, based on their particular research contexts and capabilities. In addition, agency
employees sometimes lack understanding of team science processes and outcomes. As a
result, they sometimes develop FOAs that include vague language about the type of
collaboration and the level of knowledge integration they seek in proposed research30 (see
Table 9-1). FOAs may lack sufficient guidance to facilitate interaction (for example, by
specifying the timing and frequency of in-person or virtual meetings or the inclusion of
professional development plans). If the funder is soliciting interdisciplinary or
transdisciplinary proposals, these announcements may lack sufficient guidance to
facilitate the deep knowledge integration that is required to carry out such research.

30

Professional leadership development to increase agency employees’ understanding of team science, as
recommended in Chapter 6, could help improve the clarity of communication in research solicitations involving
team science.
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Table 9-1: Examples of Federal Funding Opportunity Announcements that Support Team Science
Agency
NSF

FOA/
program
number
NSF 07558

Program
name
Engineering
Virtual
Organizatio
n Grants

Type of
mechanis
m
Standard
Grant

DoE

DEFOA0000919

Collaborativ Research
e Research
Grant
in Support
Award
of
GOAmazon
Campaign
Science

NSF

NSF 13500

CyberStandard
Enabled
Grant
Sustainabilit
y Science
and
Engineering
(CyberSEE
S)

Organizational
structure

Funds

Examples of language in FOA
related to team science

Seed money to
create engineering
virtual organization

Small
$2M total
for ~10-15
awards

Projects will be
affiliated with the
multilateral ...
campaign ...
Investigators are
expected to
coordinate their
research with
other
...investigators and
with reps of the
ARM Climate
Research Facility.
Team must include
at least two
investigators from
distinct disciplines

Small
$2.3M total
for ~6-8
awards
($50k–350k
per award)

“EVOs extend beyond small
collaborations and individual
departments or institutions to
encompass wide-ranging,
geographically dispersed activities
and groups.”
“Emphasis on collaboration; those
involved must be truly
collaborative in the conduct of
research, including definition of
goals, approach, and work plan.”

Small to
Medium$12M total
for ~12-20
awards
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NSF

NSF 12011

NIH

RFAAG-14004

NASA

NASA
ROSES
A.11,
NNH13Z
DA001N
-OVWST

CREATIV:
Creative
Research
Award for
Transformat
ive
Interdiscipli
nary
Ventures
Roybal
Centers for
Translationa
l Research
on Aging

Ocean
Vector
Winds
Science
Team

New grant
mechanis
m for
special
projects

Any NSF support
topic area.
Interdisciplinary,
high-risk, novel,
potentially
transformative

Mediumup to $1M
total up to 5
yrs

“Must integrate across multiple
disciplines”; “The proposal must
identify and justify how the project
is interdisciplinary”;“encourage
cross-disciplinary science" ;
“break down any disciplinary
barriers”; “proposals must be
interdisciplinary”

P30

Center organized
around thematic
area–includes
translational
research activities,
pilot projects, Cores
and coordination
center (optional)

Medium
$3.9M/yr
~8-12
awards

Standard
Grant

Research that
requires vector
wind and
backscatter
measurements
provided by
QuikSCAT and the
combined
QuikSCAT/
Midori-2 SeaWinds
scatterometers

$4.5M/yr,
expected
~25 awards

“to galvanize scientists at several
academic institutions”; “Of
particular interest are projects
that incorporate approaches from
emerging interdisciplinary areas
of behavioral and social science,
including behavioral economics;
the social, behavioral, cognitive
and affective neurosciences;
neuroeconomics; behavior
genetics and genomics; and social
network analysis.
“Oceanographic, meteorological,
climate, and/or interdisciplinary
research”

SOURCE: Created by the committee.
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When funders do clearly articulate their goals for team science, they provide
signals to the scientific community and institutions, which can in turn help facilitate
culture change in the broader scientific enterprise. For example, an earlier NRC report
reported that many scientists would like research universities to recognize and reward
interdisciplinary research (National Academy of Sciences, National Academy of
Engineering, and Institute of Medicine, 2005). In response to signals from NIH, the
promotion and tenure guidelines for the School of Medicine at the University of Virginia
support such recognition and reward. The guidelines include the statement, "The NIH
roadmap for patient-oriented research endorsed team science and established the
expectation of expertise for interdisciplinary investigation and collaboration" (Hall et al.,
2013). This language reflects the medical school’s effort to align its institutional rewards
and incentives with team-based approaches to conducting science and highlights the
important role that funding agencies can play in influencing the scientific community.
EVALUATION OF TEAM SCIENCE
Funders evaluate science teams and larger groups throughout the evolution of a research
endeavor, beginning with the proposal review, then during the active research project, and finally
following the end of the formal grant period.
Proposal Review
Once funders have mechanisms in place to support team science, they must solicit and
facilitate the review of proposals submitted for funding. Sometimes this review process involves
internal review by program officers, but more often it involves peer review by experts in the field
of study (Holbrook, 2010). There are a number of challenges that arise when reviewing team
science proposals, especially when the research is interdisciplinary in nature. Challenges include
issues such as composition of review panels and needed scientific expertise (Holbrook, 2013).
When peer review is used to evaluate proposals, reviewers need to be identified based on
elements such as the range of disciplines and methods included in a proposal in order for an
interdisciplinary proposal to be adequately reviewed (Perper, 1989). It is often not sufficient,
however, to have the specific expertise related to the elements of a proposal, as individuals with
specialized expertise may not have sufficient breadth of knowledge or perspective to evaluate the
integration and interaction of disciplinary or methodological contributions of an interdisciplinary
proposal.
This may be particularly relevant in the case of agencies like NIH where reviewers have
been increasingly more junior (Alberts et al., 2014; Nature, 2014). Less experienced reviewers
especially need review criteria to be clear, including what is being judged and how quality is
defined (Holbrook and Frodeman, 2011; also see National Science Foundation, 2011, for a
description of the agency’s merit review criteria).
In a recent empirical study of the grant proposal process at a leading research university,
Boudreau et al. (2014) lent support to the view that peer reviewers may be too conservative. The
authors found that members of peer review panels systematically give lower scores to research
proposals closer to their own areas of expertise and to highly novel research proposals. They
suggested that, if funders wish to support novel research, they prime reviewers with information
about the need for and value of novel research approaches in advance of the review meeting. A
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related concern is that some reviewers from individual disciplines may be biased against
interdisciplinary research, potentially complicating the evaluation of the science itself (Holbrook,
2013). NSF’s Workshop on Interdisciplinary Standards for Systematic Qualitative Research
(Lamont and White, 2005) produced an approach for establishing review criteria that could be
applied to interdisciplinary research more broadly. Furthermore, cross-disciplinary translational
research, such as the patient-centered outcomes research funded by the congressionally mandated
Patient Centered Outcomes Research Institute, includes non-scientist reviewers (at least two on
each review panel). Such stakeholders are included to “help ensure the research ... reflects the
interests and views of patients” (PCORI, 2014). The creation of the institute and inclusion of
these stakeholders is an indication that patient advocacy groups are influencing biomedical
research and health care practice (Epstein, 2011).
A number of additional issues can arise in the process of reviewing proposals. For
example, involving many institutions may strengthen a given team science project (e.g., by
bringing more resources or perspectives to the project), but this can potentially create a bias in
favor of having more institutions. Reviewers may rate proposals including multiple institutions
more favorably than those including fewer institutions, rather than basing their ratings entirely on
scientific merit (Cummings and Kiesler, 2007). In some cases, moreover, reviewers from an
institution included in a proposal must excuse themselves from review in order to avoid conflict
of interest (e.g., in NIH and NSF panel reviews); the larger the proposed science group, the
higher likelihood that review members need to leave the room. As a result, with larger and more
complex projects, relatively fewer panel reviewers will remain in the room to judge the
proposals. Such complications have prompted changes in agency policies for managing conflictof-interest policies in the peer review process. For example, NIH (2011) issued a revised review
policy based on “the increasingly multi-disciplinary and collaborative nature of biomedical and
behavioral research.”
As discussed in the previous chapter, larger and more complex projects are also at greater
risk for collaborative challenges after funding, yet there are typically no sections of the grant
application devoted to describing management or collaboration plans. Review criteria are
typically focused on the technical and scientific merit of the application, and not the potential of
the team to collaborate effectively, with few exceptions. The trans-agency subcommittee on
Collaboration and Team Science mentioned above believes that including collaboration plans in
proposals will help ensure that the needed infrastructure and processes are in place. The
subcommittee has engaged in a series of workshops and projects specifically to develop guidance
for: (a) researchers, including key components to consider when developing
collaboration/management plans; (b) agencies, including potential language for program officers
to use when soliciting collaboration plans from investigators or guidance to researchers; and (c)
reviewers, including evaluation criteria for reviewers of collaboration plans of submitted by
investigators as part of a funding proposal.
Team charters typically outline a team’s direction, role, and operational processes,
whereas agreements or contracts outline specific terms that multiple parties formally or
informally establish verbally or in writing. The use of charters and agreements for addressing
specific collaborative factors such as conflict, communication, and leadership has been discussed
in the literature (e.g., Shrum, Gernuth, and Chompalov, 2007; Kozlowski and Bell, 2012,
Bennett, Gadlin, and Levine-Finley, 2010; Bennett and Gadlin, 2012, Asencio et al., 2012).
Importantly, as noted in Chapter 7, Mathieu and Rapp (2009) showed that the use of charters
increased team performance, and that the quality of the charter mattered. In a study by Shrum,
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Genuth, and Chompalov (2007), the greater number of participants, teams, and organizations
included in a large, multi-institutional research project, the more frequently formal contracts
were used. Although two-thirds of the collaborations studied by Shrum and colleagues (2007)
used some form of formal contract, the contracts were often very specific (e.g., to specify roles
and assignments or rules for reporting developments within/outside of the collaboration) or were
not drawn up until the end of the project.
Collaboration plans, as described here, build upon the goals established by charters and
agreements/contracts by providing a broader framework to help address the breadth of issues
outlined in this report. The plans include the use of charters, agreements, and contracts to
achieve specific objectives. A study (Woolley et al., 2008) examining the influence of
collaboration planning demonstrated that (p. 367) “team analytic work is accomplished most
effectively when teams include task-relevant experts and the team explicitly explores strategies
for coordinating and integrating members’ work.” The authors found that high expertise in the
absence of collaborative planning actually decreased team performance.
This report has highlighted evidence related to factors at many levels that influence the
effectiveness of team science. The primary goal of collaboration plans is to engage teams and
groups in formally considering the various relevant factors that may influence their effectiveness
and deliberately and explicitly plan actions that can help maximize their effectiveness of
productivity and innovation. Collaboration plans can serve to provide a framework for
systematically considering the primary domains covered in this report. Federal agencies have
begun requiring plans such as data management plans (e.g., NSF31) or leadership plans (e.g.,
NIH32), which contain elements of collaboration plans. However, these required plans are
designed for more specific purposes or for specific mechanisms and typically provide little
guidance or rational for the use of such plans.
Emerging guidelines for broader collaboration plans, developed by the trans-agency
subcommittee, would require proposals to address 10 key aspects of the proposed project: (1)
Rationale for Team Approach and Team Configuration; (2) Collaboration Readiness (at the
individual, team, and institutional levels); (3) Technological Readiness; (4) Team Functioning;
(5) Communication & Coordination; (6) Leadership, Management, and Administration; (7)
Conflict Prevention and Management; (8) Training; (9) Quality Improvement Activities; (10)
Budget/Resource Allocation (Hall, Crowston, and Vogel, 2014). Collaboration plans should
vary in relation to the size and complexity of the scientific endeavor and take into account unique
circumstances of the proposed team or group. The goal is to effectively collaborate to more
rapidly advance science.
Program Evaluation
Evaluation approaches include formative evaluation, which provides ongoing feedback
for project improvement (Gray, D. O., 2008; Vogel et al., 2014) and retrospective summative
evaluation, which provides lessons for enhancing future programs (IOM, 2004; Vogel et al.,
2014). Public or private funders may require one or both types of evaluation as a condition of
funding (Vogel et al., 2014) or conduct or commission evaluations on an ad hoc basis (Chubin et
al., 2009). The complexities introduced by team-based research need to be considered when
developing a comprehensive evaluation plan. However, a recent review of over 60 evaluations of
31
32

See: http://www.nsf.gov/bio/pubs/BIODMP061511.pdf
See: http://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/NOT-OD-07-017.html
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NIH center and network projects from the last three decades found that while a majority of
evaluation studies included some type of evaluation of the research process, this important
dimension often was represented with either a single variable or a limited set of variables that
were not linked to one another or to program outcomes in any conceptually meaningful way (The
Madrillon Group, 2010).
Improvement-Oriented Approaches
Improvement-oriented or formative evaluation aims to enhance the ongoing management
and conduct of a project by providing feedback to support learning and improvement (e.g., Gray,
D. O., 2008; The Madrillon Group Inc, 2010). This can be done in a number of different ways,
including embedding evaluators within the team or group (e.g., Gray, D. O., 2008), engaging
team science researchers to study the projects (e.g., Cummings and Kiesler, 2007), and
collaborating with science of team science scholars or evaluators at a federal agency (e.g., Hall et
al., 2012b; The Madrillon Group, 2010; Porter et al., 2007). For larger and longer-duration
projects, especially university-based research centers, it is not unusual for a funding agency to
conduct a site visit in which program officers visit the principal investigators (PIs) and have inperson discussions with project participants. Site visits allow funders to learn about the people
involved in the projects, the research being conducted, and any barriers or hurdles being
encountered.
Outcome-Oriented Approaches
Increased funding of team science has raised questions within the scientific community
about the effectiveness of team approaches relative to more traditional, solo science, which has
put pressure on funders to demonstrate the value of their investments through summative
evaluation of outcomes (Croyle, 2008, 2012). Whether conducted as a case study or to compare
what the project has achieved with a known benchmark or standard, summative evaluation can
provide valuable information to funders and other stakeholders in the scientific community
(Scriven, 1967). However, evaluating the outcomes of team science projects can be difficult, as
discussed in Chapter 2. For example, the goals of small teams may entail the creation and
dissemination of new scientific knowledge, but the goals of larger groups may include translation
of scientific knowledge into new technologies, policies, and/or community interventions. Thus,
the first step toward evaluating outcomes is to clearly specify all desired outcomes from the
beginning. For example, if translation is a desired outcome, Funding Opportunity
Announcements (FOAs) could provide examples of outputs from research projects that
synthesize and translate research findings into formats useful for a variety of stakeholder groups;
such outputs might include written briefs or informational videos for use in clinical practice or
new product development.
A summative evaluation can be completed by researchers themselves (e.g., through a
final report or published journal article), by program evaluators contracted by funding agencies,
by internal agency staff in collaboration with grantees, or by team science researchers. In all
cases, the purpose is to establish lessons learned for the development and implementation of
subsequent science teams, larger groups, or research programs (Hall et al., 2012b, Vogel et al.,
2014). There are many dimensions to choose from when conducting an evaluation of team
science outcomes, including identifying or developing metrics of outputs (e.g., publications,
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citations, training; see Wagner et al., 2011 for a discussion of interdisciplinary metrics), and
identifying the intended targets of these outputs (research findings may be targeted to academics,
business, or the general public; see Jordan, 2010, 2013). In addition, the evaluator must consider
the type of innovation sought by the project (e.g., incremental or small improvements vs. radical
or discontinuous leaps; see Mote, Jordan, and Hage, 2007), the time frame (e.g., short-term vs.
long-term outcomes), and the type of intended long-term impact (e.g., science indicators; see
Feller, Gamota, and Valdez, 2003). Evaluators can also use a range of methods to judge how
successful particular team science projects have been, such as citation analysis and the use of
quasi-experimental comparison samples and research designs (Hall et al., 2012b).
As discussed in Chapter 2, evaluators have tended to rely on publication data
(bibliometrics) as metrics of the outputs and outcomes of team science. While funders and
evaluators recognize the need for new metrics to capture broader impacts, such as improvements
in public health (Trochim et al., 2008), developing methodologically and fiscally feasible metrics
has proven difficult (see Chapters 2 and 3). Other challenges to conducting a thorough
evaluation arise due to unavailability of data from a range of programs and projects. In addition,
little research to date has used experimental designs, comparing team science approaches or
interventions33 with control groups to identify impacts.
The recent development of “altmetrics” provides helpful data that may be used to
improve evaluation of team science projects (Priem, 2013; Sample, 2013). In 2010, a group of
scientists called for consideration of all products of research grants rather than just peer-reviewed
publications, including sharing of raw data and self-published results on the web and through
social media; they also called for development of “crowdsourced” automated metrics tied to the
products, such as reach of Twitter posts or blog views (Priem et al, 2010). The new movement
already has had some effects, as NSF has changed the language of required biosketches to
include products such as datasets, software, patents, and copyrights. Piwowar (2013) contended
that altmetrics give a fuller picture of how the products of scientific research have influenced
conversation, thought, and behavior.
As emphasized in this report, it is important to evaluate the team science processes and to
study the relationships of these processes to research outcomes and impacts in order to
understand potential mediators and moderators of successful team science outcomes. By doing
so, funders can contribute to the knowledge needed to develop evidence-based support for team
science. Additionally, studies can be conducted not only on relationships between outcomes of
particular mechanisms (Druss and Marcus, 2005; Hall et al., 2012b), but also link process
measures to outcome variables (e.g., Madrillon, 2010, Stipelman et al., 2010) to increase the
knowledge base and enhance funders’ ability to better support team science.
In a time of federal budget constraints, funding agencies are becoming increasingly aware
of the advantages of and potential to use systematic and scientific approaches to managing,
administrating, and setting priorities and allocating funds. The Office of Management and
Budget in the Executive Office of the President (2013) released a government-wide memo that
calls for using evidence and innovation to improve government performance. The memo
emphasizes (p. 3) “high-quality, low-cost evaluations and rapid, iterative experiments” and the
use of “innovative outcome-focused grant designs. Agencies have begun responding to this
message. For instance, a recent report by NIH (2013) summarized and recommended:
33

As noted in Chapter 6, an ongoing study by Salazar and colleagues uses an experimental design to test
interventions designed to facilitate knowledge integration in interdisciplinary and transdisciplinary projects (see
http://www.nsf.gov/awardsearch/showAward?AWD_ID=1262745&HistoricalAwards=false).
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ways to strengthen NIH’s ability to identify and assess the outcomes of its work so that
NIH can more effectively determine the value of its activities, communicate the results of
studies assessing value, ensure continued accountability, and further strengthen processes
for setting priorities and allocating funds.
The Office of Management and Budget memo and the NIH report highlight the need for the
development of more evidence-based strategies to facilitate and support team science. The
science of team science community is well poised to help address these issues.
This review of research and practice on funding and evaluation of team science raises
several important unanswered questions, which are discussed in Chapter 10.
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Many public and private organizations fund and evaluate team science. Public and
private funders typically use a collaborative process to set research priorities, engaging with the
scientific community, policymakers, and other stakeholders. Hence, they are well-positioned to
work with the scientific culture to support those who want to undertake team science. When
soliciting proposals for team science, federal agency staff members sometimes write funding
announcements that are vague about the type and level of collaboration being sought. At the
same time, the peer review process used to evaluate proposals typically focuses on technical and
scientific merit, and not the potential of the team to collaborate effectively. Including
collaboration plans in proposals, along with guidance to reviewers about how to evaluate such
plans, would help ensure that projects include infrastructure and processes that enhance team
science effectiveness. The committee’s review of research and practice on funding and
evaluation of team science in this Chapter raises several important unanswered questions, which
are discussed in Chapter 10.
Conclusion: Public and private funders are in the position to foster a culture within the
scientific community that supports those who want to undertake team science, not only
through funding, but also through white papers, training workshops, and other
approaches.
Recommendation 7. Funders should work with the scientific community to
encourage the development and implementation of new collaborative models, such
as research networks and consortia; new team science incentives, such as academic
rewards for team-based research (see Recommendation #6); and resources (e.g.,
online repositories of information on improving the effectiveness of team science
and training modules).
Conclusion: Funding agencies are inconsistent in balancing their focus on scientific
merit with their consideration of how teams and larger groups are going to execute the
work (collaborative merit). The Funding Opportunity Announcements they use to solicit
team science proposals often include vague language about the type of collaboration and
the level of knowledge integration they seek in proposed research.
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Recommendation 8. Funders should require proposals for team-based research to
present collaboration plans and provide guidance to scientists for the inclusion of
these plans in their proposals, as well as guidance and criteria for reviewers’
evaluation of these plans. Funders should also require authors of proposals for
interdisciplinary or transdisciplinary research projects to specify how they will
integrate disciplinary perspectives and methods throughout the life of the research
project.
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10
Advancing Research on the Effectiveness of Team Science
The committee’s review of the research related to the study charge yielded many new
insights into approaches to enhance the effectiveness of team science. However, it also
identified gaps in the evidence base where further research is needed. Here, we discuss some of
the research needs in greater detail and the promise of new methods for use in addressing them.
TEAM PROCESSES AND EFFECTIVENESS
As discussed in Chapters 1 and 2, science teams and larger groups share many challenges
with teams in other contexts, and, thus, the research on teams in other contexts is relevant for
team science. In particular, team process factors, such as the development of shared
understanding of team goals and roles, have been shown to influence the ability of teams to
achieve their goals, both in science and in other contexts. Drawing on this research, previous
chapters recommended actions and interventions in three aspects of team science—composition,
professional development, and leadership. At the same time, however, we have noted the need
for further “basic” research on team processes within science teams and larger groups and how
these processes are related to scientific discovery and translation.
Improving an understanding of the processes of team science will require
interdisciplinary collaboration involving experts in the various disciplines that study teams and
organizations (psychology, organizational behavior, communications)and in the science of team
science and related fields (such as economics, science policy, philosophy of science and systems
science), along with team science practitioners. Investigators working together could develop a
comprehensive, multi-method measurement approach to investigating the dynamics and
outcomes of science teams and larger groups. Such an approach includes, but is not limited to,
bibliometric indices, co-authorship network analyses, experts’ subjective appraisals of team
science processes and products, and surveys and interviews of team science participants. In
particular, valid and reliable metrics are needed to more clearly understand the process of deep
interdisciplinary knowledge integration and how it varies in unidisciplinary, multidisciplinary,
interdisciplinary, and transdisciplinary science teams and groups (Wagner et al., 2010). Along
with advances to metrics, investigators working together can apply rigorous experimental
methodology (manipulations, control conditions, before–after data) to science teams and groups
to develop a deeper understanding of causal mechanisms underlying effective team science.
Future efforts to understand team science processes can be aided by new approaches,
such as the complex adaptive system approach discussed in Chapter 2. In addition, new data
collection methods are becoming available, such as the use of wearable electronic badges that
unobtrusively trace scientists’ interactions as they work (see further discussion below). This
research should use methods sophisticated enough to address longitudinal changes across levels
of analysis (e.g., individual, team, organizational) and the resulting mediators and moderators of
the hypothesized effects; such methods are described in the final section of this chapter.
Specific research gaps associated with science team composition, professional
development, and leadership are highlighted in the following three subsections.
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Team Composition and Assembly
In Chapter 4, we concluded that methods and tools that allow practitioners to consider
team composition systematically appear promising and recommended that those involved in
assembling science teams and larger groups apply these methods and tools. As team science
leaders begin to apply task analytic methods to compose science teams and larger groups
(implementing Recommendation #1 in the Summary), evaluation studies are needed to guide
refinements and improvements to these applications. An ongoing cycle of implementation,
evaluation, and revision would further strengthen the ability of team and group leaders to
identify the task-relevant diversity needed to achieve the scientific or translational goals of the
project. Chapter 4 also discussed recent research on the team assembly process. Further
research on the assembly process in science teams, including comparative studies of the
processes and outcomes of self-assembled versus assigned teams, would provide valuable
information to the scientific community, funding agencies, and university administrators.
Studies on the implementation and impacts of the new research networking tools that are being
adopted by many research universities would also be valuable.
At the same time, Chapter 4 highlighted the disagreements and uncertainties in the
research to date about how various individual characteristics may affect team outcomes. In light
of these uncertainties, there is a clear need for further and more sophisticated research on how
the multiple individual characteristics combine within science teams and groups, and how these
interactions and processes are related to effectiveness. Such research would address such
questions as:






What is the role of individual characteristics (including dispositional qualities such as
social intelligence) in team processes and effectiveness?
How do the interactions among subgroups (whose members may share multiple similar
characteristics) affect team process and effectiveness?
How does team composition interact with team process to influence team effectiveness?
How do changes in science team or group membership impact team processes and
outcomes?
How may the various roles team or group members play (e.g., connectors/brokers,
leaders, scientists with particular expertise, community stakeholders) be characterized?
What are the interrelationships between these roles, and how do they affect team
processes and effectiveness?
Professional Development and Education for Team Science

In Chapter 5, we concluded that several types of professional development show promise
to improve the processes and outcomes of science teams. As universities, researchers, and
practitioners begin to create professional development opportunities for science teams
(implementing Recommendation #2 in the Summary), ongoing evaluation of these opportunities
would provide valuable information for continuous improvement of them. In addition, more
basic research on how science teams and groups learn and develop would enhance future
professional development.
We also concluded that colleges and universities are increasingly developing crossdisciplinary programs designed to prepare students for team science, but that little is known
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about the effectiveness of these programs. In particular, we noted that some of these programs
do not clearly articulate the competencies they are intended to develop and they target a variety
of competencies. The literature has produced a plethora of competencies that overlap to some
degree and also have differences. And, little empirical research is available on the effectiveness
of such programs in developing the various competencies that they target. Methods used to date
to evaluate these programs rely heavily on case studies and expert reviews.
Addressing these gaps in the research evidence will require collaboration between the
multiple communities engaged in interdisciplinary education and the team-training research
community. Through such collaboration, researchers could create methods for assessing both
collaborative and intellectual outcomes to identify core competencies that could then be
systematically integrated into graduate and undergraduate programs to prepare students and team
members for team science. More generally, collaboration among these communities would
make it possible to conduct more robust prospective studies that compare and explicitly evaluate
the relative effectiveness of various educational programs designed to prepare students for team
science. In particular, such collaborative research is needed to address the following
unanswered questions:




How is variation in the competencies developed through education and/or professional
development related to team science processes and outcomes? For example, under what
conditions does teamwork training (focused on team-related knowledge and skills) vs.
task work training (focused on the scientific knowledge and skills) enhance scientific
productivity?
What educational or professional development approaches are most effective in
developing the targeted competencies at different educational and career levels (e.g.,
doctoral education vs. senior investigator)?
Team Science Leadership

In Chapter 6, we concluded that 50 years of research on team and organizational
leadership and teams in contexts other than science provides a robust foundation of evidence to
guide creation of leadership development programs for team science leaders. As universities,
researchers, and team science practitioners begin to develop such programs (implementing
Recommendation #3 in the Summary), ongoing evaluation is needed to inform continued
revisions and improvements. An ongoing cycle of continuous improvement, based on testing
and evaluating the new courses, would enhance the quality of future leadership development
programs for team science. Such efforts would enhance participants’ capacity to lead in ways
that facilitate positive team processes and enhance scientific and translational effectiveness. At
the same time, more basic research could guide these efforts by, for example, investigating the
applicability of promising recent leadership approaches to science teams and larger groups,
including contextual leadership, emergent leadership, team leadership, and shared leadership.
SUPPORT FOR VIRTUAL COLLABORATION
In Chapter 7, we concluded that when scientific colleagues are geographically remote
from one another, issues such as lack of shared vocabularies and experiences and role confusion
may be exacerbated relative to face-to-face teams or groups. Although the research supports our
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recommendation that team leaders take several steps to address these issues, it would be valuable
to conduct further research on the extent to which the research on teams and groups and
principles for effectiveness identified in Chapters 3 through 6 are applicable to virtual science
teams and larger groups.
We also concluded that technology for virtual collaboration often is designed
without a true understanding of users’ needs and limitations and may thus impede such
collaboration. Hence, further research is needed to evaluate how tools and practices for
virtual collaboration affect team processes and outcomes. This requires that researchers,
technology developers, and technology users work together to conduct research on usercentered design and human-systems integration so that the various tools for collaboration
are interoperable and are aligned with users’ activities and capabilities.
INSTITUTIONAL AND ORGANIZATIONAL SUPPORT FOR TEAM SCIENCE
In Chapter 8, we observed that many universities are launching efforts to promote and
support interdisciplinary team science, but research is sorely needed to guide these efforts, so
that they succeed in fostering team science and advancing scientific discovery and translation.
To date, the impact of these efforts on the amount and quality of team science research remains
to be systematically evaluated. In particular, we noted that university-industry research
collaborations have grown faster than the knowledge of how to manage them effectively.
Limited systematic, rigorous research is available on such partnerships, and there is a dearth of
research on failed collaborations. In addition, we noted that research on the relationship
between design of the built environment and scientific collaboration remains theoretically
debated and empirically mixed. Some studies have found a positive relationship between spatial
proximity and scientific collaboration, but additional research is needed to improve
understanding of the relationship between the design of the built environment and team science
effectiveness. A broader focus for this research would examine cultural and social factors
intertwined with the spatial environment that may jointly affect collaborative processes and
outcomes.
A few studies are beginning to examine some specific university strategies to promote
interdisciplinary team science. For example, one recent study examined how Harvard Medical
School’s “open” call for research ideas aided development of research topics on Type I diabetes
(Guinan, Boudreau, and Lakhani, 2013). The committee encourages more agencies and
universities to study and learn from existing and emerging strategies to enhance the way science
is supported and conducted.
A follow-on study to the 2005 National Academies study of institutions and individuals
conducting interdisciplinary research (National Academy of Sciences, National Academy of
Engineering, and Institute of Medicine, 2005) might be a helpful step in guiding university
efforts.34 The findings would illuminate what progress has been made in the past decade, what
obstacles still remain, and what research-based promising practices can be identified. In turn, the
results of this new, follow-up study could be used in formulating more specific research studies
to increase understanding of how the various types of organizational and institutional policies
and practices may affect team science.

34

Such a study need not be conducted by the National Academies.
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More generally, research on university efforts would provide greater clarity if it included
more field and quasi-experimental design studies with longitudinal and panel components to
examine the outcomes of university efforts over time. Studies of university-industry partnerships
and other multi-stakeholder team science projects are needed to examine choices of institutional
partners, factors related to both success and failure of these projects, formal and informal
management practices, and the nature of institutional impacts resulting from science teams and
groups that cross university-industry boundaries. Such studies would benefit from the
development of data collection strategies and a performance data system that is transparent,
meaningful, and accessible to researchers.
In Chapter 8, we also noted a few, isolated examples of university efforts to change
policies and practices related to awarding credit for team science in the promotion and tenure
process. Despite such exceptions, university policies for promotion and tenure review typically
do not provide comprehensive, clearly articulated criteria for evaluating individual contributions
to team-based research. Recognizing that disciplines, departments, and universities will continue
to establish and apply their own criteria for evaluating research contributions, we recommended
that universities and disciplinary societies proactively develop broad principles for assigning
individual credit for team-based work. Targeted research is needed to inform these efforts, along
with research on the feasibility and effectiveness of providing team rewards (e.g., bonuses,
public recognition) for team-based work (discussed further below).
More generally, research is needed to increase understanding of the promotion and tenure
process as it relates to team science. A valuable first step would be a systematic survey of U.S.
universities’ promotion and tenure policies related to evaluating individual contributions to teambased research. The limited information currently available suggests that such policies include a
relatively narrow range of criteria relative to the broad range of potential meaningful
contributions an individual can make to a science team. Further research is needed to develop
evidence-based principles for evaluating contributions such as being a “broker” who brings
individuals and/or organizations together (a role that has been shown to facilitate innovation as
discussed in Chapter 4).
In addition, research is needed to understand how such new principles and criteria could
best be implemented, addressing such questions as:




To what extent are policies implemented and adhered to?
What factors, such as university, school, or departmental leadership and culture,
influence the uptake of new policies?
How long does it typically require before policy changes affect practice within
promotion and tenure committees?

Research is also needed to explore team rewards for team science. Although many
members of science teams and groups work at universities, others are found in industrial research
and development laboratories, freestanding science facilities (e.g., particle accelerators or large
observatories), federal laboratories, and public and private research centers and institutes.
Regardless of where they are employed, scientists and other stakeholders engaged in
collaborative research may respond to incentives and rewards provided by their employers. To
date, despite the rapid growth of teams in science and other sectors of the economy,
organizational incentive systems have focused primarily on rewarding individual achievements.
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Further research is needed to develop and test team-based rewards for team-based
accomplishments. Such research would benefit from a collaborative approach including
organizational scientists who have begun to examine team rewards in other contexts as discussed
in Chapter 8 (e.g., Chen, Williamson, and Zhou, 2012) and experts in the science of team
science.
Finally, we noted in Chapter 8 that there is a general lack of research on team science
from an organizational perspective. Further research from this perspective would be valuable to
inform research and practice. For example, the emergence of such new organizational forms as
multi-team systems, cross-network scientific collaborations, and large, geographically dispersed
research centers may require new approaches to team or group composition, professional
development, and leadership. However, we noted in Chapter 6 that there has been little research
to date on leadership in multi-team systems; only a few studies have begun to explore how
system and team leaders can best foster coordination within and among the component science
teams. Similarly, new organizational forms of team science are likely to present new challenges
for composing and assembling the team or group, and for providing professional development.
FUNDING AND EVALUATION OF TEAM SCIENCE
We have noted that evaluating the processes and outcomes of team science is
challenging, in part because science teams and larger groups may have multiple goals. Research
is needed to develop new evaluative criteria that are appropriately matched to the respective
goals and concerns of the teams, groups, organizations, institutions, funders, and community
groups that have a stake in the foci, processes, and outcomes of the projects. In Chapter 9, we
noted that federal scientific agencies are increasingly interested in examining their own
processes, so that they can improve their practices and better address important social, technical,
and scientific challenges. To date, however, very little empirical evidence is available from such
efforts. Research is needed to help both public agencies and private foundations best deploy
their resources to foster effective team science and find the optimal balance between team and
non-team approaches. This research would provide answers to questions such as:






How can funders and scientific review panels better identify team proposals that are
likely to succeed or fail?
What happens when the funding for a science team or group is withdrawn? Does the lack
of long-term funding commitment lead researchers to revert to more traditional small,
incremental scientific development processes? What is the relationship between the
sustainability of funding and a supportive institutional context in terms of the likelihood
of long-term success?
What types of management, beyond the traditional funder roles of evaluating research
proposals and requiring written reports, might facilitate science team effectiveness?
Would team effectiveness be enhanced if funders provided ongoing technical assistance
and emergency assistance to address collaboration challenges as they arise?

More specifically, research is needed to understand how alternative funding strategies
may affect science team effectiveness. In Chapter 9, we recommended that funders require
collaboration plans. Studies comparing the effectiveness of teams and groups that did and did
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not include a collaboration plan in their proposals would enable a learning and improvementoriented approach to the management of team science.
Because peer review panels function as teams in and of themselves, research to better
understand how their structure and dynamics influence reviews of team science proposals would
provide useful information to funders. It would also be valuable to study how new approaches in
which reviewers assemble “dream teams” with the goal of rapidly advancing science and
translating discoveries in targeted areas affect the processes and outcomes of these teams.
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATION
Conclusion: Targeted research is needed to evaluate and refine the tools, interventions,
and policies recommended above, along with more basic research, to guide continued
improvement in the effectiveness of team science. However, few if any funding programs
support research on the effectiveness of science teams and larger groups.
Recommendation 9. Public and private funders should support research on team
science effectiveness through funding. As critical first steps, they should support
ongoing evaluation and refinement of the interventions and policies recommended
above and research on the role of scientific organizations (e.g., research centers) in
supporting science teams and larger groups. They should also collaborate with
universities and the scientific community to facilitate researchers’ access to key
team science personnel and data sets.
In closing, we note the promise of new research methods and approaches for advancing
the research on team science effectiveness. In Chapter 2, we discussed the unique concerns of the
science of team science, including its focus on highly diverse units of analysis, ranging from the
individual to the team, the organization, and society as a whole and the need for developing
valid, reliable metrics and criteria to understand and evaluate team processes and their
relationships to scientific and translational outcomes. We noted that new research approaches
and methods could help the field with these various concerns. For example, complexity theory
offers a promising route to understand how behaviors, actions, and reactions at each level of a
system affect actions at the other levels and the emergent behavior of the system as a whole.
Researchers have begun to investigate team science using a complex adaptive system approach.
New methods are also available for studying team dynamics. For example, team or group
members can be equipped with small electronic sensor badges (about the size of a smartphone)
to record data on their interactions, including whether they are face to face, how close they are to
one another, and the intensity of their conversation. Similarly, electronic communication data,
such as emails and texts, can be recorded and analyzed. Data illuminating team or group
dynamics—whether captured by unobtrusive sensors, through records of electronic
communications, or through more traditional surveys—can be creatively combined with
bibliometric data to examine the relationship between team processes and outcomes (in the form
of scientific publications). Because team or group dynamics, goals, and outcomes change over
time as science teams move through different phases in their work, longitudinal research designs
coupled with analysis of temporally tagged data can provide greater insight than cross-sectional,
one-time approaches.
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Empirical research on science teams and groups can also benefit from simulation and
modeling methods. Simulation allows technological tasks conducted by science teams and group
in the real world (e.g., joint use of scientific equipment or virtual meeting technologies) to be
studied under controlled laboratory conditions. In this way, technologies can be evaluated on
the basis of their ability to improve science team effectiveness. Also, computation models (for
example, agent-based models, dynamical systems models, social network models) of findings
regarding team member interactions under varying conditions in the literature on teams
(including science teams) can help to extend empirical results from small science teams to larger
groups and organizations.
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